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REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT

NCMS LOOKS AHEAD

Mr. James J. Bagley
National Classification Management Society

President, 1972-1973

In the nearly ten years of its existence NCMS has been the Eiqhth Seminar in 1972; the first comprehensive dis-
in the forefront of action to bring order out of the cussion of Ole Order with details on implementation.
classification chaos that has existed throughout Govern-
ment and industry. The NCMS seminars and publications The Present
have been the source of much of the information that
exists in the field of classification management. While it is always useful to look at the past, it is only

useful when the past can be the prelude to the present

The Past and the precursor of the future. NCMS has historically
taken the position that it should cooperate with other

It is useful to recall some of the past seminars and to societies that have similar goals. Also, to make its posi-
highlight d few of the many noteworthy events. The tions known to Congress, as well as agencies of the
Honorable John E. Moss, keynote speaker at the Third Government, NCMS has established a liaison with several
Seminar in 1967, detailed the background of the Freedom committees of the House and Senate and has furnished to
of Information Act (5USC522), which became effective these committees pertinent NCMS reports, studies and
on July 4, 1967. In his remarks he reminded the atten- positions. Society representatives have presented testi-
dees of their responsibilities regarding the classification of mony on bills under discussion.
information, saying: To date NCMS has presented its comments or, the

"You handled it. You saw the nature of the con- merits of proposed bills and has made clear that the
tent, the degree of sensitivity, the impact of that position was based on its independent judgment of the
which is not available. You have a very serious merits of a bill and not an echo or reiterated comments
responsibility each time you make a judgment, of other groups. The society has striven to maintain its
advocate a policy, or determine a classification, be- independent position in all matters and has not allowed
cause at each point you have determined that a its position to be compromised by matters not strictly
small portion of the totality of information is not related to classification principles and practices.
going to be available finally to those who haig the The following are some of the actions taken.
greatest need for it. I hope that it's always a bal- NCMS has established liaison with the Civil Service
anced judgment. Commission and has furnished information on the aims

"In a society where each and every one of us is a and scope of the Society, our literature and bulletins. It is
part of Government, it is essential that each and our hope that this will lead to the development of stan-
every one of us has an absolute maximum of infor- dards for classification management personnel.
mation available in making the very important deci- Over the last 18 months there has been direct com-
sions we must make as our own governors." mjnication with the Department of Defense on a variety

Congressman Moss' comments ar,,, particularly appropriate of matters. To cite a few of the NCMS recommendations
now when one looks at the searching reviews of the supported by study of the issues,
Freedom of Information Act mide by the Coiigress. 0 To establish a classification management function

At the Fifth Seminar, in 1969, a preliminary report in all Government and defense agencies dealing
was made by a Special Task Sroup on the Dissemination with classification matters.
of Information, established by the Committee on Scien- 0 To revise the authorizations and determinations
tific and Technical Information of the Federal Council on regarding contractors retaining documentary
Science and Technology. The Task Group was charged materials.
with reviewing the policies and practices of the federal 0 To continue automatic downgrading information
agencies on the dissemination of information in the light established as Group 3 under E.O. 10501 rather
of the Freedom of Information Act and with making than making it "Excluded" under E.O. 11652. (We
recommendations on steps that might be taken to im- are pleased to note concurrence of DoD reported
prove dissemination, subsequently in these proceedings.)

The Seventh Seminar, in 1971, saw NCMS embroiled 0 To eliminate or at least restrict approval for Special
in the Pentagon Papers controversy, which produced some Access Programs.
unfortunate and unfair publicity. Little did the attendees This is where we are today. We know that classification
think at that time that the papers would be the tip of is here to stay anid that it is more important now than at
what would later become Watergate. any time in the past. E.O. 11652 has established a new

E.O. 11652 was the primary subject of discussion, at baseline for an improvement in the system.
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The results of a survey on classification conducted in may be found. Executive privilege is a question of such
1971 was distrihuted in 1972 to Congress, Government profound proportions that a solution by mere mortals
agencies, and interested societies as well as to NCMS may never be possible.
members. It is interesting to note that many of the views In 1972, two revisions of the U.S. Criminal Code were
of NCMS were included in the provisions of E.O. 11652. introduced, one by the Senate Committee on the Judi-
For example: ciary, and one by the Justice Department. In part, the

* Creation of an Inter Agency Classification Review thrust of both bills is to better protect information that
Committee. requires protection; only the approach is different. The

0 Acceleration of the downgrading and declassifica- Board has had both versions under study for sometime
tion schedule, and will, when appropriate, present its position. In this

• Limitation on the number of people authorized regard, the exposition of both versionb by the panelists at
to classify, the Ninth Seminar was very useful.

a Identification of individuals authorized to classify. Independent review of the effectiveness of E.O. 11652
* Redefinition of information which qualifies for is needed, and NCMS could make a valuable contribution.

classification into various categories. In addition to the normal policing of the order, the
* Determination, by mandatory review after a spe- following areas appear to warrant particular attention:

cified time, of current classification of informa- 0 The tendency of agencies to blanket entire pro-
tion not subject to automatic declassification, grams as exempt-rather than only those explicit

Early in 1972 NCMS set up contacts with the Execu- items that may warrant such exemption.
tive Director, ICRC, and initiated in-depth conversations 0 Habitual use of 30 years as the normal declassifi.
on implementation and enforcement problems of E.O. cation date of exempted material.
11652. There is reason to believe that much of the * A more precise definition of Exempt-Category 3.
progress made in the implementation of the Order is 0 An official definition of the vague term "intelli,
based on these discussions. gence sources and methods," and guides to aid in

The NCMS Board has established liaison with the fol- determining whether defined factors are present.
lowing groups:

American Society for Industrial Security Society Action Opportunities
National Security Industrial Association
Council of Defense, Space, and Industrial Agencies 1. Of singular importance to the Society is the recog-
Aerospace Industries Association nition of classification management as a profession which

Liaison is through Board and Society members who parti- can best be served by the establishment of job standards.
cipate directly in these groups and not as a formal associ- The Society Board of Directors is now drafting such
ation. The reason that formal association is inappropriate standards and they will ultimately be forwarded to the
is that positions of these societies are not all relevant to Civil Service COnmmission for its consideration. As noted
the NCMS goals. However, when the subject matter is one previously the Commissan has already received consider-
on which NCMS has concern, it takes a position. able NCMS literature.

2. An NCMS position should be prepared and sub-

The Future mitted to the appropriate subcommittees of the Congress
on the proposed revision to Title 18, United States Code

Classification is the tap root of the information secu- as it affects the control and dissemination of classified
rity system. Classification establishes the need fcr security information.
systems to control and protect information. Personnel and 3. Because its members represent a good cross section of
physical security come into being after it has been estab- Government and industry, NCMS is in an especially qood
lished that information requires protection. position to assess the effectiveness of the implementation

Although there has been a marked improvement in the of E.O. 11652. The Society should establish methods for
classification program since 1963, many problems remain, acquiring, interpreting and reporting its findings to the
From the publication of the Pentagon Papers in 1971 to ICRC and the Government. In this regard, NCMS is in a
the present (aggravated by Watergate), at least a dozen unique position to get the "straight dope" which is not
bills or resolutions have been introduced in Congress to filtered or watered down by orficial positions.
establish new classific3tion systems. Unfortunately, most 4. The United States has many international agree-
intermingle two separate and distinct problems-classif ica- ments, some of which involve the transfer of information,
tion and executive privilege. It is our contention that that must be protected by the holders. Steps should be
&hese ;ut~jects are ep•4•te naid should not be combined. takpn to include in protocols agreements relating to the
Classification is a problem to which a solution, with time, downgrading and deciaification of information. U



SECRECY AND THE RIGHT TO KNOW sounding phrases about the people's right to know, provi-
sions which could turn those ideals into raality were an

Dr. James B. Rhoads, essential ph- of the Executive Order and the implement-
Acting Chairman of the ICRC ing Directive of the National Security Council.

The Order and the Directive sought to balance more
I am delighted at having this opportunity to speak to equitably the legitimate need for secrecy with the equally

those who have the resoonsibility for managing classified legitimate need for an informed public through access to
documents. Events of the last several years have focused a the records of Government. Stated simply, the new Order
great deal of public attention on the Government's poli- established a system that would classify fewer documents,
cies and programs in this area, and have forced those ot and would declassify more information sooner. To help
us who must deal with classified documents to make a make this system a practical reality, an Interagency Clas-
careful re-examination of the twin issues of secrecy and sification Review Committee was established to assist the
disclosure. The publication of the "Pentagon Papers," the National Security Council in monitoring the implementa.
issuance of the President's new Executive Order, and tion of the Order and the Directive, For the first time a
more recent events have made the general public more centralized reviewing authority was set up to check on
records-conscious and more secrecy-conscious than ever exactly how the agencies and departments were fulfilling
before. As a result, organizations such as yours and meet- the promised changes in the system. The Committee
ings like this one, where the issues and problems can be members include a Chairman designated by the President,
discussed freely and openly, have taken on an importance the Archivist of the United States, and senior representa-
which none of us could have foreseen a few years back. I tives of the departments of Defense, State, and Justice,
hope that my few remarks can be a contribution to the the Central Intelligence Agency, the Atomic Eno'rgy
dialogue on our common problem of secrecy and the Commission, and the National Security Council Staff. As
right to know. Chairman, Ambassador John Eisenhower directed the

As you know, on March 8, 1972, President Nixon Committee's first year of operation. In April I was desig-
issued Executive Order 11652 establishing a new, and nated Acting Chairman of the Committee to succeed
more progressive, system for the classification and declas- Ambassador Eisenhower. The Committee meets monthly
sification of Government documents relating to national to review agency compliance with the Order's provisions,
security. The New Order sought to revise a system which to hear complaints about the operation of the system
had grown progressively more cumbersome and unrespon- from both the public and Government officials, to decide
sive to realistic security requirements. For all practical matters of interpretation of the Order and Directive, and
purposes, the classification of documents began during the to hear appeals from the public when their requests for
First World War, grew to maturity during the Second declassification have been denied by an agency or
World War, and becz, me the standard practice of most department.
Government agencies during the Cold War. The atmosphere The classification and declassification system which the
of warfare, or the threat of warfare, created an institu- Order and Directive established and which the Interagency
tional bias in favor of secrecy at the expense of the Classification Review Committee monitors has tightened
public's right to know. Far too many documents were the definitions of Top Secret, Secret, and Confidential
classified by thousands of classifiers whose actions re- classified information. A new General Declassification
ceived only minimal review. No one knew or could even Schedule was established for speedier, automatic down-
make a rea•,or,:, )e guess at the number of classified docu- grading and declassification, with Confidential documents
ments that e~ir,,d throughout the Government. Citizens automatically declassified in six years, Secret in eight
had no idea how to go about getting access to these years, and Top Secret in 10 years. Only four specific
records. And, perri,.3 the most one-sided aspect of the categories of information may be exempted from the
classification system was that while the mo:it elaborate General Declassification Schedule. The Order established a
provisions had been maide for classifying documents and series of controls over what material is classified, who can
protecting them, oncu c6assified, only minimal provisions classify it, and for hc -' long. Let me note these controls:
haa been made for declassifying them. 0 Officials viith (lassification authority must be

The issuance of Executivc Order 11652 marked the designated in wiiting by the head of their depart-
culmination of over a year's effort by many individuals ment or agency, aiid the list must be updated and
throughout the Government who had r.omr together to submitted to the ICRC every three months.
revise the system of handling classified information. It S The classifier of a document must be identified
also marked the beginning of u, new era in the Govern- on the documents. He is held personally account-
ment's approach to the classification system. The new able for the decision to classify any document on
Order included ideas which had been discussed by '-,t' whirh hik nnme appeare a-, the classifying
ars and the public for many years but which had never authority.
found wide-spread acceptance within the Government. 0 The classifier is subject to sanctions for abuse.
One of these ideas was the concept of the people's right 0 Top Secret classifying authority is limited to
to knovw about the way their Government operates. Presi- senior departmental officials and only these offi
dent Nixon endorsed this idea in the introduction to the cials may exempt a classified doc-ument from the
Order by stazing that "the interests of the United States G3eneral Declassification Schedulu.
and its citizens are best served by making information 0 Departments must establish a data index system
regarding the affairs of Government readily availabie to for retrieval of selected categories of classified
the public." &3ut more than just inclu:ting some nice documents which have perr.,mnent retention value.
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Through tightened control over original classification Specifically, the ICRC has focused its attention upon
and the introduction of the General Declassification reducing the number of Government officials with classifi-
Schedule, the Executive Order dealt with information that cation authority, review and approval of departmental
is currently being created and classified. But what about implementing regulations, establishment of a quarterly
the hundreds of millions of classified documents that have reporting system, implementation of the data index, and
been accumulating over the past 50 years? We estimated a education of Federal employees on changes adopted by
year ago that the National Archives possessed over 160 the new Order. Since June 1, 1972, the number of off i-
million pages of classified information just for the World cials with authority to classify information in the Federal
War II period, and several times that many for the post- Government has been reduced by 63 percent (exclusive of
War years. The new system was also designed to deal with CIA which has reduced the total of classifiers by 33
this problem. Several provisions in the Executive Order percent). The number of officials with Top Secret classifi-
relate to such older documents. One such provision is that cation authority has been reduced by 71 percent. (CIA
classified documents 30 or more years cld will automati- has reduced Top Secret classifiers by 83 percent.) We
cally become declassified after a review directed by the anticipate that further reductions can be made during the
National Archives. A Declassification Division, consisting next year.
of about 100 persons, has been established within the In the area of declassification, the National Archives
National Archives to conduct the review of records as and the teams from various agencies have succeeded in
they become 30 years old. It is possible that some of reviewing for declassification some 40 million pages of
these 30 year old documents may be exempted from material from the World War II period. In addition, dur-
declassification, but this can happen only if the head of ing this period 350 mandatory declassification review
the agency or department which originated the document requests were received by the various agencies. One hun-
personally authorizes and justifies its exemption. Our best dred and ninety-seven of these requests were granted in
estimate is that the review of 30 year old material for the full, and 26 in part; 79 were denied in full and 48 are
World War II period will result in the release of 99 pending action. Among the requests granted were those
percent of the documents. for the release of papers relating to the Abel-Powers

In addition, material which is not yet 30 years old but exchange, the Adenauer visit to Moscow in 1947 and the
is at least 10 years old is subject to a request for manda- release of the RB-47 fliers by the Soviet Union in 1967,
tory review by a member of the public or a department In addition an appeal to the Committee for release of the
of Government. To initiate a mandatory declassification Gaither Report of 1957 resulted in its declassification and
review request a member of the public must identify the release. Some Government departments have initiated
document with particularity and the department must be th,'ir own review of existing classified documents to
able to retrieve it with a reasonable amount of effort. declassify those which no longer require protection. Of
Definitions of particularity and reasonable effort are, of particular significance are the projects of the Atomic
course, difficult to determine. In practice, however, the Energy Commission at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
agencies seem to be interpreting these requirements and the Department of Defense in its industrial security
generously. And adverse decisions can be appealed first to programs. We realize that the provision for mandatory
a Departmental Review Committee and then to the Inter- review requests will not solve the problem of large volume
agency Committee, if an original request for declassifica- declassification. Nevertheless it can be a useful tool in the
tion is denied, hands of scholars, historians, journalists and others who

Finally, for the first time a method was established to can focus on identifiable documents.
declassify material which was classified by a President, his The Executive Order and the NSC Directive provide a
White House Staff, or a Presidential Corn,.ittee or Cam- sound framework for an enlightened and reasonable ap-
mission. Previously, Departments were reluctant to make proach to the Government's classification program. After
a decision to declassify something they had not origi- one year, the Committee feels that significant progress has
nated, even when the information fell within their area of been made. However, we all realize that we are dealing
competency. Now, through the provisions of Section 11, with problems that have developed over a long period of
the Archivist of the Unitecd States is given the ultimate time and that more than one year is needed to carry out
declassification authority after consideration of the changes as extensive as those included in Executive Order
donor's deed of gift and after consultation with the 11652.
agency of primary subject matter interest. This provision A decade ago I doubt if anyone could have foreseen
of the Order has proved to be a major breakthrough in the changes that have taken place in the area of classified
the declassification of material held in the Presidential documents. What does it look like ahead? What will the
Libraries as well as of material in the National Archives. world of classification management be like in another

The changes in the classification system that I have decade or so-say in 1984?
,ritlined went into effect just over a year ago. Since that Prophecy, I realize, is a dangerous business, especially
date substantial progress has been made in bailding the in, t?! field of public policy, where the unforeseeable has
framework for a workable classification and declassifica- a way of undermining eveei the most c,",tioti r
tion system. tions. But, with all the risks, a look ahead is probably

Dinring the year, the Interagency Classification Review worth the effort.
Committee has emphasized the development of sound What is likely to occur?
procedures for dealing with security classification prob- For one, thing, I do not believe that the present
lems and the establishment of a viable reporting system system will remain unchanged. I think we are likely to see
foa evaluating departmental classification programs. further substantial modifications in the system of classify-
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ing and daclassifying documents. Moreover, I believe those will be called upon tt bring their experience and their
Schanges will continue to be in the direction of the right expertise to bear in solv ng thet problems.

to know. If the Government's experienca under the Free. Twenty-odd years ago, ,ontainment" became and long

doma of Information Act is any guide, I think it most remained the watchword of our foreign policy. Its diplo-
likely that the requests for mandatory review will number matic usage as circumstances in world affairs have chang-

in the thousands each year rather than in the hundreds as ed has declined, but it is a useful word, and I suggest that

today. Finally, it seems to me not unlikely that there will it now become a new kind of watchword, the watchword

be a much mure stringent control over a smaller number of our classification policy. Uncontrolled secrecy can pre-

of classifiers and a significantly smaller body of classified sent a deadly danger to a democratic society. It can

material, damage, perhaps beyond repair, the very foundation of
Some of you may find these prospects frightening, that society, namely the ability of its people to control

Some may feel that the possible changes would still riot their own destiny, The containment of secrecy is our

have gone far enough. In any case, should such charges goal. It will not be easily achieved, but with good will

take place, we will all be faced with a good many prob- and common sense, and with the professional dedication

le0ib, d0d thiuLe iii thu fIeid (If classification iidio tdyeiiI1.. of :.,.n 'inr4 *'mrnur like ,ourselves, it will be achieved. i

DISCUSSION OF SECTION XI-NA TIONAL although somewhat differently described in various places

SECURITY-PROPOSED FEDERAL CRIMINAL CODE is categorized as national defense information-informa-
tion affecting tha national defense.

Mr. Waiter G. Fenerty, What is the relationship between that and classified

Office of the Judge Advocate General, USAF information? Generally there is none. There is no direct
connection in the law between classification and the

,Mr. Robert L. Keuch, criminal statutes punishing the misuse of information
Deputy Chief, Appellate Section, affecting national defense generally.

Criminal Division, Department of Justice Having said that, I have to back off. One of the serious

Mr. Robert C. Maynard, problems in drafting any statute to describe information

Associate Editor/Ombudsman, which should be subject to punishment for misuse is the
The Washington Post description of it in terms of categories that could be

understood by people who deal with it on the street; that

Mr. Fenert,,': It's a pleasure to be here and especially is, the public in general, the man who is in the Govern-

to see all of the people who are concerned with this often ment as an employee, or who comes in contact with it in

unappreciated subject of the classification of papers of his other occupation, perhaps as a journalist.

interest both to the Government and to the public. The The status of the information affecting the national

subject matter, withholding or disseminating information, defense, which is not classified and is subject to punish-

as some of the speakers have pointed out, has become ment for misuse, is--I think I can say without passing

particularly crucial of late and it is gratifying to note that immediately the question to my colleague, Mr. Keuch--

so many professionals are involved in acquiring what addi- uncertain. There have been few, if any-I know of none-

tional information is available, what additional education prosecutions for a violation of a criminal statute involving

is available, in order to pursue their task effectively, the misuse of information affecting the national defense

All of us who work in the U.S. Government are pub!ic which was not in fact classified, with one exception.

servants and it is a difficult task to decide, I'm sure, when Then, that one exception resulted in a reversal. Su I can

your position as a servant of the public causes you to say that I know of no successful prosecution for misuse

mark some particular item of information as not ,vailable of national defense information that was not classified.

to that public that you are serving. The existence of only an interpretative gloss, as I

I saw the other day an item to the effect that someone would call it, on the category of national defense infor-
was exploring the possibility of classification by com- mation which would restrict it to information which had

puter. Unfortunately, I don't know enough about com- been classified by some agency of the executive creates

puters in general and that prulect in particular to know problems. So long as it is unclear what information is

any of its merits; but I can assure you that I'd be much within the category covered by the law, few people will

happier to have your expertise on the classification ques- know what they can do with it--with information which
tion than that of any computer. appears to affect the national defense in some way.

To lead off and to return to the actual legislation Almost any information dealing with military matters--

which we are concerned with today, I begin by narrow- for instance, the location of the Pentagon--will affect, in
ing, I suppose, our attention. Instead of all security the broad sense of the word, the national defense. I do

offenses, which I'n sure you know embrace sabotage, not think there is any quarrel with the proposition that

embrace some matters affecting military personnel and so no one should be prosecuted for disseminating the loca-
vI, , ou ,vill be concerned with th- in' ,rmation discloqs, r tion of the Pentagon.

facets in particular. On the othet hand, there is rio doubt that we du have

The present law, as again I'm certain most of you something iii mind when we talk about information af-
know, does not deal generally with classifying information fecting the national defense, some form of information
as such The present criminal law for the most part deals wh~ch we do not believe should be available to those

in specific categories of information, information which outside of our nation who would harm our nation; and

r . -, . .. . . ... . i . . .. , .. .. . i .. . .. ...... . ... ... , ._ . . . . . ... .. . .



perhapb not even to some who are within the nation who the Administration version the intent is that the informa-
would nonetheless, iii the judgement of-not getting into tion be used or with knowledge that it may be used to
the philosophy behind it-at least the vest majority of the the prejudice or safety or interest of the United States or
citizens, would harm the nation as a whole. to the advantage of a foreign power.

The two major statutes that we now have on the That is basically all I'd like to say on that at this time.
books dealing with information affecting national defense I'd like to save for Mr. Keuch the opportunity to expand
deal with it in terms of the mental state of the persons on the Administration version in a little more detail.
involved, the communicator, if I may use the shorthand The other aspect of the separation of the good infor-
term for it. If I may, I'd like to bring them out and read mation disclosure from the bad information disclosure in
those. matters relating to the national defense deals with what is

The most severe of the statutes dealing with inforrna- in fact classified. And the law does now deal with clas-
tion disclosure is the espionage law. It deals with the sified information as such in two and a half categories,
national defense information by punishing actions taken let's put it that way.
by a person who has the mental state: with intent or The two clear categories are the communications infor-
reason to believe that the information would be used to mation, the information relating to communication sur-
the injury of the United States or to the advantage of a veillance oy and large, and I'm sure you are familiar with
foreign nation, that because many of you deal with that type of informa-

That is paralleled to a somewhat lesser extent by a tion. That particular prohibition is preserved in both the
similar statute that goes into more detail. I'm not going Senate Subcommittee version and the Administration ver.
to read it all because it would unnecessarily delay the sion; although the language is a little hit different irn each
program. But by and large it can be summed up by one, by and large the definition remains the same. They
talking about the intent or the criminal mind of the have been carried over and just slightly reworded. That
individual who deals with the information. That's one intormation then is basirally unaffected.
way of dealing with the problem. The other section tViat now deals with classified infor-

At this point I'd also like to touch upon the two mation as such is tFe communication by a public servant
present versions of the proposed revision of the law. The to a foreign agent.
first is a revision proposed by the Senate Subcommittee In the Senate bill, the Senate Subcommittee bill, there
on Criminal Laws and Procedure of the Committee on the is no comparable provision as such. There is no provision
Judiciary. That deals with the problem in two ways. dealing with communication of classified information as

In the first of the two, serious offenses, it preserves such by a public servant.
the mental state requirement. This is the basic espionage In the Administration version there are several cor-
law. The bill I'm referring to is numbered S-1. The of- responding provisions which are somewhat broader. The
fense again is espionage, and in its somewhat complex public servant is put to a slightly increased burden, put
numbering it's Section 2-5B7. on a slightly more elevated platform by the requirement

In that section the crime is contingent upon a staie of that he not communicate the information to anyone-
mind as follows: with knowledge that the information is classified information-without authority, and the cate-
to be used to the injury of the United States or to the gory of public servant is basically expanded to include
advantage of a foreign power; or with intent that it be information which a contractor obtains by virtue of his
communicated to the enemy and in time of war com- position. The public servant is obligated to take care of
municates the national defense information, all classified information. The contractor or former public

That is the most serious of the crimes that S.1 pro- servant is obligated to care for all information which he
poles to substitute for the present offense of espionage obtains by virtue of his position; or at least he is subject
and its lesser offenses. to punishment if he does not.

It too has another offense, however. That deals with Now, I mentioned there was another half of a section
the problem by punishing harmful use, simply communi- that dealt with this. There is a misdemeanor prohibition
cating the information, in existing law covering the photographing, mapping,

The mental state here is a lesser one, really summed up sketching and the like of certain military installations and
as knowingly. As most of the categories, it involves a equipment, if it is designated by the President for that
knowledge of the probable result of its being communi- protection.
cated. The requirement is that the information be used in Those sections have been implemented in such a way
a number of ways, in a manner harmful to the safety of that theoretically they would apply to classified informa-
the United States. tion. They are carried over into both versions of the

In this case the problem of the location of the Penta- revised criminal code, but I know of no one who actualiy
gon is solved, because no one could be punished for believes that it would be applied to matters such as the
having an intent to use that information to the injury of Ellsberg Papers-well, theoretically, they were reproduced
the United States. I believe it's safe to say communicating from information that would fali in that category. Again,
that information would never be in a manner harmful to I think I'll have to pass that question on to Mr. Keuch.
the safety of the United States. I would like to just niontion two other areas that are

H.R.-6046 or S-1400, which i- the version proposed by nrt covered. One 0, atomic ,siergy. That basically is un-
the Administration, deals with this problem in a slightly touched by any proposed revision of the code. That
different fashion, although it again preserves the mental would remain essentialy the same. In the category of
state requirement to separate the good disclosure of information which would be covered by either version of
defense-related information from the bad disclosure. In the proposed revision, Restricted Data under the Atomic



Energy Act would be categorized or described as being States or obtained by the process of communicating intel-
information affecting the national defense. Again there is ligence in the communications of foreign governments..."
a slight difference in the language but basically it would In the new language of H.R.-6046, a person is guilty of
be the same. an offense as being or having been in authorized posses-

Finally, from the standpoint of the lawyer, all of this sion or control of classified information-and now I'll skip
matter would be affected by what could be produced in over-he knowingly communicates such information to a
court or what would have to be produced in court. That person not authorized to receive it.
is not affected by either bill in those terms. It would be And it goes on to establish that it is not a defense
affected from the standpoint of the drafting of the lan- against prosecution under this section that the classified
guage. If the language were drafted in terms of requiring information was improperly classified at the time of its
production of classified information in order to establish classification or at the time of the offense.
one of tihe elements that the statutc has, then of course Now, let me iust make a comment on how many
the prosecution could not proceed without disclosing it. journalists view that particular portion ot this new pro-
But neither bill attempts in so many words to deal with posed legislation.
the problem of the procedure of proving the fact of any It does seem to us that this becomes a kind of a
category or of identifying the evidence to be used. Both catch-all for all kinds of misclassified information. You
questions are being considered by the Congress at this will hear discussion later on today of the Pentagon Papers
time, but neither has reached the stage where you can and the propriety of the classifications that were involved.
identify or describe a position as the probable outcome. And I have myself from time to time been involved in

I think at this poirt perhaps the best person to discuss situations where there were highly dubious circumstances
the view of the criminal law revisions, the proposed crimi- surrounding the classification of given documents. !'m
nal law revisions, that the public would take would be sure no one in this room would ever misclassify a docu-
Mr. Maynard of The Washington Post-the representative ment, and I start off with the assumption that you are
of The Post interested in disclosure of the good not the objects of our concern in the news media. How-
information, ever, there have been instances- i'm sure you all know;

Mr. Maynard: I must make it clear that the view I perhaps you know more than I do-instances in which
present to you this morning is my own. It is not the view embarrassing materials are classified that had nothing to
of The Washington Post necessarily. As the ombudsman do with danger to the national se(curity.
of that newspaper, I get the right to have a view of my And I think it's important to enter one other observa-
own without having it incorporated, shpll we say, into the tion at this point. When we speak of overclassification, as
views of the institution. Obviously, there are a number of journalists, we are speaking of the need to inform the
things about which we agree. American people of that which we believe your fellow

This area, this whole question of the recodification of citizens and my fellow citizens should know about to
the criminal code with respect to national security ques- make sound judgments that are necessary and vital to the
tions is one that I'm sure you know is somewhat confus- ooeration of the democratic society.
ing at this point. I know of no serious-minded journalist who is inter-

There are before the Senate at ledst two proposals, S-1 ested in harming the national interest-that is to say, his
and S.1400 also known as H.R.-6046, which attempt to own interest, the interests of his family, the interests of
make some changes in classification responsibilities both his community, the interests of his country. And I think
in terms of custodians of information and those who are that's important to bear in mind in this discussion. There
allowed to receive it. has been some notion abroad in this land ever since the

The reason it is confusing is that apparently not very Ellsberg case that the news media were about the business
many people agree on what all those revisions actually of making all of our secrets known to all the world. And
would mean. There are those who take the view that I don't think that is what we're about.
H.R.-6046 and S-1 in fact protect journalists to the de- We're trying to find a sensible way to make a clear
gree that they niarrow the culpability. And there is of delineation between what is properly in the public do-
course an equal amount of vehement argument that they main or ought to be in the public domain and that which
do the opposite. properly ought to remain secret. And it's clear in looking

I would just like to take a couple of those revisions, at the Fllsberg case, for example, that whatever else may
When you compare the old Title XVIII, 798, which if be true about those documents, nothing about them was
you're familiar with it, more or less provided that ýjho- vital to our security in the same sense as knowing the
ever knowingly and willfully communicates, furnishes, desigr of a piece of equipment or hardware that goes into
transmits, or otherwise makes available to an unautho- a missile or whatever or a satellite or the kind of techni-
rized person, or publishes or uses in any manner prejudi- cal data that we probably would all agree shouldn' be
cial to the safety or interest of the United States or the revealed to anybody. And I've never seen a schematic for
benefit of a foreign government to the detriment of the some propulsion device that was s.upposed to be a secret
United States then it goes through some very specific only known to us printed in the New York Time.; or The
lalIgudge as to the kinds of material it is discussing- i.e., Washingtoni Post merely so we'd get a scoop. I mean

the use of code or cipher. Quoting now from 79e of Title that's nut real, that's not in this world.
XVIII "the desiqn, construction, use, maintenance, or So I think we ought to have that understanding be-
repair of any device used or prepared or planned to be tween us as we discuss this question.
used by the United States ifor graphic purposes], com- The other thi igs that I think we need to be very
munication of intelligence of activities of the United clearly aware of is that from the journalist's viewpoint
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there is entirely too much government regulrtion of infor- Perhaps the obvious thing is the so-called Freedom of
mation, not just at the national level; it is going on at the Information Act, the requirement that the Government
state level as well. There are a number of cases across the make information available generally with certain excep-
country, especially in California, where reporters are being tions. The proposed amendment of the criminal code is
prosecuted for printing material that a state government not going to affect directly the question of whether
considered to be intellectual property in the same sense as someone in the position of Mr. Ellsberg can be tried for
S-1400 attempts to define government intellectual pro- one particular offense or another. It may, btcause of the
perty which may not be improperly communicated, way it is drafted, affect a person's decision to release the

What we see is a pattern that is disturbing to us as information; have a collateral effect on it. But not in so
American citizens, and it is a pattern in which govern- many words-it is not drafted in those terms.
ment regulations and government legislation seems to be Someone was asking about the rules of evidence. As I
intended to blanket whole categories of informatior indicated at the end, those are also not directly affected
which we think belong in the public domain, by this proposed revision of the criminal code. Indirectly

I'm very interested in heariny Mr. K-uch so I'm only they 'nay be affected because of the way the amendments
going to make one more observation for now-if I have are written. At trial, the statutory prohibition will deter.
another opportunity, I'll go on. mine what evidence is needed and the rules of evidence

But a couple weeks ago the Attorney General went will determine how the offense can be proved. The d les
before the Government Operations Subcommittee headed of evidence are now before the House of Representatives
oy Senator Muskie to discuss this legislation. At that time for consideration. The proposed revisions of those will
he said that in the draft he fou'id a number of areas not take effe.t until there is a new law passed.
where he thought the language was sufficiently emphatic Leaving that aside, I'll pass on to Mr. Keuch to present
as to conceivably affect journalists in the pursuit of their in more detail the position arid the provisions of S 1400,
duties when in fact that was not his understanding of the the revision of the code proposed by the Administration,
intent of the legislation. I have the transcript of that that I referred to earlier It is a more detailed version and
conversation and I'll be happy to share it with you if for that reason I think you will profit from a discussion
time permits. of it more so than from a discussion of S-1.

But I think it's important to note that because it goes Mr. Keuch: I have a strong temptation here. By hold.
back to what I said at the start. This is a very difficult ing to our schedule I can .peak for 20 minutes and cut
area in which to legislate sensibly. It may be almost as off any criticism of the code But I'll try not to do that
difficult as trying to legislate or rule in the area of I think that the provisions of the codes and the differ
obscenity. I hesitate to make that comparison, but I think ences between them and the differences between the
it's worth rioting that a Supreme Court Justice once said recommended proposals and the present law will come
that he didn't understand what obscenity was in a techni clearer in discussion between rnembers of the panel and
cal legal sense but he recognized it when he saw it. And I with you ladies and gentlemen So I'll try to be very
"think the same may well be said *nr some of what are brief
now known as secrets: that they may be or may not be On the othc.r hand. I think it equally im7, .. ,t that.
legitimate secrets but we frequently don't know that until in criticizing the proposals _,, ,.;- -- ,nenting on them,
we've had some opportunity to examine them. that we are very well aware of what it is that we are

How we do that in the light of this new legislation crittzing and what it is we are commenting on. So I'd like
which almost sends a reporter to iail for even smelling a to go through the provisions of the Justice Department
classified document is a question I think we'll have to recommendations as to the espionage sections of the
somehow sort out I'm sure that Mr. Keuch will be more riatiot4al security chapter of the criminal code,
than able to set me right anyway from my misgivings Where I think it's relevant I'll try to mention the
about this package of legislation. corresponding sections of the Brown Commrissior, report

Mr. Fenerty: One question: did you have the same which is also before the House and Senate and of S-1
reluctance to see enacted the version of the proposed which is the third proposed version of the crimninal code
revision to the code that the Subcommittee has drafted as The provisions of present laws, on which Mr Fenerty
S-1? commented this morning, are carried f'l,-ward to a large

Mr. Maynard: There is a feeiing that S-1 is somewhat extent in the proposed criminal code, hopefully in much
better, but as far as I'm coii•rtned I think that of the clearer language ind hopefully in a much more concise
three possibilities now before us-798 and 9, 793 and so and manageable manner
forth, of existing Title XVIII as now known, H.R.6046. The classic espionage situation, that is communication
and S-1-most journalists feel most comfortable with the of information to a foreign government with intent to
"existing legislation. harm the country or to advantage a foieign government,

Mr. Fenerty: Perhaps before we return to the actual which is now carried in 18 USC 7941a) and (b) 3nd
text of the statutes as they are proposed to be amended 793(a), (b), and to some extent (cl, is carried forward in
and the few provisions tnat are pending, I should mention the proposed Section 1121
a few things that occurred to me subsequently. I might comment that I don't intend to give yoJ

First in that these two bills, for that matter the crimi chapter, verse, and text I don't want to read the ccue to
nal law with which they would deal, are not the orily you. I refer you to the espionage sections of S 1400, they
legal matters which affect the release of information by are 1121 to 1126
the Government to the public generally, which affect the And as lust roted, 1121 is the classic espionage. situa-
obligations of the Government to make material available tion. Sections 1122 and 1123 carry forward those provi
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- sions of present law which have to do with other activity which may result in compromise. And the first of these.
which could result in compromise, both intentional as I mentioned, concerns intentional communication. Sec-

. activity without the intent of transferring it to a foreign tion 1122 makes it an offense for anyone to knowingly-
power, and negligence or gross negligence or other activity knowingly-communicate information relating to the
which could result in compromise. Thus 1122 and 1123. national defense to a person not authorized to receive it.
reenact the present 18 US 793(d), (el, and (f. Section Section 1122, as I mentioned earlier, I might say reflects
1124 is the provision relating to classified information; 793(d) and (e) at the moment in the present code.
11. V• is the provision relating to the receipt or obtaining Section 1123 carries forward those activities that are
of classified information, by a foreign agent. I will discuss perhaps not intentional but also could result in conipro-
these latter sections in greater detail later; they dre based mise; and it has three provisions.
on 50 USC 783 and 18 USC 798 thea Mr. Maynard The first of those in that anyone in possession of
mentioned this morning, information relating to the national defense who reck-

,26 is a definitionm section that applies to all the lessly (and if I may be permitted a non-lawyev's comment
other provisions. I'll also discuss that in greater detail. for a moment, recklessly is defined in the statute termi-

I would also like, at the end of reviewing what are in nology as the grossest negligence; you have to have
these proposed sections, to discuss with you the concept knowledge of the circumstances, you have to act in such
of information relating to national security because that is a manner as you should have actually no concern about
a phrase that will be repeated a number of times in the the results of your bctions, etc., etc. Recklessly is defined
proposed code. very broadly, that is, in the sense of the knowledge you

And in discussing, in greater detail, the two of the must have and tne type of activity that must go into it.
provisions that have gotten the most comment .and criti- It's the grossest of negligence, if I may put it that way)
cism-that is, 1122 and 1124-1 woulW' ';-o like to explain who recklessly permits the destruction, loss, theft, or
some of the general interpretation rules of the criminal unauthorized communication of information relating to
code. the national defense.

1121, again, is the classic espionage situati(mn. It makes The second area covered by 1123 is an individual in
it a criminal offense for an individual knowingly, and authorized possession. An individual in authorized posses.
with the intent that the information be used to the sion is guilty of an offense if he does one of three things:
prejudice of the safety of the United States or to the 0 Intentionally fails to deliver upon demand infor-
advantage of a foreign power, or with knowledge that it mation relating to the national defense, demand
may be so used, to do one of three things: being made by an authorized person;

* To communicate this information to a foreign 0 Knowingly fails to report a theft, loss, destruc-
power; tion, unauthorized communication of national

* To obtain or collect information with the intent defense information;
that it be so communkia*ed or with knowledge 0 Recklessly violates any duty that is imposed upon
that it may be so communicated; him, or her, by statute, executive order, or rule

* To enter a restricted area with the intent to or regulation thereunder designed to protect
obtain or collect information for communication national security information.
to a foreign prwer, or with the knowledge that it I supposed that this sutjparagraph does not have close
may be used for the benefit of a foreign power. comparison in present law. However, 793(f) and 793(d)

Entering the restricted area covers some of the matters and (e) in some respect do cover this. But this does
Mr. Fenerty mentioned this morning, that is photograph- provide for an offense by ani individual who recklessly
ing installations and the rest. Those items are dropped out violates a duty imposed by law far the protection of

of the proposed code, and entering the restricted area national security information.
with the necessary intent, as I mentioned, is in the classic The third provision of 1123 applies to those who are
espionage statute. in unauthorized possession of national defense informa-

You might see that, by combining 793 and 794, we tion, and, here, they are guilty of an offense if they
have made those steps that are, perhaps, preliminary to knowingly, knowingly, deliver the information to an
the actual communication to a foreign agent if done with individual not authorized to receive it.
the necessary intent and the necessary purpose, commen- Section 1124 is the classified information section. It
surate with and described in the same manner in terms of provides that anyone who is in authorized possession of
the same statute as the actual communication. As a prac- information or who has had authorized possession of
tical matter, that's done under the present statutes, information, either under provisions of law or because of
because of the penalty provisions, and also the fact that, their position as a federal public servant, who communi.
generally, the obtaining and collecting was but a step in a rates classified information to an individual not autho
conspiracy to communicate information to a foreign rized to receive it is guilty of an offense. It also provides
government, that the propriety of the classification, either at the time

So, 1121 is the classic espionage situation and I might of the original classification or at the tim- of the offense,
point out has received very little criticism or comment is not a defense in a criminal trial for that crime, It
from even those people who are most critical of the further provides, however, that no one can be prosecuted
proposed code. under the section as an aider or an abettor or as a

In Sections 1122 and 1123, again, we get into those conspirator. In practical terms, this means that the
circumstances where there are acts that are not done with individual who received the classified information and
the intent to communitate to a foreign government, but then makes some further or future communication of that
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classified information cannot be prosecuted under Section satisfy that concept of national defense information in
1124. It's only the individual in the position of trust, any prosecution under the proposed code, because we
someone who has the information in an authorized man- have carried forward the identical language and the legisla-
ner. lawfully, who makes a communication who can be tive history has been abundantly clear that we have
prosecuted for communicating classified information, intended to do this.

I'll come back to that in more detail. We think that in Another very important case is the Heine case, which
some ways this goes beyond present law. We think in is a Second Circuit case, 151 Federal Reporter 2nd series.
otfier very significant ways it tightens up present law. Heine is important because it has some concepts of

1125 is a counterpart. It covers the individual who is a defense that are available to the offense of the communi-
foreign agent or an agent of a foreign power who obtains cation of information related to the national defense.
or collects classified information. This section has received Those three defenses briefly are that the information is
no criticism whatsoever, already within the public domain; the: is, it is lawfully

1126, as I mentioned, is a definition section. I won't "accessible" from legal sources; two, that the executive
go through them all. Classified information is defined had made no effort to control the dissemination or dis-
generally as information whose dissemination has been closure of the information; and, three, that the informa-
restricted under executive order, or law, or rule or regula- tion has been officially disclosed by tt.e executive.
tion thereunder, for reasons of national security. Mr. Fenerty mentioned this morning that there has not

National defense information is not defined. I would been any successful prosecution that he knows of in a
now like to discuss the phrase "information relating to case involving "information relating to the national de-
the natior.al defense," because it runs all through current fense" when the information was not classified. One of
law and, of course, throughout the proposed code. the reasons would be, of course, that one uf the defenses

There was a very, very strong effort made to codify is that the executive had not taken any steps to control
into the code a definition of national defense informa- the dissemination for the purposes of nationa, security, If
tion. But perhaps it is a little bit like the obscenity the document is not classified-that will be only in very,
problem. That is, we know what it is. I think all of you very rare situations, I think you'll agree, probably the
can tell me that you know what national defense informa- only exception would be someone who is working in a
tion is, if you have to deal with it day after day. But to lab or working on projects that are classified and comes
sit down and write a statute that will be good, not for up with a brand new concept or brand new idea that will
today, end not for a month from today, or not a year be "classified" as soon as it is possible to get it into the
from today but for-well, presently our statutes, many of system, but at that point it is not.
them, have been in existence for 50-some years. And So one of the defenses to unlawful communication of
there was a battle between whether or not we could, in national security information would be that the executive
statutory language, mcorporate all the concepts of "infor- has not made any effort to restrict the dissemination.
mation relating to the national security," and at the same And, of course, as Mr. Fenerty pointed out, there has
time leave the flexibility to the courts and to juries to been no successful prosecution when the information has
apply those standards to unforeseen situations. not, in fact, been classified.

We opted not to define the phrase-I think we had to; One final concept on "information related to the
I don't think there was really a choice; we found it was national defense" comes from the proposed statutory
impossible to define all the concepts, all the litigative language. In the description of national defense informa-
gloss, that is. the case decisions, that have interpreted the tion, it provides a series of things as I mentioned, the last
phraseology of information relating to the national category, 1126(g)(10) says: during times of war any other
defense. information relating to the security of the United States,

So we did not define it. What we have done in Section which does certain things-the point being that that
1126-it's 1126(g)-is to state that information relating to phraseology is intended, and 6'es, modify all the above
the national defense is information, regardless of its ori. concepts. We also make it clear then, I think, that the
gin, which includes information relating to-and we list a "information related to the natio,&l defense" must be of
number of categories; I think we refer to those as illustra- a type that affects the national s.curity of the United
tivo subcategories. If you will read that list, it includes States.
military plans, military statistics, military weapons sys- Now, that's a brief thumbnail sketch of Sections 1121
tems, and the rest, also including foreign relations affect- through 1126. I hope I've treaded the middle ground
ing the national security, between giving you too much and giving you enough to

We purponly-purpose/y-carried over into the code understand the provisions.
the legislative history and the cas history of "informa- If I may briefly-I'm going to save time for comment-
tion related to the national defense." That's very impor- go back just to Sections 1122 and 1124.
tant. There are two cases that are very important. I hate 1122, again is the communication by anyone to a
to be a lawyer and cite ycj cases, but the first is Gorin person not authorized to receive it of information related
vs. United States which is in 312 United States Reports at to the national defense. I would like to point out that the
page 19. statute makes it a knowing communication. And under

Gorin defined national defense information as a broad the stitutory interpretation, rules of the proposed code-
concept of broad connotations, referring to the military the culpability section of the proposed code-when you
and navel establishments and related activities of national provide a level of culpability such as knowingly or reck-
preparedness. That concept is purposely and intentionally lessly or the rest, it implies, unless the statute makes it
carried forward into the pesent code. You would have Yo clear otherwise, to every element of the offense.
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What that means in 1122 is that the crime is ior a it And he seemed to indicate in his comments that it was
person to knowingly communicate to a person he knows very specifically defined and that it was a narrow cate-
is not an authorized recipient of information which he gory of information. I don't quite agree, because in the
knows is information related to the national defense. The definition of the statute it provides that communications
knowing requirement qoes to all three elements ot the intelligence information includes information obtained
offense. from our communications intelligence procedures.

Quite frankly, to be candid again, we expected some I'm sure there are people in this audience who can
comment on 1124, the classification section, which I will speak with much better knowledge and ability than I can
briefly discuss in a moment. We think it does depart in to our attempts and our successes in obtaining informa-
some degree from the present law. We did not anticipate tion from our enemies-perhaps in cases from people who
any comment or criticism of 1122. We felt it was a fair may be our enemies at some point or were at one time-
reenactment or recodification of 793(d) and (e), which through our communications intelligence methods. So the
does provide that it's a crirme to communicate to a per- category of information is really not that limited. It
son, not authorized to receive it, certain specific types of would, for example, include information intelligence esti-
matters related to the national defense; or also to com- mates if they had information that was obtained from
municate information related to the national defense communications intelligence sources.
which information the possessor has reason to believe The third one I will only mention briefly. The Atomic
coulJ be used to the harm of the United States or the Energy Act provided that anyone who communicated
benefit of a foreign government. Restricted Data information was guilty of an offense. And

I would point out that in the New York Tines case, we would have taken the position in a prosecution that
Justice White's opinion, and a number of other Justices there is no need to show anything other than the infor-
joined in that opinion, I think a good majority, pointed mation actually transmitted had in fact been classified as
out that that statute, 18 USC '193, was interpreted in just Restricted Data.
that way. Under prior law, existing law, it is a crime for Now, under those statutes, I'd like to point out that
an individual to communicate specific types of informa- 50 USC 783 says: any Government employee who trans-
tion such as documents, books, code books, maps, photo- mits any classified information to a specified class of
graphs, etc., relating to the national defense to an individ- people-agents of foreign powers or members of certain
ual not authorized to receive it. Communist organizations; 798 says anyone-anyone-who

The last category, information relating to the national communicates a specific type of classified information to
defense, which information the possessor has reason to anybody is guilty; and the Atomic Energy Act made it
believe, etc., was added in 1950 or 1951 I believe, and anyone who transmitted or communicated a specific type
the additional test of having reason to believe that it of classified intormation-i.e., Restricted Data-to anyone
could be used to the advantage, or harm the United was guilty of an offense.
States, was put on because it was a catch-all category of Now what the proposed code does-and like lawyers
information. When you have a book, map, or document we like to draw on the courts and the wisdom that goes
generally, as we have already discussed, that book, map, before us as much as anyone else does; and those statutes
or document has some indiciation on it that it is related have been in the courts once, in the Scarbeck case a few
to the national defense. However, oral information, infor- years ago. Mr. Scarbeck was a State Department employee
mation that you obtain in some other manner than in a who was being blackmailed by the Polish secret police

physical shape, may or may not, so the additional test while h. was in Polano. He took out of the embassy some
was put on. classified documents and permitted them to be photo-

However, 1122 of the proposed code, again, would graphed by the Polish police; and he was prosecuted
require the individual who communicates must do it under 783(b).
knowing, knowing that it's information related to the Now, at trial, we established that the documents had
national defense. And that phrase, as I have indicated, been classified by the Ambassador, that his authority was
would include all the concepts of the previous cases and, in the executive order, at that time 10501, and they were
very importantly, all the defenses of previous cases. classified pursuant to his authority. I don't mean that

Section 1124, the provision for communication of clas- they were properly classified.
sified information--I mentioned it had some predecessors The contents of the documents were never made avail-
in the present law. It does. It has three really. The first able to the defendant, to the jury, nor to the judge. On
two are really more relevant: 50 USC 783(b) makes it a appeal, to the Court of Appeals of the District of
crime for any--any -Government employee to communi- Columbia-I might say one of the panels, that would fall.
cate classified information to an agent of a foreign power if we have to make a catiogory or dichotomy, on the
or to members or officers of certain Communist organiza- liberal side of the court, including Judge Bazelon and
tions which, by definition, would have included a lot of Judge Fahy and Judge Washinqton, I believe-they found
American citizens-the organizations included Communist- that that prosecution was proper and pointed out that the
front, Commurist-infiltrated organizations, etc.. etc., and reason 783 was constitutional and was valid was the fact
the very concept of those organizations is that they were that it was limited to a very narrow group of people-
created to get support of innocent and unknowing citizens. Government employees-who had some information as to

18 USC 798, as Mr. Maynard mcntioned this morning, their duties and obligations in protecting classified
provides for the communication of a specific type of information.
classified information-communications intelligence infor- They also pointed out that the Congress fully intended
mation-by anyone, to anyone not authorized to receive to permit a prosecution without violating the same
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national security the statute was designed to protect. If materials that were discussed in the Ellsberg trial to date
the only way we can prosecute for communication of were not mrtters that would affect-did not constitute
classified infornation is by disclosing In the criminal trial information relating to the national defense. Well, If he
that very classified information it's rather an endless were setting on the jury, that would be his right to say
circle, isn't it? You'd have to violate national security to so. Because in a prosecution under espionage, whether or
protect national security, not the information relates to the national defense is a

The Court sustained the statute. The concept was this jury question. In those prosecutions we must-must under
is a limited group, and the rationale behind Congressional all the espionage statutes I'm talking about, except those
enactment of that statute was obvious, not to disclose the relating only to classified information-we must disclose
information, the very information we sought to protect, in order to

Well, 1124 is also limited. It's even more limited. It's prosecute.
not any Government employee, or it's not, as 798 was, A few years back we had a prosecution in New York
anyone, or the Restricted Date section, anyone, It's any- where a sailor took five or six volumes of Secret radar
one with authorized possession. documents, having to do with the radar system being used

Now we think that's a limited group. You don't get by the destro, ars in the Sixth Fleet.
authorized possession unless you're pretty well instructed The Bureau was doing its usual fine job. We had a
on the obligations. One of the questions that arises tre- television camera in his office, we had surveillance out-
quently concerns people in a position of trust. As stated side, we had films of the individual removing the docu-
before, the statute only applies to those individuals in a ments from the Top Secret safe-or Secret safe in this
position of trust who violate that trust. It does not, I case-putting them in his car, driving to Narragansett, and
again say, does not cover the recipient of classified infor- there meeting with an agent of the Soviet Embassy in
"mation. Bob is just not correct when hie says 1124, if he's Washington, D.C., at which point he started to hand over
referring to 1124, would be a situation where even smel- the documents and was arrested.
ling classified document; would make him guilty of a Now, at the trial those radar manuals were declassified,
crime, as they would have to be under the normal espionage

However, under previous law, under 798, if it hap- statute, so we could establish to the satisfaction of the
pened to be classified information such as communica- jury that they were full of information relating to the
tions intelligence, or under 50 USC 798 under certain national defense.
circumstances, reporters or other recipients or intended Let us assume, however, that instead of the radar
recipients could have been prosecuted as co-conspirators, manuals-which I think many of you will have to recog-
aiders, and abettors. So we think that 1124, in a very nize, the radar systems of destroyers in the Sixth Fleet
narrow sense goes beyond present law. Thit is, that it are probably because of the counter-measure systems that
does cover a/i classified information-the unauthorized we have now, that our enemies-we're not sure-have, our
communication to anyone not authorized to receive it. radar systems are perhaps not that sensitive. Suppose it
On the other hand, it's narrower because it only applies had been the concept of an entirely new device, some-
to those people in a position of trust. thing of which the concept was entirely new, and the

I think that I cannot fully discuss the present espio- same thing had happened: he had made contact with the
nage statute, which covers pages in the present code. I Russian agent, he had attempted to sell, we had been able
again find it crossing the line between giving you too to arrest at the same time.
much or not enough to really make a judgment on these Everyone says that 1125 of the proposed code which
matters. But, one other point I might mention is that the says that a foreign agent should not obtain or collect
problems 1124 is designed to handle, that is, the com- classified information is prooer, and that we shouldn't
munication of classified information, which probably have to disclose at that trial the very information we are
many of you know much better than I do, have been a seeking to protect. But then they turr. around and say
matter of concern in the intelligence branch or intelli- you shouldn't be allowed to prosecute the individual in a
gence field, security field, for many, many, many years. position of trust over that classified information without

783 covered Government employees, but there are a disclosing the very information you are seeking to
vast number of people under our industrial security pro- protect.
gram, under commercial contracts and the rest-as this I suggest that the information that ran generally not
group makes abundantly clear-who have access to some be declassified for the purposes of trial is the most sensi-
of our rrmost secure and most sensitive information for the tive and the most important. And 1124 was designed to
purposes of building weapons systems, designing weapons close that gap to reach only those people who are in a
systems, designving defense strategy, and the rest. position of trust over the information.

There is no provision for an individual who had the Finally-one final comment-I thinh the tension be-
information in that circumstance and transmitted it to tween the press and the pijblic and the Congress and the
someone not authorized to receive. So that someone who Executive on these matters is very, very important. If the
is a defense contractor could take the plans of our newest Department of Justice or the prosecutors became ex-
weapons system and attempt to give them to a national tremely happy with the proposed legislation, Bob might
of a ioreign country; he could be arrested in the act, and raise some questions in his mind. I think if we proposed
jf..•. ,_,n ,! nfn nrnmv-utinn -gnew wa ware willin-- tn - thete,,t am the nmmh.r. nf the public and the press
declassify and present in court the plans for our newest did not seiously question it, I think we might have some
weapons system. probisms. I think that tension is inevitahle. I think it's

Bob mentior'cd that in his opinion the matters and good. I think the give ,and take back and forth and ti-e
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criticism and comment may result in a better code. Per- relating to national defense, unless you can show that the
haps this is the basis of some of Mr. Richardson's com- individual knew that it could be used to the harm of the
ments the other day which I will get into deeper if there United States or to the advantage of a foreign power.
are any questions about it. This is not so.

793(d) and (e), as I tried to mention, say: it shall be a

Questions and Discussion crime-or however the phraseology is-for an individual to
communicate specific types of information-books, docu-

Mr. Fenerty: Mr. Maynid, you had a little briefer ments, maps, photographs, code books, etc., etc.-the
session previously than we had anticipated. Perhaps you listed specific items, related to the national defense-semi-

had something further to say? colon or perhaps comma, I'm not sure-and then it says:

Mr. Maynard: I think I should say before anything or information related to the national defense which

else that in the three or four months, I suppose, since his ifii•riatior, the pusnesoi has reason to believe could be
proposed code became available, I have heard any number used to the harm of the United States or to the aid of a

of discussions, summaries of the substance of this mate- foreign power.
rial. And I must say that even though I am not thorough- Now, I'm not going to just rely on punctuation. The

ly persuaded on all of Mr. Keuch's points that this was legislative history of the addition of the phrase, informa-

surely the most cogent summary that I have heard so far, tion which the possessor has reason to believe, etc., is so

and I'm very grateful for it because I learned a lot in the crystal clear that what Congress was doing there was
process of that summary. engrafting the additional requirement that you show that

We were talking earlier about the possible vulnerability the possessor knew that the information could be used to

under one cr the other sections, 1124 I bElieve. But I am the harm of the United States or to the advantage of a

very interested in getting Mr- Keuch's reaction to a ques- foreign power-because information would cover oral

tion on 1122 in the new code, because I think this raises communications possibly, would cover things that were

some of the problems that we as journalists have to cope not in a physical shape where they would probably have
with. some indications they were covered.

1122 you will remember is the section that rsquires I don't have to rely on my interpretation, thank good-

knowledge of the communications, knowledge that the ness, because I can point to Justice White, Justice Berger,
information relates to national defense, and knowledge Justice Powell, and Justice Stewart and most of the other

that the person receiving it is not authorized to do so. members of the Court in the New York Times case-New
Now, I have a little summary here to wrich I would York Times and Washington Post case-which said that

like Mr. Keuch's reactions: 793 was interpreted just that way.
That the existing law requires a showinq that the I don't think that I should just rely on that. That

information in question (a) relates to the national defense would be th, classic cop-out. In addition, it's not a
and (b) is of such nature that the possessor has reason to question of whether or not we recodify present law. It's

believe that it will injure the United States or aid a foreign really what should the lay' be, I think, betore we reformI nation if it is communicated to an unauthorized person. and recodify a code. However, I have a great deal of

No such requirement exists, as I understand it, in the respect for the present law bccause it has been hammered
Nixon proposal, and that the requirement is perhaps the out in the ovens of the democratic process and has been

basis for the Ellsberg defense; and that further, the not hammered out in the courtrooms across the country

authorized in the new proposal is considerably more nar- generally-the greatest respect. I don't think the Brown

row than the not entitled in the existing law, and that Commission has paid as much attention to it as we wish

anyone not specifically authorized by law under the new they had.
proposal may not receive defense information on pain of But the proposed code, I think, goes further in the

criminal penalties. requirement; that is, that there must be a knowing com-

And here's the problem: allegedly one may be entitled munication of the information, knowing it is related to

under the existing law but not be authorized under the the rational defense. I tried to make clear that that

new law. If we get in this, we're not talking of the person knowledge would have to include all the concepts I talked

who was originally autnorizeo custoaian of the informa- about: that is, that it rdlates generally to the military

tion, but a legislative assistant in a Congressman's office establishment of the United States or the related aspects

could come upon the information, consider it to be vital, of national preparedness; that it otherwise affects the

that it be released-under this proposal as I understand it, national security, etc., etc.

the legislative aide and conceivably the reporter who It's also very important that determination would be a

rec'iives it from him would both be vulnerable for prose- jury question in 1122. The jury would have to determine,

cution, whereas they would not have been under the if it was the type of information and that the individual

previous law. knew it, and he passed it on. The legislative aide in the

Mr. Keuch: I'd like to comment on that, if I can keep example and the recipient will be just as guilty under the

them all in mind. present law which has been in effect for 30-some years. I

First, I think there's a misunderstanding in the sum- think there ;s some lesson to be learned in the prosecutive

mary. If I recollect, I think that was a memorandum of discretion that was used under a statute that has suc-

Senator Muskie's, but perhaps it wasn't. ceeded or existed for that long.

Mr. Maynard: No. It would be a serious problem if you do iot have a

Mr. Keuch: First, it states the present law does not provision such as 1122 and have only the classic espio-

prohibit the unauthorized communication of information nege provision, that is, communication intentionally to a
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foreign power. We all know once we lose control of If in the course of your profession as a reporter you

things we very often loss them entirely. If I cash my obtain information which you think may be classified.-
paycheck and I don't keep it in my wallet or in my safe this is a double question-to whom do you turn for
but instead I put it out on the lunch counter downtown advice? And if it does turn out to be classified, what
and come back a few months later, I may find that I've would you do with it?
lost control of that money. The same thing is going to Mr. Maynard: i think that frequently depends on the
happen once we get information related to the national character of the information, obviously. One of the
defense which escapes from the system. greatest problems is we have a flood of classified material

Perhaps the legislative aide situation is a very good in various agencies of the Government that leave them-
example. But if this is a departure from present-well, it's selves open to argument as to the legitimacy of the
not a departure from present law, and I think it's a classification. I think that's one question.
provision that is necessary, You all may know about the incident that occurred

Question: Mr. Keuch, this might be a mundana ques- out in Wisconsin where one of the military agencies set
tion, but the espionage laws in marking classified informa- up a system for communication, and a newspapor out
tion, the contractor to the Government is required to put there wrote a story about it, When the story arrived in
on a warning notice, whereas the Government is not. Can Washington for the inspection of the Pentagon it was
you tell us why that is done, what's the legal basis for promptly stamped classified. That's the kind of thing we
that? Are you familiar with it? have to be concerned about.

Mr. Keuch: I'm familiar with the requirement, having In answer to your first question, what would I do: my

been in the military myself. I would imagine that the first attempt, obviously, as a citizen, if I think the infor-
difference is-well, I think one of the rationales behind mation ought to be shared with others is to mako some
it-I don't know; I honestly don't know. Maybe the attempt to get it declassified. And if that proves to be
rationale has been that the defense contractor is closer to impossible for whatever reason, then I suppose we discuss
an uncontrolled situation than the Government-for ex this with the agency involved and with the newspaper to
ample, I wasn't too much concerned when my ship was a try to arrive at some determination as to what ought to
couple hundred miles at sea of getting classified informa- be done.
tion communicated to other people. When it got into That's precisely what happened in the case of the
port, it got to be a much more serious problem. Pentagon Papers. The editors of the newspapers looked at

The concept may be-I honestly don't know-the con- the documents and saw in most cases the material was old
cept may be because there's a lot more opportunity for and didn't affect anything ongoing, and concluded there
individuals not having authorized access and so on to be was no risk to the national interest that the coverage
somewhere within that range. Plus the fact, I suppose, would reveal.
that a Government employee who has classification We'd go through this process. There are a number of
authority, that's authorized to have classified information, things we do. You don't just walk in, see a document,
generally stays permanently in that position; whereas, as I and rush out and print it. No responsible journalist that I
understand the iriustrial security program, an employee know of would do that.
may work on a classified contract for McLonnell-Douglas, Mr. Keuch: May I expand on that a little.
for example, for a five.year period and then for a five- One thing I think I'd like to mention. I mentioned
year period work on something that's entirely unclassified, that 1124 was a reaction to a deep concern of the
and then perhaps come back five years later-perhaps the intelligence community for many, many years. In fact,
rationale is that. I honestly don't know. That's just my back in 1956 the National Commission on Government
guess. Security, headed by various members of the American Bar

Mr. Fenerty: You're referring to the lengthy wording Association and representatives of Government but mostly
that this is a violation? from the pi 'vate bar and other things, had come up with

Question: Yes. It used to be the Espionage Clause. this proposed code which made it a crime for anyone to
I've often looked at the requirement within the defense communicate classified information to anyone not autho-
contract as giving the person having access to the informa- rized to receive it.
tion notice that the material does contain classified infor- The Department has always been strongly opposed to
matlon as the statement says. But it doesn't seem reason- such a statute, thinking it has extremely serious First
able that the notice should be applied only to industry Amendment questions if not totally beyond the pale of
and not to Government since they both should have and the First Amendment.
be charged with that knowledge. One of the reasons 1124 came to culminatlon after

Mr. Keuch: I agree. Of course there are requirements this period of concern is one of the things you'll be

in most agencies for periodic instruction to all employees discussing, I'm sure, and you are discussing, 11652, the
who have access about their duties in handling this infor- Executive Order. I think there are some things in the
mation-in fact, it's to all employees whether they have Executive Order that made 1124 much more reasonable
access in their daily jobs or not. Perhaps one thing is in our approach, particularly if limited to people of
done one way and the other is done another. authorized possession; and particularly in fact that there

We can control, I guess, our briefing session but I guess are provisions open now to people to get declassification
we can't be sure that industry will conduct those briefing or to argue about over-classification. And perhaps more
sessions. Maybe that's it. I just don't know. important, as we discussed at lunch, the fact is, if I

Question: I have a question for Mr. Maynard, if I originally classify a document that original classification
may. follows that particular information I classify, not only in
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that document, but in successive documents. The difficulty with that-there are difficulties no mat-
Now, if I would sit here and tell you I thought the ter which way you go, as Mr. Maynard and Mr. Kauch

Executive Order system and all the concepts of it are have pointed out here-is that it forces you to use 20/20
working 100 percent, I would be a fool, and I don't think hindsight. The man who releases it and gets it right Is
I am. And I think I'm a good enough lawyer to know home free and clear and everyone is happy. The man who
that there is much evidence around that says It is not guesses wrong, both he and apparently the national secu-
working the way it should. We can bring horrible ex- rity suffer.
amples forward. They have been brought forward before Mr. Kauch: I think there is also a little different
and I'm sure they will be in the future. I suggest, how- answer too. That provision is comparable to 1122. It
ever, that the answer to that is not to permit the indivi- provides for communication of classified information re-
dual in a position of trust who makes a unilateral declassi- lating to the national defense to unauthorized persons in
fication, if you will, of that information to escape all a manner harmful to the United States. Probably that will
criminal responsibility; but rather to make sure that our be an objective stance. That is, in a criminal prosecution
system is an effective and good system. The system does the proof would be that someone knowing that type of
at least now provide the review of classification; it pro- information, etc., etc., and the very fact that he took it
vides for caring for, the accountability of that classifica- outside the channels of control, if you will, channels of
tion; and it does provide for at '.east administrative sanc- accountability and counting, and so forth, would be in a
tions at this point for people who have misused the manner harmful to the United States.
classification process. But it also opens up the defense of, well, you know,

One of the things Mr. Richardson, the Attorney "what I really intended was to benefit my country greatly
General, mentioned in his testimony-I think one of the by doing what I did."
things that perhaps is implicit in the draft of 1124, As I mentioned, Sections 1122 and 1123 are designed
certainly we had in mind as I just indicated in these to cover those areas of activity that do not have the
provisions-was that it may be an improvement to make "equal" intent to ultimate communication to a foreign
clear what is there by inference and by intent, to provide government, but is activity that still could result in
that there can be no prosecution under 1124 for com- compromise.
munication of classified information if there is no admin- Now the penalties ace much lighter in 1122 and 1123
istrative system open to the individual to challenge the because of the difference in the intent. And I might also
classification of that system. That's one of the things point out that the Brown Commission has a comparable
that's being studied. position to 1122, without the addition in S-1 of, "in a

Of course that really is what would be present in the manner harmful to the United States."
proposed code, what we intended, because the system is I think it might be very difficult as a layman to look
there in E.O. 11652. And if the system were not effective, at the Government's evidence and decide that that evi-
if it were not working. Congress of course could deny us donce was put in the case to prove it was information
the authority of 1124. relating to the national defense and this evidence was put

Question: With respect to S-1, Section 2-5B7, harmful in to prove it was not in a manner harmful-one thing
use, do you feel that that might have some overbreadth in really does the other. I think this is why we felt, certainly
its language; and also what corstitutional standards do that the drafters felt, that 1122, requiring knowing that
you use in drafting such legislation-compelling state this information was of that type, knowing communica-
interest vs. rational basis? Do you really consider that in tion to a p.rson you knew was not authorized to receive
drafting the legislation? it, really had a stricter standard than 793(d! and (e), and

Mr. Fenerty: I could only speak for myself of course. that the remainder of 793(d) and (e) which relates only
I would like to think that we consider whatever we can to information in an oral manner is almost identical. I
lay our hands on-on anything that I deal with. Neither don't see how you can separate the two. As a practical
Mr. Keuch nor myself was responsible for the drafting of matter, preparing a case like this, I can't see the difference.
S-1. Question: Is the continued and consistent use of the

t The "harmful use" prohibition, I had neglected to term national defense information here in the proposals a
jmention, Is in Section 2-5B8. The term "use" appears in deliberate rejection of the term national security informa-

18 USC 798. I think It's also in one or two of the other tion as appears in 11652?
Slawsm. But the "harmful use," I assume, is the Senate Mr. Keuch: It certainly is not an effective rejection of

Subcommittee's antidote to the overbreadth point, so to the term national security. We belive that the phraseol.
speak. By limiting the offense to harmful use I think they ogy, information related to the national defense, is some-
propose to avoid the claim that their provisions are over- what narrmwer than national security.
broad. Again, up until the very last draft, the proposed Jus-

Question: Knowing communications to a foreign tice Department view did carry forward "information re-
agent vs. negligence in handling? lated to the national security," because it wanted to

Mr. Fenerty: Well, as I would understand the S-1 parallel the Executive Order. Our concept was we wanted
provision, It would be intended to cover-well, the to makr very clear in the legislative history that we
Government would have to prove harmful use in court as intended to carry forward all the concepts of present law,
a matter of fact as en element of the prosecution's cam. which seems to have worked in an admirable way. We
If it could not prove that the disclosure was in fact have protected information and, also, I believe, have not
harmful-if they did not prove it was harmful to the sto•mrolled over other interests. We thought if we're go.
United States, it would be no offense. Ing to make that clear in the legislative history, the
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clearest way to do it is to say "information relating to tioned, one of the counts of the Indictment in the Ellsberg
national defense." case was for thefO under 641. And I frankly would have

It's not a rejection of national security in the Execu- to let the people Who drafted that answer.
tive Order, but it's an Intentional, very definite attempt I will say it was never intended to be considered in
to make sure we're carrying forward the litigative history conjunction with or used with the espionage statutes, but
of the phraeology, only to codify what they thought was ultimate law under

Now also there's good argument that national security 641.
in the Executive Order is somewhat broader than informa- I think some of the came where you can "steal"

tion relating to the national defense, because it does, I information without stealing the documen• are things like

think, cover foreign relations information. National de- trade secrets and the rest. They were not Government
fense information in the proposed code would only cover trade secrets. They were cases as to whether or not this is
foreign relations when it affected the security of the the type of thing to expect under common law and the
United States. normal concepts of theft can in fact be the subject of a

I might be hard pressed, to give you examples of theft,
something in foreign relations that you could not say I'd like to have the drafters speak for themselves,
would affect the security of the United States, but we because I think the drafters felt if you take trade secrets
think it's a narrower concept. There may be all types of out of a file cabinet and xerox them and put the originals
tariff discussions and trade discussions and so on, that are back, it doesn't matter how you slice it and cut it, you've
not foreign relations that affect the national defense. We stolen trade secrets. I think that there was an attempt to
attempted very definitely to keep the proposed code to codify what they throught was the present law.
the concepts of the espionage statutes that have been in Question: This is trying to bring copyright law into
existence for 30-some years as far as the type of informa- federal practice?
tion that was covered. Mr. Keuch: I know that there was no attempt to put

We tried to be helpful by adding a list as I mentioned that into the control of classified information. I do know
of illustrative examples of the type of information we're they felt there is a concept, and I agreed with some of
concerned about. We also provided for foreign relations the questions that came up this morning and some of
information affecting the security of the United States. It Sandy's comments that the Government holds property
wasn't a rejection as much as it was a clear acceptance of and holds ideas and holds information foi- everyone, but
past law in this area. everyone's rights can be di!uted if that information be-

Question: What were the intellectual criteria? comes available in channels and areas it should not other-
Mr. Keuch: Well, I'd like to say the people who wrote wise be available.

the theft statute should answer that for you. I think their attempt was to cover what they thought
Frankly, the theft provisions of the code, very briefly, the present law covered.

were designed to cover the present 641; as Sandy men-

THE PENTAGON PAPERS-WHO KVN? public's right to know. I think and believe very strongly
that we were established in that position by the framers

Mr. Sanford Unger, of the Constitution In the First Amendment.
Staff Writer, The Washington Post So I begin with the presumption, to take an example

from the news today, that we are fully entitled to know
Newspaper reporters spend much of their time listening that the military was bombing Cambodia in 1969 or 1970

to speeches and only rarely are invited to give speeches. when we were told that they were not. I start out with
Usually the speeches we cover are far too long and too the bias that we were wronged by the Government, the
boring, and when you have a chance to speak yourself people as a whole, the public interest was damaged by the
there are always two different ways of striking back. One people not being told the truth about what was going on
is to give a long speech yourself in the hope that some- in that particular aspect of the Vietnam War.
body in the audience has spoken nne of the times when Another of my biases is that we cannot trust rules and
you had to cover a long boring speech; the other is to regulations and individual people in positions of authority
speak as briefly as possible and invite other people to always to decide what we and the public are entitled to
make some more speeches but being in a position to know. I operate, as most of my colleagues do, on the
control how long their speeches are. premise that we are entitled to challenge the whole no-

I'll try to choose the latter course. I'd be very inter- tion of classification on particular documents in particular
ested if at all possible in an exchange with people here on instances; that we as part of the public, as part of the
some of the subjects I touch on. public with a special role, are entitled to challenge those

My subject is the Pentagon Papers, Who Won? I should and question whether they have been accurate or not. I
probably begin by stating a few of my relative biases suspect that's a fairly strong and controversial bias in this
which are very strong biases and which I am not prepared room.
to surrender at this point under any circumstances. The third bias I suppose I should state is that I think

As a working reporter, as a journalist, I have I would that in some areas particularly, the rules have been writ.
say the strongest bias of all in favor of the pubic's right ten and the standards set altogether to an absurd extreme
to know, and in favor of our role in the press, more or in favor of secrecy. I only recently learned-my current
les-if you'll forgive the expression-as guardian of the asignment has been to cover the Justice Department and
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FBI-that all FBI files are classified and are kept was as good as an acquittal and they didn't have to go to
secret for 75 years after their inception. I just can't think the jury, because the Government had been shown doing
of anything more absurd than the notion that the FBI's the same thing against them, behaving in the same way as
work, any work it's doing cannot be revealed for another they felt the Government was shown to have behaved in
75 years. That means that the first FBI files, when J. the Vietnam War in the Pentagon Papers.
Edgar Hoover took over in 1924, still have another 26 On the other hand, I think there were some people in
years of secrecy to go at this point. I think that is just an the Administration or in the Justice Department specifi.
outrage among many outrages that something ought to be cally who felt that in a peculiar sense the Government
done about. had won (Government being used in this sense in the

Now that I've got the biases out of the way, I'll talk a larger context, not the Nixon-White House, because it
little bit about the trial. I think though that those biases certainly didn't win), in the particular sense that the
are relevant to what I have to say about the trial. Federal Government is interested in protecting papers,

It has become customary and I think convenient and secrets; and there had not been a clear verdict of an
perhaps justifiable to look at the Pentagon Papers cases, acquittal of Ellsberg and Russo. So that meant as far as
the trial of Daniel Ellsberg and Anthuny Russo, as a the Government was concerned-and I expect we can
contest between two sides-on the one hand-I'd rather anticipate people from the Justice Department saying so
say on one hand, the Executive Branch of the Nixon in court papers for many years to come-Ellsberg and
Administration specifically, rather than the Government Russo's conduct was not vindicated and they did not get
in general-the executive branch of the Nixon Administra- a verdict from the jury that said this was all right. By the
tion, angry about the leak-concerned about their ability way, that is the verdict they probably would have had,
to operate in foreign affairs and conduct their business in had the case gone on, at least the way the jurors spoke to
private-on the one hand. And on the other hand, on the us after the trial, after the case was dismissed.
first level, Daniel Ellsberg, who felt for reasons that are So the Government won in the sense that there was no
probably familiar to most of the people in this room that clear mandate that went out from the trial which would
he had a personal obligation to do something about the unleash the feared flood of official secrets; many new
Vietnam War and to break what he considered a code of revelations that would come from secret files.
secrecy, and to a certain extent to atone for his own part One thing that should be said is that there were a
in formulating the Vietnam War. number of things that probably arose out of the origi',al

I think there's a third party in that contest, in that leak of the Pentagon Papers, among them Jack Anderson's
fight, and clearly that's the press. We were always in a publication in January of 1972 of the documents revealing
very difficult and somewhat Lontradictory position the truth about American positions in the Indo-Pakistani
throughout the Pentagon Papers litigation because-well, it war; and probably some of the things that we have learned
would be bad enough for example to be covering a about Watergate, insofar as they are substantiated by docu-
lawsuit against one's own newspaper, which is what I did ments, probably grew out of the precedent of the release of
in the summer of 1971, where there can be a presump- the Pentagon Papers. But still, I think the Government
tion of objectivity but there could be no doubt on whose would be justified in saying that no flood was unleashed
side the reporter stood, a situation like that. and that there was not a clear, and worrisome for the

But I think in the case of the Pentagon Papers trial the Government, precedent that came out of it.
press probably stood not specifically on the side of the Well, my view, as you might expect, being an objective
defendants but more or less as amicus curiae on tho side reporter, is of course that nobody won; that probably in
of a public right to know. If it was not being eloquently the long run no result from the trial was the best result.
and effectively defended by the defendants in the case, I don't take that position in order to be a moderate
there was certainly a feeling that it was being attacked by with whom everyone can agree. But I take that position
the prosecutors in the case; so as amicus curiae not because I basically believe that the trial should not have
exactly in the middle, but very concerned with the out- taken place in the first place and that it would have been
come of the case. more in the public interest had the specific charges

I presume you all know the outcome of the case: against Ellsberg and Russo not been brought and had the
Judge Byrne in Los Angeles dismissed the charges in early trial not gone forward.
May not at all on the merits, nothing to do with the Well, I lost on that one at various points along the way
issues in the case itself, but on the basis of Governmental because the charges were brought and the trial did go
misconduct: the burglary by people dispatched from the forward. The second best I think in this circumstance wau
White House at the office of Daniel Ellsberg's psychiatrist; that the case was dismissed without a clear resolution of
secret wiretapping, the records of which had disappeared the issue.
and were being kept in Mr. Ehrlichman's safe at the White That may sound a little inimical to the interest of the
House; all sorts of irreCularities that one came to believe press, but I don't think it is. Because the position that I
were out of the control of the specific Justice Depart- would like to test before you today is that this is the
ment prosecutors who were handling the case but had kind of thing and the kind of area which is best without
been run out of the White House in one of its many specific ground rules, especially ground rules that grow
extra-constitutional rolr over the past several years. out of a pact . ir and specific case.

The defendants irl the case, of course, proclaimed We learr,,-,i that in 1971 when the Pentagon Papers
immediately that they had won when the case was dis- were first disclosed and the only standard that turned out
missed. Ellsberg and Russo both called it a victory. They to be on the books was the case of Near v. Minnesota. In
said they had been vindicated in their actions and that it that case Chief Justice Hughes wrote a very eloquent
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opinion whkfh at apart some categories of information Congress and among the public which would have led
that could not be revealed, but even those categories were perhaps to very repressive legislation controlling what the
too longer very relevant. The question of when a troop press could do, and trying to bring the situation under
ship sailmld I think would no longer be considered that control; the way Congress reacts to a Supreme Court
central an element of the national defense. At the same decision it doesn't like-it sweeps too broadly and creates
time that case of Neer v. Minnesota grew out of a scurri- more problems in trying to solve the problems. I think
bous newspaper printed in Minneapolis that nobody really the press could have been harmed greatly if after an
liked, and therefore it was a bad situation from which to acquittal in the trial any such backlash had arisen; and I
try to draw ground rules. But I'm saying that this was a suspect that it might very well have.
bad situation to try to draw ground rules from as well, On the other side, the question of conviction, I think,
and that we would have been better off not forcing this would have set a disastrous precedent for the country and
case through the court process in an attempt to draw for the public interest. You're talking a lot in these
ground rules. proceedings about the Espionage Act and Section 793 of

I think that over a period of years the thing that has Title 18 and others.
worked best in terms of relations between the press and There's another area of the charges that were brought
the Government in this particular area has been a kind of against Ellsberg and Russo. One thing everybody said: if
constructive tension. I think that's probably what the there was anything on which Ellsberg and Russo might
framers of the First Amendment had in mind, that there have been convicted, it was theft. On the usual stan-
be people on both sides or all sides or many sides of dards-and if the lawyers in the room will forgive me; I'm
these issues asserting their prerogatives, their influence not a lawyer-but on the usual standards of proving a
over events, and that the press make its own attempt to theft, it was clear and it was acknowiedged that Ellsberg
do its job without having to line up a particular set of had removed these documents from the place where they
documents or particular stories against ground rules such had been kept and that he had copied them, that he had
as the ones that my colleague Bob Maynard and the distributed them-and put them back, but that was a
others on the earlier panel were talking about that are question over on the side. Another question over on the
proposed in the Administration's revision of the federal side was to whom the papers really belonged. Assuming
criminal law. for simplicity that the papers were Government property

I would suggest that people in the press really over the and that he did take them away and that he did commit
years have, if anything, shown themselves too reluctant to a theft, it should have been very easy to convict him.
break rules of secrecy. If anything, they have cooperated Well, according to one standard, that's not so terrible.
with Government secrecy in ways that have in the long This is a minor crime. Generally petty theft is not that
run hurt the country. serious and maybe it would have been worth it tor Mr.

The best thing that I can cite, and it's been cited many Ellsberg. But the problem came in whenever the Govern-
times, is the question of the Bay of Pigs invasion, where ment attorneys were asked in court to defihe what it was
the New York Times, under pressure from the Kennedy that the Government said had been stolen; because there
Administration, having found out about the impending had not been-in terms of classic theft, Ellsberg had put
invasion of Cuba at the Bay of Pigs, agreed essentially to the papers back-so there hadn't been substantial deprive-
down-play the story. President Kennedy ;ater said that he tion of the use of the papers by the Rand Corporation or
wished that the story had been blown in the New York by the Government. Besides, there were other copies.
Times because the invasion was such a disaster and the What was contended from timre to time, and the pros-
course of policy was such a mistake that the press could ecutors were never very precise about this and never pinned
have served as an effective check on the Government in down on their exact theories, was that the information in
that instance. the documents was Government property. I would con-

There is no way that a situation like the Bay of Pigs tend that if we could convict somebody for stealing
invasion can be lined up against a specific set of rules and information from the Federal Government-and in this
you can come out with an answer, right or wrong. I think case from the Rand Corporation-that we have an official
you have to rely upon reasonable men who may differ secrets act. And that that is a very serious thing, which
honestly under circumstances and who can be counted the framers of the First Amendment never intended us to
upon to make good judgments from different interpreta- have and which in fact Congress has specifically refused
tions of the public interest and even, yes, of national time after time to pass.
defense-which I think is a grossly misused term especially I think I should end on this point and just among
in something like the Pentagon Papers case. other things throw open to you the question of whether

I think that the results of a conviction or an acquittal in the name of national defense and in the name of
in this case might have been very bad. Let me take the national security and keeping secrets within the Govern-
difficult one first: why would an acquittal possibly have ment, we really are prepared to declare that information
been bad? belongs to the Government and that it is up to the

I think an acquittal could have been counter-productive Government and up to individual officers of the Govern-
to the prep, especially to the press. I'm not talking about ment with all their flaws and foibles to decide what
the selfish interests of Ellsberg and Russo. It could have information the people should have, a President Nixon
been counter-productive for the press insofar as it prob- phrased it in a recent speech to the prisoners of war, and
ably would have unleashed a great deal of publication of what information they should not have.
new secret documents, additional secret documents. That That, it seems to me, is far too important a matter to
could very well have resulted in a backlash in the put into the hands of the Federal Government.
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Ouestions ind Discussion considerably by the question of whether it was informa-
tion or pieces of paper or what that was actually stolen.

Question: Do you feel the prosecution in this case Question: Isn't this what the Watergate people did?
called the best possible witnesses to establish the authen- Mr. Ungar: No.
ticity of the classification of the papers? Question: Stole information?

Mr. Ungar: Probably not. Mr. Ungar: They may have stolen information bit
No, I think that, judging it again from the reporters' they are not charged with that.

point of view, if you will, from the point of view of The Democrats of course brought a civil suit in which
somebody sitting in the courtroom and watching the they may have said that the Watergaxe burglars stole
proceedings from day to day, I think the Government's information and papers from them, but there was no
case was hurt substantially by calling only military people charge of theft against the Watergate burglars.
to talk about wty the papers had to be classified. The Question: What does a burglary constitute from a
point of view of the military is simply no longer accepted legal point of view?
at this point of time in this country as being the defini- Mr. Ungar: I'm probably not qualified to answer that
tive word on these matters. question definitively. But let's just stick with breaking

There were other military men, in this instance of course and entering as the definition.
retired military men, who disagreed with the Government's Ellsberg didn't break and enter. He was at his office.
witnesses, and other people from outside from all different He walked down the hall. He took something out of the
walks of life-professors and others-who also disagreed. I drawer and left. And then he came back. He put things in
think that had a profound effect on the jury. his briefcase, took them away and copied thenm with some

Question: When you combine this with the judicial help from his friends, and then brought them back.
misconduct of the prosecutors, couldn't you be led to the He never broke into the Rand Corporation. He was
conclusion then that the Government did not want to win authorized to go there 24 hours a day. And he never
their case and felt morally bound to bring some type of entered illegally.
prosecution? The Watergate defendants, we presume, were not

Mr. Ungar: Well, if the Government didn't want to authorized to enter the headquarters of the Democratic
win this case, they sure fooled a lot of people. National Committee, especially not at 3:00 o'clock in the

With all due respect to Mr. Keuch and others in the morning.
Internal Security Section of the Justice Department, there Question: Is it your contention there is no such thing
are some areas which arguably were prosecutorial miscon- as the theft of information? If so, what's the copyright
duct by the Justice Department in the case: for example, law?
withholding damage reports, assessments of the impor- Mr. Ungar: Well, the copyright law is very different.
tance of the Pentagon Papers. But that was an arguable Solicitor General Griswold nrgued copyright law before
matter. It was a question of law. I don't think it ever was the Court of Appeals here and before the Supreme Court
completely resolved. during the civil suits over the Pentagon Papers in 1971,

The real misconduct in this case was on the part of the quite unsuccessfully.
White House and people operating for the White House. Copyright law is a very important part of the law, but
And one would have to say that if the people in the also we don't have an official secrets act, which Britain
White House really wanted the Government to win this has, and we also don't have a Government copyright,
case that they did throw the case by their actions, which Britain has. You may have heard of things in Great

Question: The thought occurs to me that Ellsberg was Britain, from which our common law is derived, that
guilty of the same thing that the Watergate defendants there is a Queen's Copyright in Britain and official publi-
went to jail for: improper acquisition and dissemination cations are copyrighted in the name of the Government.
of information. Our Government, I believe, cannot copyright anything.

Mr. Ungar: The Watergate defendants, I think, went What belongs to the Government, in theory belongs to
to jail for burglary, illegal interception of communica the people of the country. Individual officers of the
tions, and conspiracy. Government may copyright theit memoirs and what they

And conspiracy was also charged against Ellsberg and write, under specific circumstances.
Russo but not burglary or illegal interception of Member: An officer of the Government can copyright
communications. his own material under specific limited circumstances.

Question: In your description of it there was a bur- This was taken up, I believe, under the Rickover case
glary involved in obtaining the information, several years ago, in which he obtained successfully and it

Mr. Ungar: But the Government in its wisdom did not was held up in court his right to copyright an article
charge the Watergate defendants for the theft. They which he had written on education-not in connection
charged them with burglary-breaking and entering-and with his own public duty.
with intercepting communications. And I think that there- Mr. Ungar: That's an important distinction.
fore they had-Mr. Keuch and others in the room, correct The Government cannot copyright, with subsidiary
me if I'm wrong-but I think a burglary case like that is a rights and so on, the way a norma! copyright works,
good deal easier to prove than a theft case such as was published information the way individuals can in this
brought against ElIsberg ano Russo. This is theft of country. And I think that's a good thing.
Government property-Section 641, I think-which should Question: But we still have to worry about protection
be an easy thing to prove-in some ways should be an of information. We can't treat that totally different from
easy thing to prove. But I think the water was muddied anything else.
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Mr. Ungar: Can't treat information as totally different is that the means for protecting that information-there
from anything else? are very different means and those differences are quite

Question: Just because it isn't a physical thing, it still important. And to suggest that somebody can steal infor-
may be harmful to take it. Why don't we protect it, mation, in the strictest sense, is a dangerous precedent to
copyright it? set. I think thege are other ways of protecting it.

Mr. Ungar: Well, we have an Espioneg-, Act that I think, for example-I'm very glad you raised the
serves us, for better or for worse. question of medical records and things like that. I think

I dropped in at the end of the panel discussion when that one of tie greatest current threats to the privacy of
Bob Maynard was asked which of the various versions he Americans is something called the National Crime Infor-

would prefer and he said the existing law. mation Center which is run by the FBI. It has very
I think the existing law could be watered down a good laudable goals. I mean, I think it's great and important

deal and still protect information which genuinely needs that if a car is stolen or if there's a gun that is illegally
to be protected in the national interest. I prefer using the transported in interstate commerce, it's very important
term national interest or public interest, rather than that the police be able to find out quickly that that car
national defense or national security, which I think have was stolen or that that gun was illegally taken across state
been grossly distorted. lines. But the problem is that the National Crime Infor-

But the point is-what I'm suggesting is that it is the mation Center is just loaded to the gills with all sorts of
wrong way and a dangerous way io prosecute somebody uncorroborated information, with arrest records that may
for this by prosecuting them for stealing information, the not have resulted in convictions, and people's lives and
theft of information. I'm suggesting that things like the opportunities for employment are permanently damaged
Espionage Act are adequate to handle the protection of by this information being distributed and disseminated
that information. Weapons systems are things that no without the opportunity for the person to correct the
decent American would want a foreign power to have. record on medical records, criminal histories. Someone
And I think those things can be adequately protected who made a mistake at the age of 20 in sometiing, say as
under an Espionage Act without charging people with minor shoplifting may, at the age of 45, find himself
stealing information. unable to get a Government job because of information in

The problem comes, as in any area of law, with the the National Crime Information Center.
precedents you set. If you convict somebody for stealing I think that would be a subject worthy of a great deal
information, one administration may be very reasonable more attention, worthy of some very severe and strict
and not extend that precedent; but two administrations safeguards on the dissemination of that information to
later someone may come along and use that conviction a? people within the Government, to private employers, to
an opportunity to prosecute somebody for stealing the the press, to anyone. I don't think FBI files that are full
truth about Watergate. of rumors and unsubstantiated allegations should be open

I suppose by a strict and absolute definition one might to the public. I don't think they should at all.
say that information about Watergate was stolen. But I Question: That's what most of their files are.
don't think anybody really believes that was stolen. I Mr. Ungar: Then it's time to reexamine the work of
think we believe that the people had a right to know the FBI. If most of their files are just rumors and-
what was going on and that it went beyond the bounds Question: They investigate. It's rumor and fact. That's
of what can reasonably be kept within the confidential the reason they have a 75-year classification of it. And
circles of the Government. you find this ridiculous.

Question: I'm merely worried about your interpreta. Mr. Ungar: What I'm saying is that rumor and fact
tions, going too far the other way, that is to affect can be separated from each other. The investigatory pro-
people's privacy without the respect to intent but their cess that the FBI follows in a particular case is often very
privacy of information which they have with respect to legitimately something that should be in the public do-
their med,.;al records or anything else. main, after a relatively short period of time-perhaps eight

Mr. Ungar: Well, with respect to medical records, I years, perhaps ten years; it depends on the case,
think that's a good point. Questions of personal privacy But wouldn't you like to know now, for example,
are very important. I think many people in the press- what really happened, what the truth of the matter is in
although they have been accused of invading people's some cases going back over the years that are much closer
privacy and have invaded people's privacy from time to to the present time than 75 years ago? And don't you
time, and wrongly so I think-I think that if anything the think you are entitled to know some of that?
threat to personal privacy and the threat to medical Question: Not when it deals with people, no.
records right now does not come from the a iss. It comes Mr. Ungar: Well-
from pcopie inside the Government liko in the FBI. I Question: Not as long as there's possibility of their
need only cite the burglary of Dr. Fielding's office in Los being alive.
Angeles. The motive was not to protect the medical Investigation is not conducted in a simple matter of
records of Daniel Ellsberg. validating this fact or not. They develop the whole case.

Question: But if your interpretation that the Govern- They interview this person, that person, and so on, like
ment has no right to protect the information that it that; and all of it becomes a part of the investigative
somehow obtains, then we have a very difficult situation. record, some true and some not.

Mr. Unger: I didn't say that. I said the Government Mr. Ungar: Undbr current standards the way things
does have a right to protect information which genuinely work now, a lut of people get access on the spot to that
must be protected for good reason. But what I am saying information, including people at the White House, people
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on Capitol Hill, who just by virtue of a position get criminal case gets to look at the FBI file, why shouldn't

Saccess to some of that information and use it against their the other?
political opponents, for not the noblest of motives. Question: Are you going to release your sources after

I think if there's to be a standard which says absolute- you publish your story?
ly no disclosure of this information, then we've really got Mr. Ungar: After a certain period of time I think the
to insulate the FBI from a lot of the people who now sources of some information in the press could become
have access to those files. public, and invariably very often does become public. I

Question: That's like saying let's insulate the mrdical think the ability to protect sources while reporting an
records from the doctors. ongoing thing is very important, but I think that after a

Mr. Ungar: I don't think that's the same thing. period of time there would be nothing wrona with know-
Question: Well, medical records are created for medi- ing, for example, how the New York Times found out

cal treatment, for the doctor to treat the patient. An about the Bay of Pigs invasion. And maybe enough time
investigative file is developed so that someone in a po3i- has passed for that. It may turn out that some very
tion with the responsibility can make a determination or, public spirited individuals who were worried about the
that individual. country committing a terrible mistake made that informa-

Mr. Unpar: Well, I think that FBI inves÷:3ations, ex- tion available and may be leroes when we find out who
cept for investigations, for example, aimed toward they are.
employment in Government or something like that-I Question: Or they may be shot.
think that most FBI investigations are actually geared for Mr. Ungar: I think that probably in some instances
the prosecution of crime- like that, the source would perhaps have to be consulted

Question: Right. before revealing them.
Mr. Ungar: -and to be made available to prosecutors. Are there any other questions or comments?

And I would say, for example, that certainly at the- Question: I disagree with you when you say that the
conclusion of criminal cases that the FBI files in a partic- sole purpose of an FBI investigation is conducted for the
ular case perhaps could be legitimately made available to purpose of prosecuting someone.
the defendants. There may be exceptions where people In the case of security investigations conducted by the
may have to be protected because their lives might be in Bureau of persons to occupy positions of trust.
danger, having been witnesses o, having cooperated with Mr. Ungar: I made that exception. I understand that
the Government. But if one side in a criminal case, for and I think obviously that's a function of the FBI that it
the sake of argument-I haven't explored this question in has to continue to perform. I was talking about criminal
depth, but, for the sake of argument, if one side in a investigations by the FBI. a

COMPUTERS AND AUTOMA TED what we see computer resources around the country to be.
CLASSIFICA TION- 1980 This base is not becoming the computer in your own

laboratory or in your own building but is all the com-
Dr. Lawrence G. Roberts, puters in the country which may be brought to bear on
Director, Advanced Information Systems the particular problem and all linked together.
Advanced Research Projects Agency, DoD The ARPA network is based on packet communication

technology which is a fairly distinct offshoot of com-
I think to address the question which was pit to me munication technology, considerably distinct from what

about classification, I really have to spend most of my we have been accustomed to over the past hundred years
time on technology and where the business of handling in regard to generalized communication technology.
information will be by 1980. Then at the end I can Channels were created because of the fact very infre-
address the question of what might be done to assist in quent decisions had to be made as to the allocation of
the classification of that information, resources. And decisions, of course, are something that

Last summer Dr. Lukasik from our staff gave you a people always have had to make. With regard to the
talk indicating that, in fact, information handling would equipment to make those decisions, computers were
be considerably different, the preparation and handling of extremely expensive and not even existent a hundred
information, documents, whatever. And I would like to years ago.
indicate some of the technology that has already occurred Thus, telephone, radio, and almost all of the original
and what is occurring in terms of making that come communication media were based on prethought decisions-
about. operators plugging in a telephone channel or radio allo-

In fact since he gave his talk I have found all the indica- cators for radio.
tions of the need for service which have recently come into In the last ten years that situation has changed dramat.
existence since his talk, and that is one of a message service ically. Although there was some attempt in the telegraph
that takes care of a lot of the points which he was talking and its descendents in the earlier period to try to achieve
about- the difference between voice and written material, more of a packet-oriented address message capability, it
I'll get to that later on in my talk. Also I'm trying to wasn't until the more recent technology became available
identify how our handling of facts and messages is going that it was really possible to make a cost-effective packet
to affect the handling of information as well. communications system where the resources are allocated

To begin with, however, I need to discuss the ARPA dynamically by the computers in the communication
network technology which is really changing the base of system rather than by the prethought decision.
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This changes the cost pattern tremendously. I think that locations there are major machine computers. There are
the important fact for this group is that it now becomes approximately 57 computers in the network which are
possible with this technology to communicate on a very attached to the 36 nodes. Thenv major machines serve as
much lower cost basis between computers all over the processing capability which people get at through either
world and between people and computers and thus not be local connections or in miany cases through TIPs,
dependent on geographic location at all with respect to Fob- instance, in our office building the TIP provides
where the information is stored or initiated. (Figure 1) our total communication with processors all over the

I say that because in fact we believe the cost of country. We now have between 40 and 50 consoles in the
communication is under 10 percent of the computing cost building, all connected to this TIP. We do all of our data
for almost any application today with this kind of tech- processing through the network to some computer or
nology. And that means that a very slight difference in other throughout the couintry. (Figure 3)
the conmputing cont by optimizing it-,by getting it on One of those comp-ters happens to be a small one in
another computer, by cotbining two computer c.-iters- our building but a lot of the capability is now achieved
can make all the difference in cost effectiveness and wipe through computers on the West Coast or at other locations.
out any communication cost, which is under 10 percent. These computers are at basically research sites, not

Now, looking at what ARPA has done abou~t this, in largely production sites at this- point, although that's
1969 we built the first message processor, which is some- rapidly changing. As of a year or so a#,, the network was
thing like one-half of equipment. This has been installed extended to other Government agencies and the rest of
at every site within a nationwide network. (Figure, 2) DoD as a service which they in fact utilized for putting

That was the first processor youi saw. At iater times we their own nodes on the network. And as you might be
had two other versions, a smaller version, more compact, able to read on the slide, Aberdeen and Belvoir are two
at less cost, and a more expensive version that will handle Army nodes that have gotten on the network. There are

4terminals and terminal equipment as well, so that at any several Air Force nodes going on the network, two al-
point you don't need to have a compu ror. You may have ready have done so.
a small one like the one you saw previousay but one into There is a considerable number of both defense and
which you cant plug all your terminal equipment to play non-defense computer locations or non-computer loca-
records, cartridges, tape equipment, whatever you need tions where access capability to share resources around
for communication with the data processing to your the country is desired. There's also a link to Hawaii, and
people. recently we included a link to Europe which is not shown

Now, in some of the nodes of this network there are on the map, tying in Norway and England. This will be
those processors that handle just terminals; those are extended with the new technology development for satel-
called TIPs, terminal interface processors. And at some lite communications to the whole world. At the moment
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its just including Hawaii and Europe. Bul it now appears response and with capability, then there is no need to try
that the cost of tying in most any p~ace In the world is to duplicate that resou~rce locally. (Tab'o 2)
not much different the,, the :.ost withlin the United So if I want to look at just one of those, the top case,

4 States. We'll got to that kind of cost liter an. It's ex- for eixacriple, the 1JniversitV of Illinois is doing reseArch on
tremely low, someth~ing on the order of three-hundredths data pm%;esuing. 'They ii' fart %,ere the originators of the
to c tenth of a cern fo sedn esg oa~ehr iLLIAC-IV computer concept anti went through a large
location from any place. phase of development with that computer. rho computer

To show you what kind of use goes on within this was evei?'.iallv installed at the University of California.
network-this chart Is really prepared in tenris of rAtr own rhe Unlvet--ity, of Illinoir peoplo. still work with. that
look at how these resources are utllizeAd m.o how much cotoputer and work on Xroqt-aiming it. And in order to
money is now being cross-utilized beo*Pq.n these loca- do that they need a large secondary computer, a 8-6700,
tions. But these are user locations doinq various pie-s of to do their program proepration. That corriptcer was lo-
work, and the totals at the bottom show that wa're cated at the University uf Illinois, but as the network
spendling something like $2 million a year on computer developed we were able to cornplettly diVrmnirate the need
capability that's being used at a differ~ nt locati'cn in the for thiat miachinie and repimic it with access to one In Son
network than the local Installation. (Table 1) Diego vhich coiisiderasbny reducecd the cost. Now we are

To replace that locally would cost something lik* $43 ablo to share a larger corriplex and just buy a piece of
*million, a 3 to 1 ratio. And that's Important, thet in 'act that machine rather than paying far an entire instfillation.

by doing this, by providing this communication capsb~ilty Secondly, theV neecl amces to theo ILLIAC itself at
which has the responsie and reliability, you can mcve NASA. A rnonsidatrable amount of the c-amputotion was
cympousible trom saveyonlthe todary ofatoer pof. 3t in thual dother ti;-hred attisao hire iny the networ tor doing
cy ompuingbol aypae to anyontere othf plface.r It isnsa- dn tht t ere art t-his p~mt.hiere mi y the aeswor tor sdve-g
computing cost by now being abe to use the right comn- editing and other piogrismming work-, and these are acces-
pute for the right chore rather than having to buy a sod at several other locations in B~ostomn and L.A.
4-choice computer in your own location, one that Is not 'rhe entire corn uplry complex woold hazve cnst them,
the best economy of scale, one that is not the best for if we did not hAve the network, lomething like .$1.1
every job in your location. Normally theme are many milllkan and they still wouldn't have had accest; to theI different kinds of jobs-time sharing patch, statistics--each ILLIAC, %Yherea it's now finning something like MGO
one requiring a different computer and it's most cost thousernd, a swving of in their case sometriing over $53h)
effectiv, on the figot computer. thousand. This is pwixe typical of Ithe kind of cost saving

These computers are around the country and if they we Pro mchevirv~ wi thin the network,
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TABLE 1

REMOTE USAGE OF COMPUTER SERVICES WITHIN ARPANET
*"• Annual Remote Computer Usage Cost Boad on March 1973 Data

- 'Remote Usage
1lirvice Resource Computer ($ in thousands)

Univ of Southern Calif, Los Angeles, Calif POP-10 520
Inst for Adv Computation, NASA-Ames, Calif ILLIAC IV, POP-10, B-6700 470
Univ of California. Lus Angelex, Calif 360191 340

SDolt Bere',ak & Newman. Cambridge, Mass POP-10 179
tS4anfod Research Instittaq, Menlo Park, Calif POP-10 151

Univ of California, 6an DWsga. Calif 8-6700 118
Mass Institute ot Tecinnlojf, Cambidge, Mass Multics-645 90
Others Mainly POP-10s 150

Total 20?8

TABLE 2

COMPUTER RESOURCE USAGE WITHIN ARPANET
Annual Remote Computer Usage Cost Based on March 1973 Data

User Remote Usige . for o.dcal
Organization Activity ($ in thousands) Replacement

University of illinois Pardllel processing research 360 1150
NASA Ames Air foil design and ILLIAC 328 570
Rand Corporation Nmerical climate modelling 210 650
Applied Date Research ILLIAC IV compiler development 151 470
, awrence Livermore Lab Dev of TENSOR code on ILLIAC 94 370
Szonford University Artificial intelligence reseacl-, 91 180
Rome Air Dev Center Text mai.ipulation and resource evaluation 81 450
ARPA On-line management 77 370
Seismic Array Analysis Center Seismic date processing 76 300
Mitre Corporation Distributed file network research 60 240
National Bureau of Standards Network research 58 200
Bolt Beranek & Newman TENEX system support 55 80
Xerox Perc Computer science research 47 100

SUSC-IPL Picture processing research 35 70
UCLA Network measurement 28 s0
Systems Control, Inc. Signal processing research 23 70
"UCSB Network research 22 70
Range Measurements Lab ARPANET management 17 60
Institute for the Future Teleconfa'eincing reser'Lh 13 40
Miscellaneous Computer isesarch 192 580

Total 20:8 6060

do-Ai't say what it does in the case I'm talking about network capacity is somewhat beyond that but we're
here. It just give. ynu some feeling tor the ecunomics and rapidly approach-ing the top of the graph which i6 in fact
rar=n for the netwo,*'s existence. IFigure 4) the current capacity of the network. That can easily be

[Lue to that and due to the cost economies involved, expanded, but it will be when wo reach that point.
we havy. seen the tiaffic grov;th in the notwork from That just gives you some idea of what's happening
1971 until more reconty, aver the past 15 to 18 months, within the network, that traffic in the network is closely
uf q fiiwor 04 about 26 per,'ent per rnonth increase in the related to the coilputer activity within the network with
traffic oi the network and in fact in the o.omputing that all the activity of computer usage. And all of that is just
people aire d0ing through the network, It is now some. indicative of the fact that this kind of network is cost
thing I;ko 7t4 million packets per day, each packet being a effective in itsef und will permit computers to be used
linoe o two of text; s.wmetiing up to 1,000 uila of wherever they are rather than being a local installation.
infomation i6 you want a precse definition, and the Now, whdt abo't security within the net? Clearly ;f
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we're going to talk about classification we also have to within a tenth of a second and will move a continuous
talk about the questions of classified and unclassificd flow of information, say a file that you're moving like a
computing auilvities and working with classified informa- tape, at rates which are like 30 kilobits per second which
tion on these computers. is a quite reasonable communication rate. That means you

can move a full magnetic tape in 40 minutes anywhere
within the net and people in fact find this quite effective

S_________.______ _ - -for moving tape largely due to the reliability.
-- The error rate in the network is one or less undetected

-- ARPA NETWORK ThAFFIC error or transmission error per year, a rate like I in a
.... (N RNOM) trillion. The main problem, if there is one, within the net

0See 1971 0192M is reliability. At the moment the network reliability due

to the redundancy of multiple lines and everything else is
-something like 98 to 99 percent. We are trying to improve

this through improving the message processing you saw. If
reliability falls below 95 percent you have a serious prob-

-- __ lem for the user, but at 98 or 99 it does not appear to be

"- ____a major problem. However, for some jobs it becomes- / serious.

Now, what about security in the operating systems and
on Po " ,"-- the computers themselves? If we can have the network

handle classified data between locations, we now still have
S-to have completely independent machines for each clas-

sification of material and that involves an awful lot of
__ security problems. So you get into tasks that I have been

_ _ _working on for several years and one in which I think
progress is being made, although that may not be ap-

S"_ -parent. Regulations have changed. In fact, it is now per-
BAY IM- MA " ,,, missible to run a machine at a local level, if you can get

approval. Approval is rather difficult to come by It
GFI. 4 hasn't been granted yet to anyone, but at least one is

permitted to strive to get it.
Ar monWe had a project attempting to provide technical advice
ARPA hu for a long time been involved in a number for the certifiability and the penetrability of operating

of apects of this. One is with respect to the network. We systems, to try and analyze the security behavior of
have been working on the task of permitting classified computer systems and particularly the software involved
information to be used within the network. It is etitirely to see if in fact it can be certified for multilevel opera-
an unclassified network as it currently stands but in the tion. This project has now been in existence over a year
near months we wil! be installinV equipment to permit and has developed a considerable body of experience on
end-tohand communication through the network on a re- what the problems are in operating systems, how to
strictive bacis so that in Tact people at nne location can penetrate them, and how to (in fact) fix them so they
use machines at several otther locations, oll of which are can't be penetrated. They are working together closely
tota'ly secured, and the other people on the net don't v'ith a number of manufacturers to try to improve the
have any way of getting involved in this process because security of various operating systems to the point where
of the fact the packs of informat;')n themselves are en- comen of those will be accepted.
crypted. This is just f0llowing fairly standard computer It i my current belief that within the next year a
practice except we don't encrypt everything. We don't couple of operating systems (and these will go by types);
secure the whole iot. in other words, a particular operating system will prob-

There is another possible avenue for a totally secure ably be much easier to clear than another-a couple of
net but in fact my main point is that end-to-end security types of operating systems may be cleared in the next
is quite feasible, quite inexpensive, and something which year, because they have, in fact, been well designed for
is very ciose to being actual ftct within the network, security in the beginning. Other operating systems, which

Thus if there is a secure computer one is operating at were not designed for security in their first implementa-
one location In the net, it is completely feasible for a TIP tion, will perhaps never be certified. They may need to be
at ,nother location in the network (pertiaps acvoss the redone by the manufacturers in their next round-or the
coun'/ or Ir,*ps raeven in a different country) to have manufacturers might find ways to fix them up. This is
full access to that computer and its capability. And a0l of being pursued with a number of manufacturers so that
the consoles, printers, and other equipment attached to it, some of the older systems, where security wes not a
are wookinq through this one network task and don't each particular concern when they were being biiilt, can be
need their own system and everything iike that. improved. But you can imagine the number of mistakes

I• !shld nmention something about 0,9 characteristics that can be made in a system where you had nou concept
of the natwork in termns of required responss, the sort of of securitu when you built it. You'll find millions of such
thing that makes this all possible. The network will deliver a mistakes in some of these systems-thousands at least
pecket of infomwtion to any other place in tha country have been documented.
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And these mistakes are very hard to detect. We've gone secondly, it is very hard to protect against, because it only
bock over some of these systems and the ratio of effort is takes a momentary break of the system to get the pass.
tremendous. We have to spend a certain amount of a' fort word. And it's usually stored in an obvious place. It's one
to point out flaws. So it does require a fairly good rystem of the things the operating system is trying to establish.
before the person who wants to break and enter that So It's something which we certainly want to protect
operating system could break in and take control of it or against, and it's more than the actual tapping of
gain access to information through that. You can't do communication lines and similar types of physical threats.
that with relative ease. It's much easier for a person to sit at his computer than

In fact, we don't believe there is any system today it is for him to go out and penetrate the machine physi-
ocerating which is secure in that sense, at least in the cally or penetrate the communication physically.
commercial world, and against, say, a few weeks of effort Thus, we are in fact beginning to institute a password
for penetrating. There are plenty of systems whkch are system whereby the password itself is only encrypted
fairly secure. In other words, the average user will never once. In other words, the user sends this password to the
get in any other person's data. As a matter of fact we're machine. The machine never stores it, it only transforms
using some of these with ARPA for protection of our it in an irreversible transform and then checks that against
own information which may be private, sensitive, that the stored transform.
sort of thing, but not for classified data because there You could publish that transformed list and it wouldn't

you can see the threat is considerably greater than just a help him-he stir has to find the right word to enter it,
few men making decisions. the password, before the transformer comes up with the

That is the main problem, that the penetrator, the stored word. And there is no way to go backward. This in
person with an intentional desire to take the operating fact provides a very desirable additional protection that
system can in fact take over complete -control of the the password list stored in the machine is of no use to

system by taking control of this system. At that point anybody except to check legal passwords.
then he has the option of looking at files, destroying That has another i-nolication. It means that you can
them if he wishes-which is one of the threats-denying also use one password for a number of systems, each one
service to others, and generally doing anything he wants having a different password and have all work without
without observation, because at that point he can also any control system. There are a number of processes like
cover his own tracks. This is in fact what we have done. that which are now coming about that would make it
We have made penetrations of systems and usually this is quite feasible to have fairly good control over access. We
not discernible by the feeble operating equipment. That will be quite happy with the process as long as the
has to be improved in the systems and I believe we're passwords are changed at rates frequent enough as dic-
fairly close in several of them to achieving security which tated by the particular level of the system. And that of
we would be quite happy with, so that people could course may vary depending on the people involved and
operate in multilevel modes. the tightness of their own use.

At the moment, however, it is certainly possible to Now, there is also one other thing associated with this
have some machines operate at a Secret level and other and that is something that is starting to be used, the
machines on a classified level totally, and share those signature authority. If a perso|i has verified that he is who
through the network. So, at one installation you might he says he is by an appropriate password system that you
have access to several different machines, each operating believe authenticates him (and, of course, we have to
at a different classification, and thus not run into the design what you believe to be sufficient-one of these
trouble where you have to run your machines for 3 hours processes which we believe to be fairly inviolate). A user
at one level, 3 hours in another, and 3 hours in still has now identified himself as who he says he is then, we
another. People got together and said, okay, we need a can record permanently the fact that he has signed a

Stotal of 360 operating in Secret between the Government documert, by virtue of that recognition, and store in the
agencies here and another operating on Confidential or file for retenti'n that fact. If, then, a question of authen-
Top Secret information. The network would permit the ticity arises, or a copy of the document comes into
shared use of machines by ,:eople at a particular installa- dispute as to validity, the facts or data can be compared
tion. At the moment that's our objective-to gain multi- with the record to prove whether the stated individual
level use of machines. did sign the document. Verification can be certain because

One point I want to mention is password control and only the properly identified person could have stored
the whole question of access control. anything in the file being queried.

There have been a number of potential improvements This kind of system can be quite effective. It certainly
here which have not yet bten widely implemented but I is as good as the current system.
think will, in fact, improve the situation considerably in Next I'd like to talk about a use for all of this which
the future. One of these is if you think back to the is tiow coming about. And as I mentioned to begin with,
question of breaking operating systems and entering them, you might have seen the intent of this in Dr. Lukasik's
the immediate thing that the penetrator will adapt is a speech last summer, as he described the actual manage-
whole set of passwords of all the users. Then he has a ment technique within ARPA and the rest of our com-
password for everybody and that's the end of the job. He munity. That is the use of messages and the interchange
can then go bock and use anybody's password he wants to. of small pieces of information in message format between

That process of course can be effected by one-time pass- a large number of managers. Here I need to describe the
word which the user uses once, but not totally because he basic problem with voice and messages to try to give you
could get the whole password list from the machine. And, an indication of what the problem was.
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A written piece of paper, a document, has wide dis- that permits a person to keep track of it if he wants to in
semination ability: you can study it, you can remember it his own private files, hut it has the same properties as
easily; you can control it; dissemination is accurate, Those voice and there is no record of it unless one of the parties
are properties of a written document. Voice, on the other makes such. And it permits most all of the properties of
hand, has usually totally opposite attributes-its interac- written communication.
tion rate is higher; you can interact and clarify details; Now, that kind of use is quite widespread in ARPA
the cost is much lower for the preparation; and there is and throughout our contracting community. It has proven
no permanent record, so you won't be inhibited in saying to be extremely effective. I should mention that one of
some things you might be inhibited in saying in written the most effective places is with overseas offices like
documents. Europe and Hawaii. The time difference is such that w3

Those things are not totally separate from each other can't get information to them any other way. We can't
as they tend to be achieved in the same system. My point get in touch with them on the phone or anything else
is that the message system that we are now using within right away. So this in fact is making considerable improve-
the computer has all the properties of both. That's ment in our ability to communicate with these people.
achieved essentially by a management decision to change Why do I bring all that up? I think that's one of the
the property of messages from being normally recorded parts of the changing environment that n-, it be vital to
and available for public certification to being normally know about, perhaps using it in some way. On the other
illegal to record jtst like voice. That's the legal distinction hand I think it's an indication of the first use of small
between voice and written copy rather than a technical bodies of text-now we're talking about something that a
distinction. We maintain very private distribution and ac- non-typist is preparing with maybe considerable effort but
cess control over message transmission. Dr. Lukasik uses it far less effort than getting someone on the phone-but in
very extensively at this point. For example, his personnel fact it's short and crisp and to the point and just the
manager can discuss a candidate quite freely without any communication that needs to be communicated at that
fear of people subsequently printing these things or viola- point, not a long drawn-out conversation that you usually
ting them. happen to have on the phone which has many topics

Secondly, the interaction rate is very high once you're covered all at once. These are terse topics that are passed
on-line and talking through the computer that we're refer- back and forth of action or questions or whatever.
ring to. Interaction rate is such that a person can send a Each one in fact has to be classified separately. Each
message and the other person will receive it within an one has its own audit trail, if you want to create one, and
hour or so, maybe a day at t~e most, but the interaction each one is in fact part of the body of knowledge which
rate is in fact quite a bit higher than trying to find Dr. will be our main written record in the future, our main
Lukasik in his office, which is considerably difficult for a body of record to be stored in the computer. It can be
high level defense manager to do. printed out and saved on paper if that's desirable, but

I'm sure this is true of most high level people, and in that's probably undesirable. In fact, you can file it under
fact this is one of the reasons why this service has topics, under author, whatever you want, and retain the
become extremely effective at the top echelons of the pieces of information which are appropriate to save with-
organization rather than at the bottom. It is the first time itt each officer's and person's file.
I've ever seen a high-level manager start to use a console In fact you can transfer a whole filing system and a
himself in his own office and even at home if he weren't whole change from the written kind of communication of
just concerned with computing for some reason for his the past to an on-line system. In some cases these mes-
own management purposes, rather than having a secretary sages are distributed to hundreds of people and have open
or some staff level person doing it for him. In fact, it's distribution. That's an option which in fact you can elect.

Spart of his communication process. It's very important Thus, you can conceive of a situation where most of
and even far superior to calling the other people on the your memoranda, letters, and other longer information
phone, trying to send them messages through secretaries, are all stored on-line and filed in this kind of way.
and so on Now we get to the question of what might be done

I can't necessarily convince you of anything on this. I about the classification process.
think the effect has to be seen. In fact, it is quite The first thing I'd like to say is that in the considera-
striking, much more so than you would imagine. This tion of multi-level security, the group which has been
kind of information transfer for questions, facts, and involved with it studied the question of the use from an
communication between people-including most every- originating point of view, not the classifying. They con-
thing that would normally accompany a letter and cluded that there was a certain amount of automatic
memoranda-is becoming quite extensive. It permits multi- evaluation of sources possible. It was something which
addressed messages. I can send a message to a contractor was not complete, something that would not give this
three levels down from me but encompass all the people generator of material an absolute classification level but
who should hear about it in the process plus the other something that would give him a guide saying your refer-
people who are in the same field and need to know about once copies of material here, and a composite level where
It. All such interactions are handled in complete privacy you should be thinking about Top Secret in creating this
as well, so that it's only that select group and not a new document.
whole collection of people involved. And if you're referencing at a low enough level piece

Then they can copy the message, pass it on to another by piece and fact by fact and each one is appropriately
person who may be an authority to do that and needs to ciassified, then this is not too far off as an estimate of
see it. That means that this thing has a permanency to it classification.
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There may have been some new text put into it which "ball" and "throw" and all of the things that are related.
may change the classification; or there may have been Now as you go through the document you collect all
extracted just some little piece of a clasifled fact. The thues concepts-this is a program which in fact requires
final determination is made and it has to be reviewed in considerable computer power but that won't be terribly
any case, either way. expensive in 1985. It would be today.

So you have a guide to keep you from making gross You could then show to the classifier those sections of
mistakes about referencing Top Secret documents and text which skip the security guide statement. That would
then classified and unclassified without thinking, just be a guide in an age. The main thing I could perhaps

It can happen, of course, that you make a mistake and suggest at this point is that you could filter out and point
grab a piece of the document without even knowing it. out the sections which talk about sensitive projects where
You have to realize the user may never read all the the concepts involved were related to things which were
material you prepare (physically read it). He may just in the security guide as being classified, and thus put
grab a little piece of this, a little piece of that, a little together for him a number of displays and pieces of
piece of that one over there, and put it aMl together and information which show him both the section of text and
say there's the document. He may never look at it. In a relative guide quotation so he could make a determine-
that case there has to be something to indicate that he tion. This would just speed up his process, not completely
ought to look at that part. eliminate it.

Now the next part of the question is what about the And that's about as far as I think we might get in
classification from the user's point of view, in that clearly 1980. Something else may happen in 1990.
we can hel. him. I can't say we're going to do the job for
him. That would be, I think, something which would Ouestions and Discussion
require vastly miore computing parts than I'm even going
to tr%! to project at this time. But we can, in fact, have Question: If I may propose the first question: Do you
the claasification guides for him so that he can select think it's potentially feasible that by 1980 we could have
from them and create the proper information that he on-line files of classification guides available to all of us in
needs. If he needs information on a particular subject and our respective across-the-country locations?
that was a subject which might have been worked on in a Dr. Roberts: I'd say that's feasible, extremely so, as
weapons lab and they have written a classification guide long as the decision was made at some joint level to do
for it, he could perhaps access that classification guide, that, including the individual level, that one group in-
under the criteria that he wanted to know about a certain tended to do that. But it wouldn't be terribly useful until
weapons design and information relating to it. That re- all the relative material was available.
quest would be sent to the weapons lab and coming back Currently there are a large number of research installa-
would be the section or the entire security guide asso- tions on the network in the Government activities. There
ciated with it. Then he could use that for his purpose in will be more and more of them in the near future, and
classifying which are problems. any which wanted to participate could get console access

Required for that would be the fact that he would put or other access to the network fairly quickly. There are
these things on-line and make them retrievable. The tech- many locations in Washington you could tie to. Similarly,
nology to do it is not a problem. The thing that has to you might want to tie your own computer in.
happen is that the people doing the guide preparation get So, If you set this information base off on one of the
those on machines rather than on paper and then the rest stores that we are now installing, and we're installing two,
is fairly straightforward. one on the East Coast, one on the West Coast, so that we

The second part of that, however, is so that the person have very large stores, 12th depth, which is able to be
can get some assistance in looking over the documents, retrieved on a context basis.
Here I have to resort to some of our further out technol- In other words, if you have stored information there
ogy. I don't expect it will be available instantly. But there on a certain subject, you can retrieve it later on by
is in existence in our research program quite a bit of context or by whatever it's filed under. Then in fact
expertise now in (Englishl understanding. In other words, working with one of the other computers in the network

* being on tape, almost any English text you want, take it which do the initial text editing and text handling, you
apart, understand the concepts involved, and make essen- could have both the processing and storage capability to
tially decisions or in fact direct action on the basis of the do the job economically today. It is economic.
understanding of that text. Let me illustrate that a little The cost for storing a document today might be $1 a
bit. page a month on a standard machine, whereas in the large

Just looking at a sentence and breaking down the store we can bring that cost down very considerably to
structure so you know where the verb is, is what I where it's like $I a year a book sort of thing. So we have
mean-that's not even a step in the process until the latter a considerable change in terms of the storage cost.
end. The first thing you look at are the important words The processing cost, we're already in the right ballpark.
and think about the phonetics in the programn. Then you The on-line method is probably cheaper for an authot to
may look at the syntax of the structure. And finally you use on the computer today to aid in text preparation
come out with a concept which is something like in a than to have a secretary retype it a number of times. So
sentence "the boy threw the bell," a relationship-threw- that's already In the ballpark of being very reasonable.
between boy and ball. That's the concept. That's the This is so in communication if you get at it.
relationship which you extract from the sentence, and So we're talking about something that's just a manage-
now store and utilize. You store it under "boy" and mint decision at this point. And I expect if you look at
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that as the normal course of events, that might still be Dr. Roberts: The Tenex operating system built by
five years before somebody decided to do that. It could Bolt Beranek and Newman. The Digital Equipment Cor-
be six months. It's all a question of how important it is poration is now making that available. It is another
and how much would be achieved by doing that. operating system similar to Multics in terms of general

Question: In the early part of your presentation you structure.
were discussing the transmission between computers of The hardware has very considerable hardware protec.
classified information. I believe that's what I heard you tion capability, particularly in the Honeywell case. The
say. new Honeywell machine that supports Mijltics provides

Dr. Roberts: Transmit it, yes. several rings of protection of different levels. In the inner
Question: I presume then that you are using crypto ring you can get at everything, at the next ring you can

machines obtained from NSA. get at only some things, and so on. That's hardware
Dr. Roberts: That's right, but in a special way. protection, and the software has to utilize that properly
Question: What special way? which it was designed to do.
Dr. Roberts: Well, they're used in a somewhat differ- In the Tenex system there are only two levels of

ent way than normally. In other words, they're used-as a protection, user and executive, like in most computers.
matter of fact the whole process is approved and is Many computers have that kind of hardware capability,
standard, but they are only encrypting, say, a thousand but it has to be properly designed into the operating
crypts at a time, a piece of information and not a whole system which is the real question involved, and that it's
stream. used properly.

Question: Are your codes controlled by NSA? That has to be done almost from the start. If it's done
Dr. Roberts: Yes, the whole process is under their from the start, the cost is very low. We feel that the cost

control. It's just using that equipment in a way which is not much more than a system without security if the
makes it possible to use it in two different points in the concepts are kept in mind from the beginning.
net. But if it was not, then we very commonly find people

Question: Do you foresee in your planning approval putting code in the user area under user protection rather
of commercial crypto equipment for contractors to clas- than executive protection, which is needed for executive
sified information? operations. If you compromise it, it compromises the

Dr. Roberts: Well, there is a distinction of whether in system-and many other such things-which were not in-
fact it's for commercial purposes or for DoD purposes, tended but they ran out of space and used some other
and I can't tell you what the entire approval chain is for space. They didn't pay much attention to that fact.
contractors getting hold of crypto equipment. If it in fact So the fact the machine has a hardware protection
is sponsored by a Government agency, if they want them depth, the actual protection of hardware that separates
to be working with that information, sure, we are doing the executive from the user, does not guarantee anything.
that. We're putting equipment in locations under Govern- Then, of course, rebuilding these systems to make sure
ment contrnl, under the appropriate security measures. that these things are not done, and a lot of other possible
That involves contractors in some cases. flaws, is necessary.

However, for your own purposes, and maybe it's inci- One type of system can probably be approved very
dental that that includes classified information, there may much more rapidly than all this. That's the system where
be a different case. Clearly in the purely commercial cases in fact no program is involved, a pure retrieval system
where they are protecting their own secrets and their own where the only thing you can do is give a standard
information, a device is needed of a commercial type request and get back standard inswers. It retrieves from
which is both secure and approved. I mean it's not clas- the file. But it does not allow you to write a program or
sified. That is something which is feasible today but procedure.
something which is not widely available-something which In those cases the restrictions of the user are so much
may take some policy to let it occur somewhere. greater. He doesn't have the flexibility of writing his own

Question: Then if in talking now about a dedicated program aiid doing his own thing in the machine. There is
system in your facility with no external accets. You fix no way for him to penetrate the machine with the same
your system so that one can have access when you're ease that he could otherwise. None of those types of
handling a classified run. In your remarks, did you say systems has been brought up for serious trial at this point
that you expect to have two systems approved very soon but I think that would be a possibility.
for time-shared operation? Question: Who do we come to for this type of a trial

Dr. Roberts: That's on a multi-level basis. I think or certification?
there are two operating systems. The Multics system Dr. Roberts: Actually the people to go to are through
which was built at MIT but is now being marketed by the appropriate channels-the office we work with that
Honeywell, whicl. has appropriate security provisions finally gets the request is the Office of the Secretary of
within it to make it feasible to certify. I'm not saying it Defense, Security Policy. They then reflect with us on
has been certified but it's very close. And, possibly the whether the proposal in fact merits our looking at it-or
Tenex system. Now that's hypothesis at this point until someone else's-or what the process should be.
we actually prove that. Those systems to our way of In some cases where the need is high we have in fact
thinking are the closest to having the right security con- reacted to contractors' requests through this route and
trols in them to being with, Multics probably being the helped with work with their systems. In other cases that's
best. not feasible since this is an R&D program to develop the

Question: What was the second one, I'm sorry? technique. Next year we hope to turn that process over
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to the Security Policy Office as more of an operational that's being done by the people involved to try and
process, which they then would manage. But at this point certify it.
we're hopefully taking the best route to developing the The only thing that really needs to be done ýs to get
techniques with the systems we think most profitable and security policy approval with the contractors, GSA, the
actually working with four or five different systems to try appropriate officials' approval. That can he done by any
to develop a capability. Now, in fact, there are almost proof but the proof has to bo sufficient, and that's where
separate entries being done in the GECOS system and we're involved. u

INSIGHT INTO THE BELL SYSTEM PLANS business for the future. I can't exactly predict when or

FOR 1980 AND BEYOND what will happen, but here I will use t~ie "other-things-
equal" approach, and point out the kind of developments

Mr. Charles P, Buckley, one might reasonably expect.
Manager, Comptrollers Operations Consider another example. In the case of Martin
American Telephone and Telegraph Company Luther there isn't one item in the theses that Luther

hammered into the door of the cathedral in Wittenberg,

In talking about the effects of automation and com- that was not known previously for centuries, or had not
puters in the Bell System, I believe it is impossible to been stated by "heretics" ranging from Huss, Wyclif and
appreciate what it means without thinking in terms of the all of the others known now only to specialists.
future. But, the future must be considered in the light of What made Luther different? From the narrow point
past effects of social and technological movements in the of view of technology, he enunciated and hammered these
history of the world. heresies on the door at the very time that printing was

Let me explain. One lesson which study of the history coming of age. It had only been in the European world a
of technology drives home to me with great force, is the short time when he brought forth his thunderous message.
essential unpredictability of those secondary effects which His virile prose, carried by the invention of printing,
technological developments have on the social structure of altered world history. Had you gone to Gutenberg and
society, business, and government, asked, "What effect do you think print will have on

To illustrate, an author and journalist, with long Europe?" he might have replied, "I'm interested in getting
"experience in the Middle East was asked recently: "What out some books." Just as today, if you ask some account-
has happened to the Arabs? In the last thousand years ing people "What effect will computers have?" they might
we've heard little from them even though they once led tell you, "I'm interested in getting out some telephone
the civilizations of the world. Suddenly, however, in the bills. We could multiply these examples interminably, but
last 15 or 20 years, we see great things happening. They the only important point is that no one can predict
seem to have found a sense of destiny, nationhood, and precisely what the organizational and social implications
unity. They are creating a great deal of activity with of a particular change will be. One thing I think we can
which we are uncomfortably familiar. What's happened? say is that predications found in trade journals every now
What caused this? What factors are at work?" The jour- and then-the "Gee Whiz" school of projection-are often
nalist replied that the availability of the Japanese tran- sterile because they merely say that this invention or that
sistor radio was a very influential factorl He went on to particular piece of technique will mean that everything we
explain that every camel driver, every oasis, every little are doing now will be done faster and in greater quantity.
village, now had Japanese transistor radios that are tuned These projections are of the kind you might have
to the "Voice of the Arabs," the characteristic name for expected from a foreman on the pyramids of Egypt as
radio Cairo. Incidentally, it operates 24 hours a day and you showed him a power crane. You might have asked,
is the largest broadcasting complex outside Russia or "Tell me, sir, what effect do you think this power crane
China. These widely scattered people-many illiterate-are will have on the Egyptian society?" And, being highly
suddenly able to receive a message in their own tongue sophisticated in rnechdnical devices he would reply,
that calls them to power and glory. They listen and act. "Obviously whalk we can expect is that we will be able to

Now, let's go back to 1948 and imagine that you are build pyramids much higher and faster, and perhaps every
wandering through the halls of Bell Laboratories at Egyptian will be able to have a pyramid of his own." We
Murray Hill, and you come across three shirt-sleeved indi- know, of course, that this isn't the kind of thing that we
viduals. You ask, "What are you working on?" They are projecting. We often see projections of technical in-
reply, "You're in luck today because we've just invented ventions which are short-sighted and do not take into
the transistor." I believe that if you had casually ob- account all the possible ramifications, but it is necessary
served, "That's wonderful; won't that be a great boon to for us to sense some of the changes in response of the
the unity of the Arab world?" probably they would have society and of our business.
looked at you in some amazement-if they did't call the One way to look at the history of political, social or
guards! buinsess organizations is that their evolution has been

Yet, this is a problem that faces anyone discussing the influenced to a great extent by the control systems avail-
impact of technology, such as the trends in the apparatus able to them. We can, of course, look at these from
of automation, on society or our business. All we can do several points of view-economic, military, social, and so
is point out some of the impact of these forces that on. But here let's think in ternis of the developments in
together with political, cultural, and economic forces world history as responses to the control systems which
determine the shape of our nation, its society, and our were available. In prehistoric times, the cave men had to
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operate in essentially a "real-time" operation. There was I %rause it illustrates what personal management, motive-
no time to store food; things had to be done quickly as ti,-i, and involvement can really accomplish under critical
pcoblems presented themselves. This approach, where the conditions of time and effort.

response to conditions takes place immediately, is really Cellini secured the funds, set up the shop, hired the
the natural mode for human beings-this is the way most men, and started something which all contemporary ex-
of us operate every day in our own work. perts said was impossible. In the midst of his trials, they

In the formation of the Greek City-States, the area of prepared for the casting. As he starts a furnace of his own
development of any particular Cit,'-State seems related to design to melt the bronze, the shop catches on fire. He
how far a man could go in a two-day journey; one day then has to supervise the fire fighting. Just as the fire is
out and one day back. Almost none of the Greek City- put under control, heavy rain pours into the shop and he
States developed a geographical size larger than a two-day suffers severe chills, and has to go to bed, Whilb in bed
journey. This suggests that the time for decisions and with a fever, he gets frantic messages from his men that
problems-the delay one could tolerate in arriving at deci- the mo'*en bronze is caking up the furnace and that the
sions-was limited by the communications system. it was entire project will be completely ruined. He dashes from
also limited greatly by the diversity among the City- bed shouting instructions at his force. He arrives on the
States, with no general agreement on what the desired scene and throws in hundreds of pewter pots and dishes
goals of society were. from the neighborhood, co,.mandeers everyone's wood,

In the case of Rome, we see decentralization, only and rekindles a roaring fire to the accompaniment of the
because certain technical inventions permitted the admini- cheers of his men. Just as the caking is reduced from the
stration of a much larger area. The first of these was the metal, the furnace explodes. At that point he sends every-
legal system which is similar to our body of operating one outside to prayl In the midst of the confusion the
practices. These practices allow us to have a decentralized men scratch a ditch in the floor which conducts the metal

operation with uniform application. The Roman system from the exploding furnace into the mold which rests in a
of law was a great technical invention, and was coupled large pit. They do this successfully, and we have as a
with the use of disciplined armies and the building of result the great statue standing sere,'ely in Florence
superb roads that allowed information, including descrip- today.
tions of major problems, to be sent back to the capitol I think the anecdote illustrates the obj'ictive that total
for timely, yet far-reaching, decisions. This system over- involvement of managers comes from a sense of the actual
extended itself and, in its collapse, centralized decisions things they were accomplishing, contrasted to the vicari-

could not be maintained partly because the roads were ous world of reports-should this not always be in our
destroyed by the barbarians, and the armies could not mind in dealing with motivation?
enforce the uniform legal code. Today computers-the present generation of com-

Think in terms of this, if you will, that capitalism was puters-allow this kind of involvement in the operation of
feasible only after we had the technical inventions of a business on a large scale. This is a significant fact for us
money and credit, a great deal of literacy, and in my own today, together with the awareness that present machines
particular area, the invention of double entry bookkeep- possibly allow a rehumanizing of work in the future as
ing. It is impossible to imagine capitalism and the building contrasted to past mechanization systems.*
of modern nations without these controls and organiza- If history is a prologue to the future, what can we
tion, the record keeping so essential to private property, learn and apply to today and tomorrow's world? A few
and so on. So much, then, for this rapid excursion into points suggest themselves.

control systems. 0 Computers must not be elevated to the level of
What has been the pattern of this history? It is one of an omnipotent being-where only a chosen few

growth to larger units over many years, but the growth is control oir destiny
always limited to the control system of communication, * Secondary effects of their widespread use are
awareness, and decision that has been available, largely unknown

What do we mean by control? Control is a tricky word * Understandable controls, standards. and proce-
in English because from one point of view it means the dures are a prerequisite if wider participation in
control of crime, disease, behavior-i.e., restraint. But, the computer technology is to be realized.
control also has the meaning of controlling an airplane, Fortunately, we see the computer industry changing-
car or battle. When we use the term control in "manage- giving the users a broader spectrum to choose from, all
ment control system," we mean a timely adjustment of the way from super powerful processors to economy-sized
forces inside a business to unforeseen or impossible-to- machines.
plan-for changes in order to achieve a goal. It is not a High level programming languages such as Cobol and
constraint, but an adjustment to circumstances as they Fortran are becoming moie and more efficient and, as a
change an operating environment, consequence, allow wider participation in program

Now, what is the management ideal that we would like development.
to attain? I think it is total corporate involvement to give We in the Bell System are placing more and more small
our customers the best possible service from initial de- computers in the hands of our operations managers in all
mand through final supply, in the shortest possible time phases of the telephone business. They are used as diag-
with the minimum required resources. One of the best nostic aids, communication devices, and record retrieval
illustrations of this appears in the autobiography of
Benvenuto Cellini where he describes the casting of his *Boettinger, H. M., Some Reflections on Computers and History,

great statue Perseus. This story is worthwhile reading AT&T. New York, N.Y.
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systems. Until very recently, the Bell System had central- The same elements that made the automobile a mass
ized computer centers and system development staffs. consumer Item are present in the computer industry to-
With the advent of the minicomputer, decentralization of day. Mass production resulting in lower prices, technologi-
both functions has begun. This means that all depart- cal improvement resulting in greater reliability, and easier
ments in the telephone business will have to develop operation resulting in broader market participation will
expertise in the computer area. cause the change.

We will continue to build large data base systems as a The secondary effects of the automobile had a pro-
central reservoir of information. However, the algorithms found effect on the American society-employment,
operating on the data will probably reside in small com- mobility, the suburbc., etc. The computer revolution will
puters at the various operating departments. undoubtedly have a similar effect.

SSorne of our super larger systems have caused ea- As an example of what you the general public can
ployee and management problems in operation and main- expect in the future, earlier this month a Seattle firm
tenance areas. Employees have claimed they are slaves to introduced a unique service that allows users to pay some
an inanimate object. The machine schedules its own work, of their bills by phone. It is the first such service in the
tells the operators when to mount and dismount data, nation.
and when running well tends to lull its keepers into a Telephone Computing Service, a subsidiary of a Seattle
false sense of security. When the machine fails all hell bank, offers its customers with touch-tone phones not
breaks loose! Mean-time-to-repair is usually good-mean- only a way to pay bills with a few simple punches on

Stime-to-restart is something else again. Restarting a multi- buttons, but also services such as family budgeting, per-
task system often requires an inordinate amount of time sonal calendar reminders and an income tax data file.
and money. In addition, managers in our operating With this service, called "in-touch," a customer's
departments are often disillusioned about centralized com- touch-tone phone even becomes a calculator which will
puting centers because they feel they are being held add, subtract, multiply, and divide, with an immediate
accountable for work over which they have no direct answer by computer voice.
control. Therefore, where economy of scale was a prime Here's how it works:
motivator to install large multi-processing machines, it The customer places a special rtide panel over the
now appears that at least in some instances we have touch-tone buttons which will enable him to reach a
reached the point of diminishing returns, computer. After the customer punches in a private

However, it is clear that the use of small computers to account number he or she uses number codes to signal
assist in day-to-day work activities will expand greatly in which account is to be paid. For example, the user would
the next decade. The availability of inexpensive data pro- push 12 for the gas company, then punch in the dollar
cessors, economical input terminals and effective high- amount.
level languages will explode the use of computers in every After each transaction the computer voice repeats the
segment of American life. order to insure against mistakes. If the figure is wrong,

In addition to expanded use of high-level programming the customer pushes ar. erase button to cancel the trans-
languages, you will see more and more micro-programmed action.
machines-that is, machines wired to perform repetitive Every two weeks the customer receives a printed
tasks (like an adding machine). Only these machines will report of transactions. This same report also reminds users
retrieve data, selectively route information, perform mea- of all the other things the computer has been asked to
surements, etc., based on the user's input variables, bring up, such as birthdays, insurance premium due dates,

In the telephone industry the new electronic central anniversaries, etc. For a $6.50 service charge each month,
offices are designed to allow the customer to transfer calls the customer gets 100 minutes of computer time.
to another phone if they are away for the evening. This is About 30 major businesses in Seattle, including Pacific
a form of reprogramming under the control of the Northwest Bell, other utilities and department stores, now
customer, allow bills to be paid by this method.

Looking at the business in the future, tomorrow's Each user has a personal code number which prevents
managers must be capable of managing in a computer accidental access to his account by another user. Privacy
environment. Today they are, too often, captives of the is guaranteed since all reports are tabulated and stuffed in
computer. Managers must learn to define what they want envelopes by the computer.
from the computer. Ill defined jobs are the biggest single Pacific Northwest Bell personnel worked with the bank
cause of expensive cost over-runs in program development subsidiary three years in developing the service.
and on-going operation. The manager must know what he On the work front, the computer will be used as
wants as an output from his computer systems. Not in casually as the telephone. Computation, retriuval, distribu-
hazy generalizations but in specific terms, because in tion and control of data will be done by the masses
computer technology there is no such thing as a vacuum; rather than a few highly specialized experts.
computers are yes/no machines. If the manager does not The Bell System expects a threefold increase in voice
provide specific directions, the programmer will. The and data messages by the 1980s. To give you some idea
machine will not operate without direction, of the magnitude of this projection, this year we will

The computer industry is not unlike the automotive handle close to 150 billion messages. We are moving to
industry of 50 years ago. It took several decades before meet the expected demand with the introduction of two
the average citizen could afford a car. Today when an new long distance transmission systems. One is a revolu-
auto is generally available to everyone, there are still some tionary millimeter wave guide system which can carry up
people afraid to drive, to 230,000 mevsages simultaneously through a precisely

L.
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dimensioned underground tube. The second is a domestic ably begin in primary school. So bewarel You
communicatiovs satellite system to serve all 50 states, know the trouble we've all had with the "new
Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. If approved by the math" the kids bring home today.
FCC, the satellites will be leased from the Communica- Tomorrow your kinds will probably be asking you to
tions Satellite Corp. and connected to earth stations assist in a programming problem.
which we will build. The satellite system capable of carry- With respect to the National Classification Management
ing 43,200 simultaneous messages will further increase the Society I believe that you will be able to have access and
reliability and flexibility of the terrestrial network. control of date where you need it by use of the minicom-

To sum up, let's review briefly what I've covered. puter technology.
1. The computer technology will become broadly A Central reference library will probably be a large

available. Most everyone wijl access a computer multi task machine that the minis can talk to when
during his day-to-day activity, looking for data not in its own data bank. I believe the

2. The big growth in the computer market will be local minicomputer will use cathode ray tube devices for
in the "mini" computer area. (Mini in terms of I/O terminals thereby eliminating the need for "hard
size and cost not in computation of logical copies." When printed copies are needed there will be
capacity.) photocopying devices available at s secured terminal. And,

3. The concept of "economy of scale" is falling of course, the computers can be programmed to list
into disrepute because of the high overhead cost documents that should be considered for reclassification
and lack of broad management control over the or deletion from its files.
large centralized computer complexes. I believe NCMS is on the verge of a major break

4. Large multi processing systems in the future will through in coassification management. At times you may
tend to be "data library's" or "data controllers," feel like the guy during the French revoluation who was
where the small computers can locate data resid- running down the street tired and bleeding and was stop-
ing in other small computers. ped by a concerned citizen and asked "what the

5. People will have to be trained to use the com- trouble?" He replied, "see that mob two blocks ahead?
puter resource. In the 80s this training will prob- I've got to catch up with them. I'm their leader!" S

PROGRESS AND EFFECTS OF IMPLEMENTATION think of others.
OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11652 AND PROJECTIONS To establish the frame of reference we might ask,
FOR THE FUTURE where are we now in respect to Executive Order 11652?

We have stated that an interesting aspect of our having
Mr. Jack Robinson, this particular seminar now is that we are essentially at
Center for Naval Analyses the first anniversary, of the Executive Order.

But is this really true? All of us, I think, recognize
SCaptain Richard E. Myers, USA, that the statement is perhaps not quite accurate-not
Security Policy Officer, Office of the quite accurate from an operating point of view. Yes, the
Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence, USA Executive Order has been out for a year. Yes, interim

Mr. Daniel J. Dinan, procedures were published and arrived, let's say, either on
Deputy Director, Security of Military Information time or shortly after time, and have, in essence, been
Division, Office of the Chief of Naval Operations arriving ever since. But for many of us the actual imple-

Mr. Lawrence C. Myers, mentation has been a continuing process which is by no

Chief Classification and Information Security Branch, means complete.
GnaUAThe implementing directives from the several services

Office of the Inspector of DoD to the Information Security Regulation were not
Mr. Arthur F. Van Cook, really in hand until much after the Order's effective date.
Acting Director of Information Security, That's understandable too. It's not a point of criticism;
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense it's a point of fact. It's a fact that we didn't have them.
(Comptroller) It's a fact that the Industrial Security Manual changes are

not literally out yet. But they are intended. We have had
Mr. Robinson: This morning we are going to an un- advisories, we have had interim changes, we have had a

structured discussion aporoach on our topic. It is ex- lot of things. But it isn't correct to talk in terms of our
pected to be interacting with you as participants as well having been operating for a full year. That's simply inac-
as the panel. We will be addressing questions for the curate. We haven't. We are still evolving.
panelists here as to what actions, what things and aspects So this is the frame of reference within which we will
have been covwred, are being covered, are being reviewed pose some of these questions. And the panel will help, I
or considered in the total program. As points arise, for believe, in interacting both among them and with you to
example, and you have a question that has not been make this productive- let's ask the questions: where are
answered or which you would like to pose on any related we; how are we doing; and what are some of the effects
topic, feel free to ask it at that time. The panelists are as we see them now?
prepared and are interested in responding to particular One of the things that Dr. Rhoads mentioned yester-
questions that you may have. We have some prepared, day which we hope was a plus factor in the Order was
just to start the ball rolling. And they may cause you to the cutting back on the numbers of individuals having
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original classification authority. He stated the percentages been wrong in thinking that this was just a numbers game
and so forth as to the reduction for DoD and CIA with no significance. We have had people who have come in
separately, some 60 to 70 percent, large reductions in the to us and said: We're in a bind here; we can't get our job
Top Secret classification authority, and so on. done because we don't have classification authority out

The practical effect of this is a question, however, and here; we're being forced to run things up to a higher eche-
I wonder if, for example, it has indeed reduced the Ion. So perhaps it has at least some practical importance.
volume of classified material. Question: I have a question I'd like to direct both to

How do you feel about it in the Air Force? Mr. Myers and Mr. Dinan on the figures for reduction in
Mr. Myers: As far as the reduction of classified mate- the volume of classified documents.

rial, we haven't seen any substantial reduction in the I wonder if that was just at the headquarters level or
amount of it. Certainly we have seen a lot of good have you taken into consideration the Navy and the Air
decisions that are made. We have seen many people who Force, all down the line, as to volume?
would have classified rather casually before pulling them- Mr. Myers: As far as our figures are concorned, first
selves up short for lack of authority, and sometimes when of all let me say they are top of the head guesses. I
they have checked with somebody with proper authority would say less than 10 percent and if someone wants to
have found that they couldn't. We have had a major argu- say that it is not more than 2 percent I have no way of
ment that we can use in dealing with staff and command, rebujtting it. What I am saying is it's not any major
with anybody in the Air Force or elsewhere in the Govern- reduction. When I say that it's not a major reduction I
ment, as to whether something should be classifed or not; am basing that on the things that we see from the field,
the very clear position of resolving conflicts in favor of not the guidance that we have reviewed from the field, and
classifying has sunk in on people and it has had some effect. what passes in the headquarters. It's a general statement
But I would guess that we haven't seen a 10 percent reduc- but it's not based on a statistical measure.
tion in classified material if we were to try to guess in The current guidelines didn't really have a lot of effect
quantitative terms, until the DoD regulation went out into the field in

As far as the numbers of people who are classifying there October. We don't have figures to show anything since
has been a very substantial reduction. We have some figures then. In fact, our figures unfortunately are bulk-so many
here on that. cubic feet-and although we could draw a comparison

Mr. Robinson: The Army or the Navy, either one of when they come in, I'm not sure what it would be worth.
you, how do you view the numbers game, if you want to Question: I was wondering if you attribute some of
call it that, for volume? this small percentage to the inertia of the system, that

Mr. Dinan: Well, I guess the Navy has the same substan- people just haven't yet gotten with it?
tial cutbacks on the number of classification authorities as Mr. Myers: You mean as to why it isn't a larger
the other departments. We went from approximately 4,100 reduction?
to 539, so that's a major cutback of about 85 percent. But Question: Yes.
of course all of you appreciate what we're talking about in Mr. Myers: As far as Air Force is concerned, I think
original classification authority and we're not talking about it's because all of us have been so busy adopting the new
derivative authority. system that we haven't made the most of it. Security

I guess I'd confirm what Larry Myers has to say about effectiveness dropped due to program changes and con-
what happened in the Air Force. The decrease in original fusion for several months.
classification authorities in the Navy has had a psychologi- We're now about at the same level as prior to the
cal effect. People who may not appreciate the difference changes, but we have a number of actions that we can
between derivative classification and original classification take to improve the situation which simply couldn't be
authority are doing a lot of thinking when they see they are taken until we got out of the initial period of mass
no longer on the list for classification authority. Even confusion. But inertia or difficulty in adapting has been a
though they still have authority to wield a stamp under the part of it.
derivative concept, it has caused people to sit back and Mr. Dinan: I don't want the Air Force and the Navy
think about classification more and see if they have the to monopolize this so I'll just make a quick comment.
right classification source and the right classification level. The statistics I was giving were not any statistics on

Again, it's a difficult thing to measure to what extent cutbacks in volume of classified information. They were
there has been a decrease in the volume of classified infor- figures on the number of people that have original classifi-
mation. We don't have any specific statistics for you. cation authority in the Navy. So we really have no feel as

Mr. Myers: Dan, I might pick tp one point that you to whether there has been a cut back.
have there about people sitting back to think. Mr. Van Cook: I'd like to make a comment, Dan,

I'm not a great believer in the idea that numbers of about the field level. A few elements did feed into the
people with classification authority has much effect, at Pentagon in March. I'm talking about Top Secret now,
least not at the level of Air Force and much less as you get reduction in Top Secret holdings. I talked with the person
down to the command, and very little when you get down who was putting figures together and I think there was a
to bases or when you get to industry, because the classifi- substantial reduction in Top Secret. We're approaching 30
cation is derivative. I'm afraid if we get right down to it, the to 33 percent, varying with different departments.
effect of the numbers of people who have authority is not Whether or not that was a result of the Executive Order
going to be too significant unless the classifications that or just a general drive to cut down or not, I don't know.
come from higher level are lowered. Mr. Dinan: That was an inventory type situation.

But to some extent experience has shown that I have OSD went out and said take a look at your Top Secret
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documents and see how much you can cut them back. one of them, where a particular item of information came
Mr. Robinson: That wouldn't necessarily mean that out in a guide as Confidential. And we wrote a letter sug-

new things were being created at a slower rate, not neces- gesting that it should not be classified, much less be in an
sarily at all. exemption category. That letter was taken over to a Lieu.

Mr. Myers: I think it reflects a security awareness that tenant in a project office and he said, no, it has to be
may not have been evident throughout Government prior classified. The response to us was, well, we've talked to
to 11652. Lieutenant X-Y-Z who says, no, that must still be classified.

Question: Does anyone on the panel have original Top To me that indicates that it's not the Top Secret classifi-
Secret classification authority? cation authority, the person with the authority, that's

Mr. Myers: Personally, do you mean? making the decision. It's still the project officer or the
Question: Yes. individual in the project office; which in some respects
Mr. Myers: I don't have any classification authority means that the classification people aren't exercising inde-

personally. pendent judgment but are relying solely on the technical
Mr. Dinan: Neither do I. people, who don't have the authority either.
Member (Mr. Chelius): You know, I see a problem. I So I think some effort ought to be made to pull some

think you probably all know my. views, and I don't want to type of internal procedures together so that the people with
get personal, but unless the people that are responsible for the appropriate authority are making the decision, or vest
classification management are given the responsibility for in the classification office the right to make those decistons.
having original Top Secret classification authority, then the Mr. Robinson: A great deal has been made of the fact
decisions are being made by other than security people. that now one must be able to identify who did the classifi-
Really we have very little influence-when I say we, you in cation. This is a procedure which is prescribed by the
Government have very little influence on those decisions. Executive Order and the implementing directives, and we
They are made by the technical people who I believe are find now the "Classified by" line on all these little stamps
prone to want to make things-put them in exemption cate- that we're using.
gory 3, make things classified longer, perhaps higher. What effect has this had in fact? What would you say

When you get the authority to say to the technical with respect to Army, Dick?
people, "All right, we're going to sit down and review this Capt. Myers: Well, I think that the basic three ques-
particular project or program," then I think you're going to tions, the two previous questions and this one, tie in very
have an effective program; when you actually get involved well together in that the reduction in the number of people
in the decision making as to whether materials will go in an with authority to classify, as I see it in the Army, has really
exemption category or whether or not it will be classified had no effect on the volume of classified material pro-
Top Secret. duced. The effect has been to bring an awareness to this act

Mr. Myers: There are two parts to that. One is, of of classifying. The initial classification decision is a very
course, you know we're involved. The other part, on the important part of the new order. That's where the emphasis
authority: our feeling is that there is enough push in the lies.
direction of classifying so that we don't need any authority As to where the authority should lie, we feel it should lie
to add to it. What we need is a declassification authority, at the level of responsibility, the highest possible !evel of

Question: Well, you can't have one without the other, responsibility, so the individual responsible for that deci-
Mr. Myers: We take the position that you can have, on sion makes it based on staff input from all of his command,

the basis of the Executive Order and the DoD regulation, not just the security office.
and in fact have assigned to our own office the authority Question: Dick, do you think you get a better decision
to declassify information that we did not originate- at a high level than you do at a low level?
information from any place in the Air Force. Capt. Myers: Well, if we can get the emphasis and the

Now that authority has a few strings tied to it but decision made at that level based on the information that
roughly it says that we can declassify information through- he (the classification authority) should demand before he
out the Air Force if we have taken into account the views says yes or no, we will have a better decision, because it will
but not gotten the concurrence of, say, the field elements, be analyzed in detail before it gets to that level. Through
and coordinated in the staff; and further that if we're sure this process he will have the information on which to make
of our ground and willing to stand on it, that we can declas- that decision.
sify without coordination with anybody. The impact of the "Classified by" line of course is the

So we feel the authority to declassify is what we need same thinn. The people are beginning to realize that by
really, and that we do have. putting their name on that "Classified by" line, it's coming

Question (Mr. Chelius): Doesn't that relate primarily to back to them. There's an offshoot of this on record require-
older documents? ment, where he has to justify his classification and identify

Mr. Myers: No, that includes current documents. And himself. This is a required part of the record. I think this is
we have gotten one other thing. We have required that each where the impact is going to be measurable in the final
of several of the air staff elements designate one or more analysis. We can't see the impact now in tangible numbers.
individuals, genera!ly a very small number, ore, two, or We're going to see the results of this in the next couple
three, who have the same authority that we have. Authority of years. The purpose being served right now is to focus
is not e binding problem on declassification in the sense attention on it. We didn't have attention on it before and
that it used to be. You still have fear, which is a big barrier, it's taken a year to get that attention under the new Order.

Member (Mr. Chelius): I think maybe we can get into Although, still, in some cases we find we don't have it and
specifics then. I am aware of severcl situations. I'll relate we bring it in through staff action. But that's where the
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impact is going to be. We're just now beginning to see impact at all, and shouldn't have. The purpose of it really
some tangible results, is to establish an audit trail, so that if a classification is

Mr. Robinson: I wonder, Art, if you've had any reac- questioned, you would be able to get to the person that
tion, let's say, from OSD itself as to their views as to the made the classification decision. And it does that kind of
utility, the effectiveness, and how that particular aspect is a job for industry-period.
working. Within the Department of Defense we find that when

Certainly we can imagine that, in the complex papers an individual classifies and has to fill in the "Classified
which are created at OSD level, one is establishing policy by" line, he's considering whether he wants to put his
even in the paper; guidance, if you will. Have you had boss's name on this particular document as having classifi-
any feedback of note in this connection? cation responsibility. I believe that we have seen in our

Mr. Van Cook: Yes, we have. First, I'd like to com- travels that it has an effect on the classifier. He is at least
ment on the first part of this matter which was the reexamining the classification to determine whether it's
reduction of Top Secret classification authorities. We have accurate and timely.
had a 70 percent reduction of classification authorities at Member: I'd like to make two comments if I may. I
all levels in the Department of Defense. think the reduction of classified information, the only

Now, unde= Executive Order 10501 we had something thing you're going to reduce-if you're involved in clas-
like 30,000 people that had classification authority. Right sified work, you're going to write just as many documents
there on the spot they could make classification decisions. or reports whether there are 3,000 people classifying
There are now less than 9,000 throughout the Depart- them or 30,000. The only reduction you're going to get
ment of Defense-out of 2% million people only 9,000 are those that should have been unclassified and semi.
can make original classification decisions. The theory is classified to start with. That's the only reduction you're
that if you reduce the numbers of original classification ever going to get-unless you cut out research.
authorities, it should have the effect of reducing the Mr. Van Cook: Well, let's examine that particular
vnlume of classified information created all over the comment. If that's what you think is going to happen,
world. that's exactly what we want to see happen. You're saying

Now bear in mind this is very young. This went into that if a report is written and it's either overclassified or
effect in the Department of Defense on July 15, 1972 by has unnecessary classification, it means that that classifica-
the issuance of DoD Regulation 5200.1-R. By that time tion is going to be removed. That's exactly what we're
certain classification decisions had already been made and looking for.
they were issued in the form of security classification Member: That's right. A very small part of the overall
guides and DD Forms 254, to contractors, amount.

Consequently, I don't think any reduction in volume The second thing is there's too much mix up between
or numbers of pieces of paper is perceptible at this stage original classification and derivative classification. I doubt
of the game. There's no way of knowing. Further than if there are five people in this room who have every seen
that we have no comparison. We do not have any figures a document that's got original information in it and there
available to us to know what was out there before, on are no classification guides anywhere as to how to classify
what was being created on a daily basis. Therefore, no that.
matter what we get now in the way of statistics there is Mr. Van Cook: Well, I would differ with you there.
no way to compare. So we have to gather statistics now There's very little guidance on operational matters such as
and compare later. created by the JCS, for example.

At the moment, it's just a matter of crystal ball gues- But, in the technical area and in ;ndustry, we do
sing whether we're reducing the numbers of classification have-for projects, programs, systems-classification guides
decisions. It is going to take time to find out but we which identify items of information which are classified
would hope reducing the number of classifiers will make at particular levels. But in the area of operations and
classifications a little more difficult and effect reductions, planning, there is not a whole lot of guidance, so that

Larry pointed out situations where people are saying you do get quite a bit of original classification in this
"It's difficult for me to classify; I have to go up to see particular area.
the official two levels above me to get a classification Question: Isn't that a very narrow area?
decision." Well, fine. We think the higher level you go to Mr. Van Cook: I think not. I think it's a broad area. I
get that classification decision, the better it is going to be also think that you have to add intelligence which is
massaged and we may wind up with no classification another area where there is not a whole lot of guidance
rather than a clasification. So we would hope that the when original classifications come into play.
reduction of classification authorities would have that Mr. Robinson: If I may pick up on that point. For
kind of effect. example, if you're going to design a new weapons system

With respert to the "Classified by" line, we find that and have to be in context, you make a proposal that
this is another area where it's having the effect of an relates to an operational capability. The operational capa-
individual thinking before he designates an official by title bility has got to relate to a mission function of one of
or position to be responsible for the classification of that the services. Your statements as to the system's utility
document and filling it in on this line. have got to involve operations.

We have already inspected some 16 major commands And when I say there isn't much guidance in the
and we find that the filling out of this "Classified by" operational fields, that is with an exclamation point. In the
line has some effect in the Department of Defense. In intelligence field there isn't any, absolutely none.
industry I don't think the "Classified by" line has any So these things creep also into the documents which
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must be prepared under the system Does anyone want to supposed to pick the least restrictive safeguard, the least
comment on that? restrictive protection,

A representative from industry, Lockheed? A thing that is extremely difficult to change is the
Member (Mr. Daigle): Yes. Many times we come up mentality of people in the armed forces. We've got, I

with now ideas and new concepts for application. We guess, about 900,000 people in the Navy, 530,000 in
don't know whether the Government is going to accept uniform and the rest civilians. That's a lot of people to
them and if they accept them whether or not they're change. People who have had a long tradition of overclas-
going to consider them sensitive enough for the various sifying.
classification levels. We find that this new concept of classifying at the

So our approach then, the only one we have under the least restrictive level is accepted by rsople when they are
ISM is to mark it interim classified and send it in, hoping talking about somebody else's classified information. But
that the agency that we give it to will make a classifica- if they're talking about their own classified information
tion statement on it and send us something back which under their cognizance, they don't like this idea of when
tells us how to classify work we've been doing. in doubt take the least restrictive classification. We find

We got a comment from one agency contractor (not that in our own office and we find it all over the place.
the armed lorces) who said, "We won't accept that; we'll Perhaps we haven't highlighted this enough that there is a
send it Lack to you; classify it wh.it you think it ought to new concept.
be and we'll correct it for you." Now, on what basis do Some of the words tiat the President used when he
you classify what you think it ought to be? As I say, it put out his press release in connection with the Executive
wasn't a military person, but it', an indication of some of Order are pertinent-he said that in the past people clas-
the problem we're having in communications directly with sifled Lased on whether there was a remote chance it
industry in these operations that you're talking about. migh, hurt the national security, but now there has to be

Mr. Van Cook: I think the guidance on which to a reasonable expectation that it would hurt national secu-
make original classification decisions are the principles rity. I think that concept hasn't gotten across as far as
and criteria laid out in our current regulation which were the Navy is concerned, and it's a concept.that we're going
developed by George McClain and Don Garrett some to hit harder on.
years ago and incorporated into 5210.47 for the first Mr. Robinson: In that ccnnection, by the way, there
time. These are the kind of things they rely on plus the has been a great deal of controversy and talk on the
definitions per se of Top Secret, Secret, and Confidential. change in terminology from national defense to national
But it's a matter of judgment, reasonable judgment by security. As a practical matter, do you see any real effect
reasonable people. that this would have, just looking at it from a nuts and

Member: Those are not quotable authorities in the bolts angle; has it really made any difference as far as the
"Classified by" lines, classifier is concerned?

Mr. Van Cook: True. We're talking about original clas- What do you think of that?
sification decision. I say that this is the kind of guidance Mr. Myers: I was about to say that I don't think
that original classifiers are relying on in these fields-I'm national security is really a legitimate term. It appears,
talking about the foreign relations field, operations field, but it appears only in the sense that these things are
and the intelligence field. "now and hereafter referred to as national security."

Mr. Robinson: Somewhat in the same context, Dr. From our standpoint we feel it's important that people
Rhoads pointed out and there has been much discussion get back to military operations and foreign relations,
on the effect that, under the new order and the new which are the terms that are covered by national security,
approach, we have changed our traditional view from, because as we read every day in the newspaper, national
"When in doubt classify," to, 'When in doubt, don't." security is getting interpreted very widely by many people
Use the least restrictive. Keep the classification to the for many purposes.
lowest level: reduce, change, declassify. This is the current Mr. Robinson: Has it really changed the character?
emphasis and it has been restated many times. Do you feel the classifier now has a larger scope because

Has this approach been accepted among the agencies? of the terms here?
Is there any evidence to suggest that in fact it has? Mr. Myers: I don't think that the terms or the defini-

I wonder, Dan, do you have any views concerning tions either one have made any practical difference in Air
Navy in this? Force at all.

Mr. Dinan: I think many times there is too much Mr. Robinson: What about Army?
emphasis as far as I'm concerned on the original classifica- Capt. Myers: No, we use this as a collective term.
tion authority. Basically, according to the regulations Mr. Robinson: Question? Comment?
there are two types of DoD classifiers, derivative and Question: I've heard the term derivative authority. I
original. I think the really important aspect of the new thought the abuse of the old system was corrected with this
program is the new concept of when in doubt take the new order. The derivative authority is where all the trouble
least restrictive classification ov don't classify it at all. occurred. If a person has the authority, he only has the

When you have someb ly who has a classification authority. No one else has anything derivative from it.
guide ir hand or who has a basic document in hand that's I've heard each panel discuss der'vative -uthority.
classified and he is originating a new piece cf paper, he Where do you derive authority? You may have an assign-
has to make a subjective judgment many times as to ed responsibility.
whether that should be classified And, again, the new Mr. Myers- I don't think I've said anything abot deriv-
concept of the Executive Order is when in doubt we're ative authority.

I --
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M7. Dinan: I guess I purposely said it to riir up a handles clacsifiod material is apt ti) have a situation where
little trouble, he has to relay that same information to somebody else.

Really, i think, derivative classification is still continu. This is a simpie situation; what he's doing is literally
ous. The regulation says trat either you make in original acting on -ýornabody else's decision. However, in another
decision or you make a decision based on other guidance situation that freiuently occurs, a man is trying to decide
or othar sources- Ohiously it a classification Wuide comes does this decision apply here.
out and tells people what they want Mlassitied, at whet Question (Rosanne Dial (SSPO)): I'd like to know if
levels, then there vvil be countless peopln that ure goEwg any of the members of the panel have figuies on percent-
to be producing papers based on that guirle who wvll be ages where exemption categories are used, like exemption
applying the derivative marking. category 3 where this decision can be made'

Would yceu have a suggestion av an alternative tc that, Mr. Robinson: How is the exemption category aspect
if we did away with this sort of approach? working, members of the panel? I'm not sure we'll get to

Question: Well, I think one of our difficulties in numbers but we'll get the numbers if you have them. But
industry, and particularly with your branch of tne service, is there a large tendency to retain the exemption status as
you put sorne screwy code down and not even the Navy opposed to the General Declassification Schedule? Does
knows who it is, and we take it as gospel and classify it anyone have any feel for the trend at all at this time, or
by OPPP-7. We don't know what that means. We don't is it too early? What is the reaction?
even know who OPPP-7 is; you can't find him on a list. Mr. Van Cook: I don't think we have any figures that

The way I view the Executive Order, 8,000 people would give you an indication of the percentage being
now have the authority to classify and no one else may exempted under category (3).
classify. People may apply -ilassification markings but i We just completed a statistical sampling in the Depart-
don't think that means they have any classification ment of Defense of the numbers of documents created
authority, whether on the basis of original classification authority or

Member. (Mr. Garrett): I think it's not the matter of the application of guides, on a daily basis for a one-
authority but as you did mention it's a matter of month period. This was during the month of May, at the
responsibility. Top Secret, Secret, Confidental level, and what percentage

Anyone who is dealing with classified information has of these went to ADS, GDS, exemption, or exclusion.
guidance which says it should be classified at a particular The results of that survey, with 76 activities partici-
level. He must make a subjective determination that the pating in the Department of Defense, indicate that 7.1

information falls within that guidance. It's his responsi- percent are going ADS; 42.9 percent are going GDS; 43.3
* bility then to classify it according to the guidance that he percent are in the exemption categories; and 6.6
* has. excluded.

Another point I'd like to make before going further is Now, there is a danger in these statistics and I'd like to
on the question about the national security, national describe that for you. This was done on the basis of a

"r defense, foreign relations, requirement being considered by the ICRC for reporting
Please note the Department of Defense since 1964 has on a quarterly basis all documents created from now on,

included foreign relations in with the term "national de- along these lines: Top Secret, Secret, Confidential; how
fense," but it was always stated foreign relations that many go ADS, GDS, and exemption.
affect the national defense of the United States, In this particular survey we asked that the three

* Now 11652 recognizes specifically that foreign rela- military departments-Army, Navy, Air Force-select at
tions and national defense both are classifiable subjects- least two activities which handle a substantial volume of
or reasons for classification, let's put it that way-and classified material for the purpose of a sampling.
uses the term "national secutity" as a collective term. In the Army two such activities were selected and it

Mr. Myers: I'd like to add that in other terms you was either the headquarters of a major command or the
can say that there is no such thing as a derivative author- whole of a subordinate command. For example, the head-
ity. There's a responsibility to act on a decision that has quarters of Army Materiel Command or the entire com-
already been made, but the problem is that no decision is mand of the Army Electronics Command.
ever that clear. The Air Force and the Army selected two such com-

If somebody makes a decision, let's say, that in an mands for this survey.
office you will charge to petty cash those items which are The Navy elected to select 72 activities throughout the
trivial and daily and have to do with the administrative world involved in across-the-board kinds of activities-
supplies, then somebody still has to sit there and decide, some very high commands, medium commands, lower
is coffee an administrative supply, is stationery, and how commands, offices, laboratories, and so forth, which gave
about messenger fees and so forth. us a pretty good cross-section of what's going on.

So as you bring out and Dan does, people are still One of the activities that was selected by the Navy-
making decisions. I think part of the gentleman's question just one-created 180 or 190 Secret exempt documents
is do we want to restrict the use % stamps themselves or on a daily basis. We found that that particular activity
are we willing to say that since ihe ian who is acting as created those documents correctly and they were properly
a result of somebody else's decision is still required to exempt under the rules, but that they were short-lived
decide whether it applies here or not and that we'll documents. Two-thirds were destroyed within 90 days.
restrict that authority. The remaining one-third were sent to another command

Personally I don't believe that we can go that route, for evaluation and some percentage of those were de-
because in the ordinary course of business everybody who stroyed. Those that remained were Secret exempt. So if
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we had included that activity in this sampling, it would amount of information given to the public. It is to me
have raised the numbers of documents exempted, to the same objective as the Freedom of Information Act.
maybe 60-some odd percent. Certainly it's the ideal thing to reduce classification mea-

Now this is not an average DoD activity, not by a long surably. Let's knock it down, try to get more into the
shot. The figures show that. We only have about 40-some ADS, more into the GDS, if it's at all possible.
odd percent exempt on the average. We have these kinds I certainly can't sit here in judgment and say that this
of activities in the Department of Defense, that are in is not realistic under the provisions of the order, or that
special projects and which develop this kind of informa- the 43 percent rightfully belongs exempted by the terms
tion. To get an accurate sampling and try to project that of the order, encompassing all four categories. What per-
sampling to the remainder of the Department is very centage of this 43 percent is information that is protected
difficult. It's very difficult indeed. We find that the by statute such as the Atomic Energy Act; what percent-
gathering of these statistics is very costly, by the way. age of it is foreign originated; what percentage of it is

Mr. Myers: What did you find in OS itself, Art? intelligence sources and methods, I don't know.
Mr. Van Cook: OSD was not one of the activities. I'm just saying that it would be our objective to try to
Mr. Dinan: I might comment, Art, since you've em- reduce the amount exempted to meet the overall objec-

phasized Navy participation in the sampling that the activ- tive of the Order. Whether we can or not, I don't know.
ities selected by the Navy were heavy producers of clas- Maybe when we survey these same activities in a year
sified information, and they were also activities that from now we'll get the same answers.
you'd expect would tend to exempt the material more- Question (Mr. Rankin): Has any consideration been
intelligence activities, the Naval Intelligence Command, given to the life cycle of R&D? If the great bulk of
Naval Security Group, these sorts cf activities, material falls into R&D, technical information, it would

To follow up on Van's point, you really can't make a certainly seem to me a great part of that is going to have
judgment based on the figures that he gave out-what did to be beyond-say it's classified Secret-it would have to
you get, 43 percent exemption? be beyond an 8-year period. But just on the surface I

Mrr Van Cook: Yes. would think that a lot of material, 40 or 50 percent,
_ Mr. Dinan: If you just look at the Navy figure, there's might fall into that.

a 45 percent exemption. Some people might say that a 45 Mr. Van Cook: It's very difficult to put an estimate
percent exemption figure is pretty low for intelligence on that, but I would think that if the stuff that we're
and security group activities, talking about here, this 43 percent exemption, is in the

I would say based on those figures, as far as the Navy R&D area, it's probably in category 3.
is concerned, there's too much exempting going on. Now we have gone out, as I have indicated and con-

We have looked at a substantial amount of message ducted a program review in 16 major commands through-
traffic coming in to the Chief of Naval Operations and out the Continental United States and Hawaii. We found
took a fairly good sampling of close to 1,000 messages. out, for example, one major command has established
We found that the exemption ratio was about 26 percent. what they call a challenge program. They're challenging

Mr. Van Cook: I'd just like to make one additional classification-lateral, subordinate, and even those coming
comment on the figures that we're talking about in this down from higher headquarters. In 56 challenges, 46 cases
statistical data sampling. We have not done this before. resulted in downgrading or declassification marking
These kinds of numbers ware not available to us. We instruction or in a less restrictive classification or no
again have no basis for comparison. We don't know really classification at all.
what the order is doing for us at this time. We would Mr. Myers: We're happy with that challenge program
have to take the same sampling again and do it at another but there is a better challenge program than our own, I
time, maybe six months or a year from now. The current think, going on in Navy. They have a pretty large scale
sampling will establish a baseline for us. With future challenge on messages, do you not, Dan?
samplings, we will be able to get a feel as to whether Mr. Dinan: Yes.
more information is going into ADS and GDS by Mr. Myers: I sincerely believe it's a better system than
comparison, anybody else has set up so far, at least in the width of it.

Although we have the statistical sampling right now But I never happened to talk to anybody to question
and we tell you that these are the results, we would hope what their results are.
that maybe in another year or so when we go back to Mr. Dinan: What we're doing in cur office is review-
them same units we'd find a whole new ball game, that ing a selected sampling of classified messages that come in
there would be a very small percentage exempted and a to the Chief of Naval Operations, and see what we think
very large number going into ADS and GDS. This is our from a review standpoint as to whether they are properly
goal anyway, and this is what the Order is designed to do classified or not.
tnd we intend to make it work. One of the real pleasant revelations from that exercise

Question (Mr. Rankin): Van, the 43 percent, I'm has been the adoption of the ADS concept in the Navy as
Lurious as to whether or not you're satisfied with the 43 far as messages are concerned. We're running about 25
percent. From your comments, I presume that you would percent of the messages classified on an ADS basis.
like to see it reduced. Has OSD established any particular This is an ongoing program where we actually review
percentages? the message and come up with a letter going back to the

Mr. Van Cook: No Dan--certainly I'd like to see it command if we feel the command has made an improper
reduced. I'd like to see the objective of the Order reach- judgment in classification.
ad. The overall objective of the Order is to maximize the Ot course we don't have all tme facts in front of us in
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a situation like that. But in this letter to the commands generate more than a hill of beans. If it is a large major
we point out where we think they've done wrong, and we contract then ycu'll find that maybe two items are GDS,
invite them to reclama or to call us. Our telephone and 50 items are X-GDS.
number is on the form letter that goes out. These figures now-this is coming down to us and I'm

We've found that we're running across about 12 per- rnot talking about the number of documents that we are
cent of the messages which appear to be incorrectly generating, as you are talking documents. I'm talking of
classified. If you take that sort of statistic and then take programs and where we have to put the material.
the statistic on the high rate of exemptions that are going The general consensus of industry for those whom I
on in the Navy and the Department of Defense, we have have talked to is, "forget GDS, it doesn't amount to a
to assume there are a lot of errors being made. To assume tinker's dam." Most of what we're getting in is X-GDS.
that everybody has the word and is doing it properly is And as I said, I have yet to see my first contract that has
sort of an unrealistic attitude. We have a new program anything in ADS. Despite the volume of documents that
and still have a long way to go in our educaticn process. we have, I haven't seen any ADS documents yet.

When I see figures in the Navy of 43 percent exemp- Mr. Myers: Dan Rankin raised the point of the life
tion in looking at the 72 commands, I say that's too cycle on the period of time. Suppose the six and eight
much. And it's going to be cut back. It's obviously going years were ten and twelve years, do you think you would
to be cut back. Because obviously everybody doesn't have find a lot more GDS then?
the correct word yet. Member (Mr. Buckland): Quite frankly, I think you

But the -ncouraging aspect we've had on these reviews could get a tremendous amount of information that's
is the ADS thing. I think we should look at this from a available today and placed in X-GDS, could logically be in
positive standpoint. That overail Department of Defense GDS. I think that the people are leery of the shorter
study showed that 7.7 percent or something like that of span.
the documents were ADS. In the Navy we're running Mr. Myers: Also I think there's a psychological prob-
about 8 percent. lem of biting off on six years.

With respect to security education, we've opened up Member (Mr. Buckland): I think it's psychological. I
channels of communication between our office and the think they're not used to it.
field by a hot line concept of making our telephones Yes, in some re'sv irch and development programs,
available and letting them know where we can be con- major missile programs and things like this, I can see
tacted. For a period of three or four weeks we got as where six bnd eight years is not long enough. When
many as 1,000 telephone calls. Over the year we've been you're doing the first advanced R&D program on a sys-
getting several thousand calls. We write it in our regula- tern and you're scheduling your production contract for
tion. We write it in our form letters. We write it in mid-80s right now, six and eight years is not long enough.
everything. If you've got a question, call us on it and we But that should only be applied in certain exceptional
exchange ideas and resolve problems. I think that's one of cases, and in those cases they could use the X-GDS very
the best forms of security education. very logically if they will assign a declassification date.

Another way of getting the job done is through moni- But when you consider that only tour contracts out of
torship and inspection. Besides monitoring classified mes- 53 that we studied give a declassification date for the
sages, we're checking every classified instruction that's put X-GDS material, it means that they are afraid to do it, so
out by the Chief of Naval Operations. If the instruction is basically the vast majority of the material is going right
classified, it is reviewed by -'ur office to make sure it's smack into limbo for 30 years either because it's still
properly classified before it leaves. So we're preventing a being excluded or because it's X-GDS without a date.
lot of initial over claissification. I just point this out because in ipdustry the general

Member (Mr. Buckland): I wasn't going to ask a ques- comments that I've heard are diametrically opposed in a
tion. I want to make a couple of comments that I can way to what you are saying. Although I agree with what
stand on later today. you are saying, I tnink most of us here will agree with

I heard the last comments, and I speak for industry you, I want to stress again it's a long way from that table
and myself. I think that one thing that should be remem- way down to us in the user agencies and there's an awful
bered, it's a long way from you members of the panel lot of interpretation and there are an awful lot of, I'll
down to where we are, and there are an awful lot of say, scared people that are putting out these instructions.
people in between. But in this business of communication Member (Mr. Robert Neal): I'd like to further what
breakdown, I thought you might be interested in a small he says in this application of exclusion.
study. Recently we examined a number of current con- Out of 240 or so classified contracts we have, I'd say
tracts in industry. I did one and then I added several it's about the same percentage. Many many documents
other industries, and we're generating, hundreds of them, we're instructed

Out of 121 contracts that are currently underway in to mark them excluded.
several major industries, 59 of them still cause us to put I think this is diametrically opposed to the whole
all of our information in those contracts in the excluded philosophy of the Executive Order. Somebody just hasn't

category. Fifty-three of those contracts allow us to use made a decision or has no intentions of making (ine. And
the exempt category. Only four out of the 53 give us a it's just a blanket application through some of the user
declassification date. Only 40 contracts out of the 121 agencies to mark everything excluded.
have some GDS in them. None of them have any ADS. Mr. Robinson: It looks like there's a lot of interest
And when I say from GDS, if it applies to the whole here, but one opposing point at the moment.

contract, it's a small contract which probably wouldn't Member: I think that one point that's been overlooked
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In all the discussion here is the mandatory annual review of a determination by the Justice Department that the
of DD 254s which go out to the contractor. Secretary of Defense could in fact do what we are doing

Logically, whatever term you want to use, much R&D now. The order came out, you know and said that this
data of necessity has to be put in the X-GDS because of material would be excluded. We went that route. That's
your time frame. But as you go down the years there's the way we implemented it.
going to be a point in time at which you can put a But now bIcause there's been a lot of discussion about
definite declassification date or put it into the GDS cate- it from industry and from people about this having the
gory. So If people would abide by the exist*ng regulations effect of freezing something at a particular level, which
and review each DD 254 for every contract at least we didn't want to see happen, we raised the point and we
annually and make a determination, I think that problem have got a decision. The policy has been changed. It will
might go out of the picture. You won't have it. be out very soon.

Mr. Robinson: It would be easier to resolve. On the exclusion business, I'd like to add a comment.
Member: We've been watching this kind of come and Many people are call;ng about a problem involving the

go and we have a feeling, whether it's right or wrong, that issuance of guidance which says if you create something
after we get to declassifying the old group 4 documents today mark it excluded because under the previous guid-
we're going to show a large reduction in volume of ance it was group 3. Now that's wrong.
classified documents. But, as our new exempted docu- When a guide is created or when a guide is revised or a
ments are produced, we're going to end up with more new guide is issued after June 1, 1972, the term excluded
classified documents in our facility than we had before, should disappear from the scene. Anything that was group

Member (Mr. Albert Backer): I'm from Georgia Tech 3 before or group 1 or group 2, whatever the case may
and I kind of sit in a place where we do R&D before Jim be, the party that revises that guide or creates a new
and his crew get in on the ball game. guide must bring the guide in line with the new Executive

I'd like to say that generally I agree with what I've Order with respect to ADS, GDS, or exemption. Exclu-
heard from the floor here. What I see happening to me is sion should disappear from the scene. I mean the word
this: even where we have a program where we get GDS should be dropped out of the vocabulary as time goes on.
directives, hecause of derivative classification the new It was only thrown in there to take care of an immediate
document becomes "excluded" and I end up with mate- situation. It was a temporary expedient but as guidance is
rials that are frozen; even when it's GDS on the 254s, I developed now, anytime after June 1, 1972, no one
still end up with material in the excluded category. should be saying anything that you create today should

I have only one contract where the work is original be marked excluded.
and the GDS intent is in fact functional. Somebody needs Member: I'd like to point out if you're going to
to look at this whole group 3 category of material, reactivate the old group 3, that the directive establishing

Mr. Van Cook: We just approved a policy that's being it has been canceled and so if you're going to leave it
disseminated this week, and I was going to touch on this where it still says downgrade in accordance with DaD
at the conclusion of this session. We have dealt with directive 5200.1, which has been canceled, that you need
group 3, and we have re=-tituted the group 3 instructions to have some different language to take care of it.
as stated in 10501. What we're saying is group 3 informa- Mr. Van Cook: Well, that's not necessary-we have a
tion so marked will run its course. In other words, it will marking on a document which is a clear instruction-
be downgraded at 12-year intervals as group 3 was pre- you're just talking of mechanics. You're talking about a
viously. We're also saying that when you withdraw from document that's already marked, with that old marking
your file or storage area a document which is marked on it.
group 3 there will be no requiremsnt to remark it "Ex- Wc see no reason in the world for a new marking
cluded" as we have before because the instruction on because It happened to reference a canceled directive. The
group 3 is clear: downgraded at 12-year intervals; not instruction is clear; and our rule, if you treat that docu-
automatically declassified. That policy has just been ap- ment as a document which will be downgraded at 12-year
proved and it is being disseminated this week. This then intervals and not automatically declassified as the instruc-
invalidates the current requirement in one of the 72-L tion reads on the stamp, you'll be in accord with the rest
letters that says you have to go back and remark all of the world. We don't want to see a remarking every
these. time a group 3 document is taken from a file.

We are also saying in our policy that, If you have Member: I cannot resist making the comment that
already remarked it, the old marking prevails. You don't NCMS made a formal representation to DoD some time
have to go back and do something else with it. If you've ago on exactly this process. I gather now that you are
done It, it's done, and that's the end of it. agreeing with us.

Member: The reason I make such a point of this, Mr. Van Cook: Yes.
many of us have computerized systems. When we had the Question: If I use a group 3 document as a source
old group 3 every 12 years the comouter would kick out document, how do I mark the new document. Do I mark
a reminder to tell us it's ready for downgrading. With the it group 3?
advent of the new directive, many of us have already Mr. Van Cook: The beginning date for downgrading
redone our computerized document control system, have this document will be the date of the source material. I
taken the group 3 out and made it all excluded. Now think the provision reads that you'll use the type of
we're going to have to go back and put the thing in again, marking we now have for ADS, which would be down-

Mr. Van Cook: Well, you know, somewhere along the grade to secret on a particular date; with the beginning
line you've got to take action. We have just been advised date being the date of the source material.
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Question: You're talking about creating a new docu- whether you do or not. As far as I'm concerned it's an
ment today from a group 3 source? open question. It's an impediment which may have a

Mr. Van Cook: You would use the stamp we now use positive effect but I really don't know.
for ADS which says "Downgrade to Secret on, Down- The challenges certainly do indicate that some things
grade to Confidential on, Declassify on." And you would are being classified that don't need to be. When you see
insert the date for downgrading, but not automatically the challenges-if you require copies of them to come
declassifying. in-you can take action to correct the problem, and in

Question: The ADS stamp will always be less than the this particular case it largely has been corrected.
GDS stamp? Question (Mr. Chelius): I'd likc to go back for a

Mr. Van Cook: Well, I'm saying the use of a stamp minute to the "Classified by" line as it's used in industry.
that's in existence rather than having to go and purchase I have noticed on several occasions that we have been
new stamps. There's no other way to treat that stuff if advised, number one, the ISM says you use the 254 and
you want to mark it properly and let the recipient know the date, etc. We're all aware of that. But I notice in
what to do with the document. several instances where we in classifying material Re-

Mr. Myers: In other words, if you have a group 3 stricted Data have been told to cite Army, Navy, Air
document that's classified TS and the document is dated Force guides or 254s.
1965, if would still be TS but you would mark in a We all know that Restricted Data cannot be classified
format that would show downgraded to Secret 1977, to by the Department of Defense as an AEC function and
Confidential 1989, and then not automatically declas- therefore I wonder why we are not citing the proper
sified. You'd just apply those dates to it. classification authority, the original source, which would

Question: First, how many members of the panel are be a joint guide, such as CG-W-3 or CG-WT-2, etc.
directly involved in the preparation of 254s? As an example, we had a 254 come in recently and it

Second, do you realize how many 254s now are going talked about rain, dust, and snow in relation to nuclear
to have to be revised to put in what you just said? matters and it said classify the material as Secret Re-
Because they state something else. So we're going to have stricted Data. When that happened I knew that the people
to revise every 254. had not considered the proper policy guides to find out

Mr. Van Cook: There is a requirement for an annual what the classification should be. Therefore, particularly
review of the DD Form 254 and we may have to get with Restricted Data, I think if we in industry at least
another program going as we did once before for a man- were told in the DD 254 what policy guide applies, then
datory review of these things on a special project basis. we would be more likely to challenge and get proper
We did that over a 6-month period of time, every DD 254 classifications.
was reviewed in the department and we asked for a report Mr. Van Cook: Usually, in a DD Form 254 I think
on the results of that review. From what I gather from identifying the AEC guide would be all right it it's appli-
the industry people speaking here today, these DD Form cable to performance on that contract and it is made
254s apparently require a pretty good shakeup and we're available to the contractor. Does that show up at all?
aware of it because we've been around and we've been to Member (Mr. Chelius): No. They just tell you to
commands and we've been to industry and we know that make it Restricted Data. They don't tell you what guide
they are not being accurately prepared. they based the RD classification on.

So this might be a good way to shake it out, and I'm Mr. Dinan: Well, isn't it fair to say this "Classified
happy to see it come down to it. by" line of the declassification stamp started out as an

Question: I have in my notes a reflection that it's felt excellent idea but then it sort of got garbled as we
that going to the higher level for original classification developed the concept. For example if I create a piece of
authority will result in a better message-I believe Mr. paper with Restricted Data on it and I'm classifying the
Van Cook made some comment to that effect-thereby piece of paper that I have created and I've got multiple
we will gain a better classification on a piece of material, classification sources, regulations say that I'm supposed to

However, subsequently, I heard Navy and Air Force show the signer of that piece of correspondence. If that
say that they found it necessary to implement challenge goes to industry, industry gets that piece of paper and
programs, and that of 56 messages or something reviewed, looks for "Classified by." but doesn't see any basic
48 were sent back with improper classifications. Now isn't sources. What he sees is the name of the individual who
that a little bit of a diametrically opposed philosophy originated the intervening documents.
problem there? There is an audit trail, but the "Classified by" doesn't

Mr. Myers: To pick up the Air Force part of it, I always show you who the original classifier wer
think what it shows ii that people in the particular area Isn't that a fair statement-correct me if I'm wrong-
of the challenges weren't making the best decisions you can't look at the "Classified by" line and determine
originally, who the original classifier was.

Now we get copies of those challenges at our office. Member (Mr. Chelius): That's the purpose of it
When you see a number of challenges In a given area, you though in the Executive Order.
put out some new guidance, which is what we did. In the Mr. Van Cook: The requirement for industry, as far
same subject matter that was being challenged, I think I as the "Classified by" line is concerned, is to identify the
have seen roughly three challenges in the period of the DD Form 254 as to the date and the contract number,
last three months, those two things, and then if one additional guide Ii used,

To the question whether you're getting better decisions also to cite that guide. In the case you are describing
or not because they go to higher level, I don't know here, it seems to me that you have a DD 254 which
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identifies a particular item of information as RD. If you in to our office and how well we do with it depends on
include that item of information in a document, the how much time we have to go through It.
"Classified by" line which appears on that document Your point, I guess, is if the guides themselves are
which you create cites, in accordance with the rules, the properly lowered in their classification requirement that
DD Form 254 date and contract number. Now I don't get you'd get a sizable result from that. And I agree whole-
the point about an additional notation-why do you have heartedly.
to know about an additional guide for that particular But that's something that has to be done in more than
kind of DD Form 254? What is the point you're making? one office. It has to be done in the program office itself

Member (Mr. Chelius): I'd like to know that the fel- or done in one of the offices at Headquarters Air Force
low that filled out that 254 at least consulted the major or at the major command level. Yes, we review them but,
classification guide for the area. no, we don't think the review is anything comparable to

Mr. Van Cook: Well, that is his responsibility and I what it should be.
guess you would have to assume that he had. Are you We sat down the other day to set up some goals for
contesting the fact that the Secret Restricted Data is ourselves in the next year, as we do occasionally, and one
contrary to the guide itself? of our top priority goals is to give a better review to the

Member (Mr. Chelius): That's right. That's absolutely guides. Because that way, if you can cause one piece of
correct, guidance to go down you may cause a thousand docu-

Mr. Van Cook: Well, in that case why not bring it to ments to go down. This should be a top priority in Air
the attention of your cognizant security office and ask Force certainly and I would think elsewhere.
them to look into the matter. You have a specialist out Question: Are you able to review them before they
there who handles that, haven't you? If you happen to are published?
know that the classification in contrary to a guide, you Mr. Myers: Generally speaking, no. We could require
shouldn't just blindly classify it on the basis of the guide that, but without even getting to 254s we carry between
without bringing the matter to somebody's attention. 200 and 300 active classification guides that are changed

Member (Mr. Chelius): We would do that. But I think perhaps on the average of two or three times a year. Now
it goes back to the basic thing of having DoD authority with some of those, there's a requirement that they come
for Restricted Data. I think it should be an AEC author- in to headquarters for review before publication. With
ity based upon a joint guide. most of them there is not and it's a post.publication

Mr. Van Cook: Well, for the purpose I'm talking review-management by exception, which reflects two
about, the "Classified by" line, the only requirement is to things I think. One is the manpower needs and the other
establish the audit trail. This we have done. one is the desire to avoid holding things up by taking the

Capt. Myers: Is it ever authorized to put down a DD authority away from the program office.
254 date and contract number on the Classified by line Mr. Robinson: Guides is an important topic, and I
for Restricted Data? wonder if you might offer some observations, Dan, and

Member (Mr. Niles, DNA): I guess I'm as good as Dick too, on the status of guides as you view them under
anybody to answer that question. In DNA, the contractor the program; as to their quality, their improvement, their
shows the DD Form 254, dated so and so, contract timeliness, or other points of that nature.
number such and such. The 254 lists CG-W-3, CG.WX-2, Mr. Dinan: Well, this is a high priority Item with us.
etc. More probably, he lists extracts from that, because We just recently got the attention of the Naval Inspector
we do not ordinarily give the whole guide to them. General and the Vice Chief of Naval Operations on the

Now I would hope that George would exempt DNA classification guide problem. We hope in a week or a few
from this when he says "they." But I think what George days to have an approval by the Secretary of the Navy on
is talking about here are some 254s which he gets with a directive to Navy people requiring that this classification
three or four items which say these are SRD without guide program go forward full steam.
going back to say why. What we found in our recent review of classification

But I think as far as we go, we list every one of those guides in the Navy is the: we have approximately 155
joint guides or guides which we have produced which are classification guides and 30 percent of those are less than
"derivative" from the general classification guide. This a year old. In other words, 70 percent of the existing
should be done, I believe, by every person who is in- classification guides are more than a year old and we find
volved directly in the formulation of DD Form 254s. that unsatisfactory. In addition, the Navy's classification

Question: I wan: to ask a question regarding the chal- guide effort is unsatisfactory because there are many
lenge program. Has there been any thought of challenging programs in many areas that don't have classification
the classification guide, review thereof and challenge? guides. We took a look a* our 47 major weapon systems

Mr. Myers: I don't know that you're speaking in terms programs in the Navy and found out that about 55
of quite the same thing. In a challenge program, such as percent of them had classification guides; the others
we're referring to, everyone is encouraged to challenge didn't have classification guides.
any overclassification he sees, willy-nilly, without needing So the directive that we hope to be signed out at a
to cite any guide at all. high level in the Navy is that all program sponsors and

As far as the guides are concerned, I would say that people involved in areas that require classification guides
the state of review on those leaves a lot to be desired, will be required to identify them to our office and we
The guides are reviewed, but frankly, they are not re- will have a rather strict monitorship on a continuing basis.
viewed with as much detailed consideration as we would The clout that we always needed we hope will be written
like. But every guide that Is prepared in Air Force comes into this directive and we will have a mechanism for

mo m..........
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putting activities on report to the Vice Chief of Naval tions as they may be viewed at this time from OSD's
Operations if they fail to do so. point of vantage.

That's the kind of clout that we need in these kinds of Mr. Van Cook: We have covered a lot of ground since
programs. I think you all have to realize that we're Executive Order 11652 came out in June of 1972. The
competing with an awful lot of other programs in the first order of business was to get the order implemented
Navy. We've got programs on alcoholism, equal opportu- and get the rules out to people who could use them. That
nity programs, safety programs, recruiting programs-all was accomplished with a single DoD issuance which was
sorts of programs that everybody thinks are of very high supplemented by the military departments.
priority. It's difficult for us in the security area, in the Now, you people have been in the business long
classification management area, to compete with these enough to know as I do that knowing the rules just
things. What we have to do is get high level interest and doesn't make the ball game. It takes a good manager to
get effective monitorship. We've got to get a program by run the team, in this case defense industry, to show good
which we can put people on report, and then they'll be results. Once the rules are out and people have had a
concerned about keeping their classification guides up to chance to work with them, then the emphasis has got to
date. be on education and training.

It's a difficult job and a manpower problem but we One of the'things coming down the pike is the estab-
hope we can do it. lishment of an Information Security Management Course

Mr. Robinson: How about Army? at the Defense Industrial Security Institute at Richmond,
Capt. Myers: Well, I think as far as the adequacy of Virginia. This course has been approved by the Defense

the Army classification guides, you people are in a better Management Education Training Board. It will be two
position to judge whether they are adequate or not than I weeks duration and will accommodate both industry and
am. defense. It is intended to provide 20 resident classes a year.

What we're trying to do is to bring some more manage- We have been putting out and will continue to put out
ment control into the classification guidance area. We articles on the Information Security Program. They have
have asked our IG's when they go out to ask the people been in such things as Commanders Digest, Defense Man-
in Army field commands two questions. One question is: agement Journal, just plain talk articles giving people the
what types of information are there created within this views of the top level people in the Department of De-
command that you (the local command) need to issue fense on this particular program, and showing the empha-
classification guidance on; and when are you going to sis that these people are placing on this program.
issue it? The other question is: what types of information In the way of monitorship, we have established in our
are created in this command as a result of direction and office a divisiGn which is solely responsible for going out
tasking from outside that you were not given classifica- and conducting program reviews throughout the world, in
tion guidance with the tasking, and why haven't you company with representatives of the military departments
asked for the guides? concerned.

On top of that we have charged the heads of the As an example, when we go to a command of the
Headquarters DA staff agencies, functional specialists so Army we invite a representative of the top echelon of the
to speak, with the responsibility for coordinaton and final Army to accompany us. We get in there and see what's
approval of all classification guides. This is one of the going on and report on it. Thus far we have gone into
major programs within the Army. sixteen major commands throughout the Continental

By putting that final approval authority at that level, United States and in Hawaii. We have been to contractor
we hope to be able to get all of the detailed analyses and facilities and we've visited with the headquarters offices in
the staffing requirements and all the threads identified: the military departments and defense agencies. We're get-
does this information need to be classified at this level; ting a pretty good picture on what's happening and we're
when can it be downgraded and declassified? We think going to continue this program with more emphasis in the
that this type of analysis, the fact that the Head of the months to come.
staff agency is responsible for the approval of that guide, So it's a matter now of education and monitorship.
and because the bulk of our Top Secret classifiers are at The apparatus has been established for monitorship to be
this level (there are only 58 of them in the Army) if it's effective all the way up the line throughout the military
got exempt information in it it's got to be approved by a departments. There is a great deal of command emphasis
Top Secret classifying authority-all this will give the on the program. The top level officials of the department
Army the most accurate and adequate classification are behind the program and are anxious to achieve its
program. objectives.

So by having it approved at that level we are hoping The overall objective, as I mentioned earlier, is to
that the question is answered somewhere along the line. maximize the amount of information that goes to the
We don't have information on how effective this is right public, and the way to do that is to declassify more,
now. We're still working at the action officer level trying classify less, and better safeguard that which remains.
to make sure that the staffing is up to that level. The We conducted a Top Secret inventory reduction in the
approval responsibility lies there which means he's got to Department of Defense arid reduced our Top Secret
see it, he's got to approve it. We're hoping that this will inventory by 25 percent. This was the goal that was set
turn the tide in classifications in the Army, the high level for this particular 60-day project and it was achieved. We
command emphasis on the subject of initial classification, now have an inventory of something on the order of half

Mr. Robinson: One of the things we certainly want to a million documents throughout the Department of
hear a little bit about is the current thought and projec- Defense in the Top Secret category. Something like
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166,000 were destroyed and we think that this has the agenda of the Defense Information Security Advisory
effect of reducing the risk of compromise of the informa- Board in the weeks to come.
tion contained in this non-record material. There has been a lot done but there is still a long way

The Department of Defense Information Security Advi- to go. We can see from the discussion here that one of
sory Board is planning to be active in the months ahead our priorities must be the revision of security classifica-
in establishing programs for total declassification of proj- tion guidance now in being, and bringing it into line with
ects, programs, and systems. We are going to try to the letter and intent of Executive Order 11652. We hope
identify entire programs, entire projects, and entire sys- to accomplish that and have several meetings now estab-
tems and review those with a view to mass declassifica- lished to get this job done. We'll be looking into that as a
tion. This is an item that we want to get on an early top priority item. U

NEW INDUSTRIAL SECURITY POLICIES as for the security manager with overall responsibility. We
are enthusiastic about this effort. From the reports I have

Colonel Donald T. Clark, USA, received, it would appear that this new course is moving
Chief, Office of Industrial Security, rapidly from the drawing board stage to the point of
Contract Administration Service, DSA realization. Approval for the development of this course

was granted by the Defense Management Education and
In February of this year, I had the privilege of address- Training Board in May. During the week 11-15 June, a

ing a Classification Management Workshop in Orlando, joint service task force met at Cameron Station to draft
Florida. Members of your Board of Directors were present the broad program of instruction.
at this earlier meeting which was hosted by Martin-Marietta
Aerospace. Right now I feel like I'm among old friends. INFORMATION SECURITY MANAGEMENT COURSE
While some of my comments from the February meeting (Two We&ks)
will be repeated, a number of new considerations have
appeared which I will address today for the first time. TRAINING IN: Classification Management Safeguarding

With the emphasis being placed on the subject of
classification management by Executive Order 11652, the

Department of Defense regulation and the changes issued FOR: DoD Military and Civilian Personnel
to the Industrial Security Manual, this seminar provides a Responsible for Administering Program
valuable service to Government and industry.

The educational value of this seminar is an important Industry Personnel Responsible for
adjunct to our everyday operations. Written requirements Application of Classification (one week)
are essential in the classification management business but
these words on paper will not get the job done by While the course is designed for Department of Defense
themselves. It takes people who understand the who, Security managers, it is expected that industry representa-
what, when, where, why and how of these requirements tives will be offered that part relative to classification
and then translate them into action, management training. This could be accomplished by

The subject on which I have been asked to speak is expansion of the present one week Industrial Security
New Industrial Security Policies. A learned philosopher Management Course. We would propose to make classifi-
has said, "There Is nothing new under the sun." I wonder cation management a separate presentation to enable the
if what we sometimes call "new" isn't really a renewal or alumnae, who have already taken the Industrial Security
change of something already in being. For example, the Management Course to return for this specialized training.
Defense Industrial Security Institute is a new identity but,
with a mission similar to that formerly assigned to the
Industrial Security Committee of the U.S. Army Intelli-
gence School. As a field extension of the Office of Indus- 1. Academic Base for Classification Management Training
trial Security. the instructors of the Institute are now
dedicated solely to the Defense Industrial Security * Augment present ISMC
Program. 2. Long-Range Benefits

The charter we have given to this Institute is designed 0 Better classification guidance
to make it become the "academic center" of the Defense * Uniform appreciation of security procedures
Industrial Security Program. We look to the Institute, its
faculty and its students to develop new ideas to reach
over the frontier, to write learned articles and to do all The potential long-range benefits of this new course
the things for our program that a great university does for are many ... uniformity; better classification guidance; an
our society. academic iase for this safeguarding of classified informa.

As some of you are aware, there are plans underwdy to tion common to Government and industry. These are but
expand the mission of the Institute, Of most interest to this a few of the major benefits to be realized.
society is the development of an Information Security Some of you may also be aware that we are tasked
Management Course. For the first time, the Department with another iew mission ... the conduct of physical
of Defense will have a formal training course for thcse security surveys of key facilities ... presently known as
engaged in the classification management function as well the Industrial Defense Program. We expect to complete
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the functional transfers by I October 1973. With this cleared facilities. These field offices report directly to the
program comes an educational responsibility. Since our Office of Industrial Security at the DCAS Region level.
educational base is the Defense Industrial Security Insti- This new organization gives the regional chief direct author-
tute, we would naturally place the new physical security ity over his operation, region wide. It permits better
training requirements there, utilization of our resources and gives us a centrally con-

trolled operation which is proving to be most effective.

INDUSTRIAL DEFENSE PROGRAM
ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES

Physical Security Surveys of Industrial Key Facilities

"* To assure uninterrupted production capabilities of 0 Field offices report direct to region

industrial facilities and their attendant resources. * Classification Management Specialist

"* To offset the threat of sabotage and subversive activity. * Assigned to operation division

* DISI will become the education base. * Uniform position description
* Special training conducted

By now you can see why I refer to the Institute as the
academic center of the Defense Industrial Security Pro- In August 1972 another change resulted in transfer of
gram. In fact, the future appears to hold an even greater the Industrial Security Staff Specialist for classification
role for it than that of industrial security, management from the Facilities Division to the Opera-

Supporting the Institute's efforts are education and tions Division. This change is designed to get the classifi-
training staff specialists assigned to each Defense Contract cation management man closer to where the action is.
Administration Services Region. These specialists will soon Essentially, we hope to achieve greater attention to classi-
have greater visibility to industry. Their services are avail- fication management during industrial security inspections
able as consultants to contractor facilities in setting up at the contractor's facility level. We want to bring the
security programs, but, it doesn't end there. They are also classification management specialist into closer contact

Savailable to give indoctrination sessions to contractor with industry program and project managers so that classi-
employees, fication programs can, be identified and resolved as expe-

ditiously as possible.
In order to insure a uniform understanding of the

TEducation and T Saining) greater depth now encompassed in this function, a stan-
dard position description was furnished all regions in

* Assigned each OCASR November 1972. The job summary portion of this posi-
tion description states that the Classification Management

* Available to consult Specialist . .. "Conducts inspections and special assistance
0 Available to indoctrinate visits at contractor facilities to evaluate the effectiveness

of the specifications in actual application; provides guid-
In effect, we want this man to get actively into the ance in the interpretation and application of downgrading

contractor's plant on a greater scale than in the past. He and declassification instructions; advises and assists con-
will be part of the effort to ensure that the new criteria tractors, DCASRs and user agency activities in solving
on classification management are understood and problems related to security classification."
implemented. I feel that another sentence in this position description

This brings us back to the most significant change in is also important. It reads, "In coordination with the
the Defense Industrial Security Program since 1968. It Education and Training Specialist, (he) develops and pre-
was in 1968 that the DD Form 254 was revised; the sents specialized subject matter in the area of classifica-
present storage standards became mandatory and the pro- tion management, including indoctrination, and advanced
cedures for processing of the Personnel Security Question- or specialized instructions in certain areas to groups of
naires changed to accommodate the privacy portion of contractor and DCASR personnel." This validates my pre-

the forms. The present emphasis on classification manage- vious observation that education is important to success-
mert is another big step in the continuing effort to bring ful implementation of requirements.
security requirements in line with the ever changing trends We tried something new in December 1972 by bringing
of society and our national interest. I will not dwell on together the Classification Management Specialists and the
the details of the new program since other sessions will go Education and Training Spec~alists for a three-day course
into these in depth. Instead, I will alert you to some of of instruction on the changes to the Industrial Security
the changes that have taken place in our operations which Manual. During this course, which was held at the Defense
facilitate implementation of the classification management Industrial Security Institute, the proposed changes were
program. discussed in depth to permit each attendee the oppe)rtu-

In 1971 and 1972 a number of organizational changes nity to thoroughly understand their intent . .. to achieve
took place in our operation, Previously the Offices of a uniformity of understanding particularly as regards
Industrial Security were a part of district and area offices Appendix II and paragraph 11b of the manual. Each
of DCASRs. This was changed with the establishment of region was then given the task of setting up training
the Industrial Security Field offices in each of the major sessions in advance for their industrial security representa-
metropolitan areas where we have a concentration of tives to prepare them for the implementation of the new
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requirements within industry. This training in advance Each of us has our own opinion of how well the new•ishould result in ou epebigable to offer their classification, dwgaigand declassif ication criteria will

professional assistance to those contractors who have dif- work. Adjectives alone won't measure it but numbers will.
ficulty in implementing the changes. Shortly after the Department of Defense implemented

SExcutive Order 11652, we heard a number of pros and
SPECIAL TRAINING ON APPENDIX II ISM FOR OCASR cons on how effective the new requirements would be as
S TAthey affect industry. We heard such statements as, "nearly

* Classification Management Specialist all the 254s are exempting the information from the
Advanced or the General Declassification Schedule." This

* Industrial Security Education and Training Specialists could be true as regards specific contracts but certainly

* Industrial Security Representatives this would not hold true across the board.
SC n oTo get to the facts, each of our 11 regions conducted
Dd s Ia check of all prime contract 254s received during Febru-

ary and March 1973. We wanted to know how many of
DCASRs have also been conducting a number of con- these were exempting classified information from the ADS

ferences with industry groups to afford the maximum or GDS. We also were interested in how many of these
opportunity for contractors to learn the new procedures exempting were using category 3 as their justification.
and to ask questions on that which is not clearly The results of this study were enlightening. A total of
understood. 1,758 prime contract DD Forms 254 were looked at in

We are sincere in our desire to make the Classification these two months. Sixty-one percent of these, either in
Management Program work. During the special training whole (, in part, exempted classified information from
course in December we emphasized that the Classification the GDS. Of that number 75 percent listed category 3 as
Management Specialists are required to document those their reason for exemption. Another finding showed that
instances where cost avoidance or savings have result-ad 6 percent of the DD Forms 254 reviewed contained
from classification management reviews. This is included instructions in conflict with the requirements of DoD
in the position description to which I referred a few Regulation 5200.1-R.
moments ago.

I am convinced that industry can be of great assistance ANALYSIS OF CONTRACT SECURITY
in this effort by documenting these cases also and bring- CLASSIFICATION SPECIFICATIONS
ing them to the attention of ou,- people in the region. F orms 254)
This technique is not new or novel. Obviously if you can COD Forms 254)
show cost avoidance or savings by the effort expended, it
tends to support the value of the operation. It also results Feb-Mar 73 = 1,758 Prime contract 0D Farms 254 reviewed
in a positive Classification Management Program. 61% Exempted info from GOS (whole or part)

We are still in the process of mechanizing one of the (75% listed category 3 as reason for
more routine aspects of classification management. Basi- exemption)

cally, we will establish a computer record in each DCASR 6% Issued instruction in conflict with
of each Contract Security Classification Specification, the DaD 5200.1.R
DD Form 254. Wh-ile we had started this under a major
DoD system of automating contract administration proce-

dures, the major system, known as MILSCAP and MOCAS
II, has been terminated. Right now we are exploring ways A number of other breakouts were possible from this
of continuing the mechanization of our industrial security study and the entire package was furnished to the Deputy
subsystem as a "stand-alone" program. Hopefully we will Assistant Secretary of Defense (Security Policy).
get permission to put the system in operation this year. At present, these percentages give us a baseline for

For years we have pretty well confined our actions to further comparisons. Whether 61 percent is high or low
notifications to the contracting activity that a 254 has we cannot really say. Those of you who thought that
not been received or that a notice of review has not been "nearly all," or the "vast majority" of DD Forms 254
received. In one sense you might say we have been known were exernoting classified information may feel the figure
for our "delinquency notices." Naturally this does not is low. Others who were hoping for more use of the ADS
make the responsible activity happy. and GDS probably feel the figure is high.

Through our proposed mechanization we will avoid the Perhaps the most significant feature of these numbers
need for a "delinquency notice" by sending out an "alert is their future value to determine whether there is increase
notice" 30 days before the anniversary date of the required or decrease in use of the exemption criteria.
review. This will be generated automnatically by the com- In this presentation I have highlighted those industrial
puter. Only after 60 days have elapsed, with no nctice of security administration policies which could be labelled
review received, will the "delinquency notice" or "overage new, although I prefer to tv:.,1- - them as improvements.
report" be generated. We look to the Defense Industr'al Security Institute as

This use of the computer is just a small step in what a new identity with potential expansion of its curriculum.
eventually may expand into further adaptations of com- . .. The new mission assignments of industrial defense and
puter science to the classification management field, the proposed Information Security Management Course

There is one final item relating to classification manage. would certainly indicate this will be the case.
merit and industrial security that I would like to comment The direct line control now exercised ower all field
on. operations in the DCASR by the Regional Office of

• i • " - i i a _i • ,, ! i" ... .. ......•:• .. . .. i • -' I - i .. . . .. . ... .. . .. . . .
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Industrial Security Chief serves to place the effort where send out alert notices when reviews of DD Forms 254 are
the need may be the greatest, due should result in more attention being given to the

Greater visibility can be expected of the Education and review requirements. Additionally, more effort by our
Training Specialist and the Classification Management people will be expended on substantive reviews of these
Specialist in each of the 11 DCASRs. They will actively 254s in conjunction with visits to contractor facilities.
get into contractor facilities where their services can be of Finally, I feel certain that a cooperative effort between
assistance. The transfer of the Classification Management the facility Security Supervisor and our Industrial Secu-
Specialist to the direct control of the Operations Division rity Representative will result in meeting all of the major
Chief assures closer relationships on the day-to-day objectives of Executive Order 11652.
contacts. The end result will be to better safeguard that which

The mechanization system we are planning to set up to truly needs protection against unauthorized disclosure. a

A STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF SECURITY controversy has taken place. The most trenchant
CLASSIFICATION RESTRICTIONS ON proof of this is the fact that relatively little has ever
TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION been written against the right, and indeed, necessity

to classify military or diplomatic information while
Major Robert L. Taylor,* USAF, volumes have been filled with argument for the
Doctor of Business Administration, right to all access to information about the "pub-
Department of Economics and Management, lic's business." The basic difficulty, however, lies in
U.S. Air Force Academy defining the scope of the latter category.

Scientific and technical information appears to belong to
Security classification of scientific and technical infor- the first and third categories.

mation is a serious concern of many engineers and scien- Technological lead time is most often given as the
tist•. Two major arguments have developed. On the one reason for restricting the dissemination of scientific and
side are those who believe that any restrictions on infor- technical information. For example, the Export Adminis-
mation impede the nation's scientific and technological tration Act of 1969 is designed to "restrict the export of
progress. On the other side are those who believe that goods and technology which would make a significant
military restrictions are necessary and that scientific and contribution to the military potential of any nation or
technical progress continues in spite of secrecy. Neither nations which would prove detrimental to the national
side offers substantive proof. security of the United States." (9] Thus, scientific and

technical advances that can be linked to military threats
I. SECURITY CLASSIFICATION IN and capabilities are subject to dissemination restrictions.

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY It is assumed that potential enemies will eventually dupli-
cate our side's scientific and technical achievements and

Past investigations of security restrictions have been that we can keep one step ahead-maintain technological
lacking any empirical support. Little factual evidence has superiority-by delaying the enemy.
been gathered. In short, there is a problem of method. To But the intent, however sound in theory, is hampered
see this problem clearly, the reader will need to know by its implementation. Decisions to restrict information
something about the theory of information restriction, are made at the highest levels, but they must be interpreted

in the research-and-development laboratory by individualTheoretical Elements of Security Classification scientists and engineers. Thus, for example, the high-level
in Science and Technology decision to classify the maximum speed of a new aircraft

The withholding of information is an aspect of power; may lead to the lower-level decision that the material
and it has a long history. Most often, secrecy has been composition of the leading edge of the airfoil must also
associated with military and political objectives. The be classified, inasmuch as the latter information could
imposition of secrecy upon scientific and technical infor- reveal potential stress characteristics and, therefore, tho
mation is a recent phenomenon, traced most often to the maximujm speed of the aircraft. Consequently, a break-
developments in weaponry during the Second World War, through in materials technology could be stifled. Persons
As the Committee on Government Security [181 noted: who are aware of this sort of thing say that lack of

From the beginning there has been universal ac- clarity in classification guidance, over-classification (to be
ceptance of the fact that vital military information "safe"), and administrative difficulties in complying with
must be protected from unauthorized disclosure, classification policy are the reasons why the present secu-
There has likewise been general acceptance that dip- rity classification system is not effective.
lomatic negotiations and correspondence should be Is this an adquate explanation? Oi does the problem
subject to restrictions on its availability. The third go deeper than that? Examination of the arguments is
category, neither military nor diplomatic matters, necessary before any conclusions can be drawn.
but that which is currently described as "the pub- Security Classification-A Barrier to
lic's business," is the area over which the most Information Dissemination

'The views expressed herein are those of the author and do not The argument against security classification in science
necessarily reflect the views of the United States Air Force or and technology is essentially one of opposing any barrier
the Department of Defense. to the free exchange of information and ideas, which is so
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often considered a vital part of the scientific process diametrically opposed policies undoubtedly would
[11). The need for free exchange is associated most often involve achieving a consensus. [4)
with the validation of research: according to The National
Academy of Sciences, "The process of discovery is not Security Classification-No Effect on the
complete until the knowledge of all peers has been brought Advancement of Science and Technology

to bear on the assertions and no fsaws have been found in Let us turn now to the antithetical position. Here, the
the iight of present knowledge." [7] logical arguments support the view that science and tech-

Evidence that security classification has actually im- nology can progress successfully in spite of security classi.
pedfd scientific and technical advance in sparse. In 1959, fication restrictions.
19 American Nobel Prize winners testified to delays in The first argument is that secrecy is just another form
scientific and technical discovery because of restrictions of privacy. The free enterprise system has developed elab-
(13]; specific instances were cited, Since that time, a orate industrial security restrictions under the guise of
number of Executive and Congressional committees have proprietary information. Scientists ccknowledge the value
examined the problem; for a review see [141. In general, of such restrictions. A writer in Science asserts: "privacy
the investicators have conchlded that Department of De- is also necessary for the protection of the early stages of
fense procedures have impeded scientific and technical pure research in situations in which the highly competitive
advance becuse of excessive classification restrictions, nature of modern science makes the research worker wary

Perhaps 'he most outspoken criticism came during the of premature disclosure." [11] In a sense, we can con-
U.S. Senat, hearings on the antibalistic missile [151. A sider the United States to be "in competition" with
number ot witnesses opposed any further restrictions on adversary nations, and therefore to have a "proprietary"
scientific and technical information. Many believed that the interest in scientific and technical information. Writers in
nation's scientific and technical capabilities were not being support of this argument cite the apparent Soviet successes
used to capacity because of duplication of effort, the re- in science and technology under conditions of secrecy
fusal of young researchers to work on classified projects, [13]. However, this view can be questioned on 'two
undefined "invisible colleges" of classified researchers, and points: (1) The Soviet political and social system is quite
the unwillingness to develop nonmilitary applications of unlike ours; and (2) centralization of Soviet research and
important scientific and technical discoveries, development may be such as to permit a thorough inter-

An interesting argument against restrictions is this: by nal information exchange while limiting dissemination
marking information for protection we identify critical outside the scientific arid technical community.
information for the enemy, who then concentrates his The second argument is that no real evidence exists
research in the "blanked-out" field. A completely open that scientific and technical achievement has been denied
scientific and technical information network might make because of secrecy. The Committee on Science in the
such enemy searches so complex as to :imit the amount Promotion of Human Walfare (American Association for
of information he could gain. At the same time, our own the Advancement of Science) searched the literature and
research would not suffer. Support of this argument interviewed persons concerned with secrecy and science;
comes from U.S. developments in computers and nuclear and the committee found little evidence that secrecy had
weapons. Discoveries and developments in computer tech- inhibited basic research [11] . The physicist and novelist
nology have been open and widely disseminated, while C. P. Snow, in his account of the effects of secrecy on
the tightest of security restrictions have been appl;ed in the scientific and technical impetus in Britain during
nuclear weaponry. Yet the United States is the world's World Was II, says:
leader in computer technology, and a number of nations Again unfortunately, the constraints of secrecy,
have managed, despite U.S, secrecy, to develop a nuclear though they disturb the judgment, do not disturb
weapons canability. the scientific process. . . . Science needs discussion,

An outspoken opponent of information restrictions is yes; it needs the criticism of other scientists; but
Edward Teller. In recent years he has proposed the declas- that can be made to exist in most secret projects.
sification of all scientific and technical information [151. Scientists have worked, apparently happily, and cer-
Perhaps a more balanced argument is provided by H. L. tainly effectively, in conditions which would have
Wilensky [171, who recognizes that the lead time over been thought the negation of science by the great
our adversaries is extended to our own scientists. Wilensky free-minded practitioners. But the secret, the closed,
would even suggest that our enemies get our rcientific and the climate which to earlier scientists would have
technical information long before our own scientists and been morally intolerable, soon becomes easy to tol-
engineers. erate. I even doubt whether, if one could compare

However, even the strongest critics of security classifi- the rate of advance in one of those which is still
cation in science and technology will admit that there can open to the world, there would be any significant
be military requirements for secrecy. The problem, as difference. It is a pity. [12]
they see it, is to draw a sensible line between scientific
and technical achievement, which requires openness, and What is the Problem?
military policy, in which secrecy is sometimes imperative. These arguments, pro and con, are continually stated
A concerned organization has put it this way: and restated-in the press, in scholarly journals, and in

There is a deep and continuing conflict in U.S. private conversation. The arguments are as emotional as
policy between the need for greater public disserni- they are logical-and the emotional side has prevailed in
nation and the equally pressing need for official the few attempts to gather empirical evidence. Clearly the
secrecy. Any attempt toward resolution of these debate has not helped us to determine the true effects of
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security restrictions in vcience and technology, into the laborato.y; 12) gatekeepers were differentiated by
The historian Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. [101, quotes a topic, and not the mudia monitored; and (3) the gate-

Congressional uibcommittee witness-a "retired Pentagon keeper role is implicitly recognized by the enginicers even
security officer"-as stating that at least 99.8 percent of though itK development may be spontaneous. I had to
the classified documents then extant could not possibly conclude (among other things) that the formal media do
have been prejudicial to the defense interest of the nation not meet the information needs of engineers-or, con-
[16; 1:104]. Could any one person have the military versely, that engineers are not adequately trained 'n the
background or the technical knowledge to make such a use of the formal information sources. In either case, the
statement? This is an excellent example of the sensational technolo-gical gatekeeper's role appears to be a natural
assertlons that get publicity while real evidence is ne- response to an information need.

glected or ignored.
A Two-Step Flow Process for Security

II. COMMUNICATION IN RESEARCH Classified Information?
AND DEVELOPMENT My investigation Lonfirmed, at icast in essentials, the

existence of the two-step flow process and -the role of the
Information dissemination is an integral part of the mediator. The logicdl question to ask next was this: What

research and development process. Science and technoloy characteristics of security classification i-estrictions might
require constant interaction of colleagues and predecessors mitigate the flow of information? My investigation indi,
18; p. 71. Studies have identified the major role played cated that both the internal and the external communica-
by interpersonal communication in the dissemination of tior, characteristics of information flow in the laoratory
information [7; p. 731. Careful research into the nature were affected. The investigation proceeded in keeping
of such exchanges has produced several guidelines. wvith two main observations:

A keystone work is that of T.J. Allen [11 of the 1. Technicai discussion partners must be able to
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He defined a two- demonstrate a "need to know" the classified data.
step flow process in scientific and technical communica- And, since conferenccs must be conduoctd in secure
tion. He found that information from outside the research- areas, informal discussion (at lurch or out of the
and-development laboratory Flowed through mediators lab) is sevorely restricted. Thus, technical discussion
("technological gatekeepers") to the scientific and techni- and the sharing of technical ideas is confined to as
cal users within the laboratory. By identitying technical small a group as the classified project domands-by
discussion choices within the laboratory, Allen was able choic', as well as destign.
to identify the engineers who were the "stars" of the 2. The choice of exterital media is quite limited.
discussions. He found that the stars were seen by their There are classified technical reports in a number of
colle.agues as the sources of the best technical ideas in the fields. Any researcher having the proper clearance
laboratory. Further investigation showed that the stars and a need to know can obtain a copy of a classi-
had a greater number of info,-mation contacts outside the fied report; but first he ioust krow that the report
labormtory than did their iolleagues: they attended more exists. Classified technical reports are indexed; but
professional meetings, published more technical papers, researchers working in unclassified areas are not able
and saw more vendors and customers. They were the to obtain information abstricted from the classified
technological gatekeepers who mediated the flow of scien- documents. Dissemination of classified indexes is
tific and technical information into the lahoratory. quite limited; therefore, browsing for materials is

Using analytical procedures developed by Allen and nearly eliminated. The control of classified inform&-
others [21 [51 [6], 1 collected dIta from 184 engineers at tion inhibits the researcher from requesting more
a large, military ";nhouse" research-and-development lab- than he needs to know; yet abstracts and titles are
oratory (hereinafter called "the laboratory" or "the lab"). often deceptive with regard to the actual contents.
A questionnaire was combined with personal interviews to Finally, telephone conversations and other informal
study the social relationships and demographic characteris- technical contacts outside the lab are prohibited.
tics of the respondents and the patterns of technical
communication at the laboratory. Information produced at the laboratory, too, can be

Gatekeepers were identified! by their internal and exter- restricted. This is a "Catch 22" for the investigator: only
nal communication attributds. Internal attributes were de- by evaluating the technical information produced at the
fined by the number of times the engineer was chosen for lab can he determine the extent of security classificaation
technical discussion by his colleagues and the number of restrictions-and the possibility of the evaluation is denied
times he was chosen as a source of technical ideas. Exter- to him. And, of course, the investigator's knowledge of
nal attributes were defined by the number of the engi- the nature of any dissemination restrictions can be of
neer's communication contacts outside the laboratory. importance in making statements about the effectiveness
Those ergineers who ranked high in both attributes were of the technical information flow.
defined as technological gatekeepers. Twenty-four engi- The research-and-development laboratory is ideal for
nears fitted this role. The gatekeeper identifications were studying the effects of security classification restrictions.
confirmed by colleagues and supervisors. Both the sources and the users of information are repre-

My findings differed in some respect from those of sented, and this permits data to be gathered about the
previous studies. I found that (1) the external communi- full cycle of the security classified informatiot, flow.
cation needs of military in-house researchers were miti- There is eiason to believe that the two-step flow process
gated greatly by the infusion of technical information model does not apply for securit, classified informotion.
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We cnn also speculate, from £vrd4nace advanced by Tanguy security-c0auifled technical information with their col-
112] and others, that a significant amount of scientific leagues They were unanimous in saying that thv search
and technical lnformation generated at the lab will be for sacurity-cinuified sientific and tachnical information
restricted as to its dissemination. was an individual responsibility. As shown in Table I, no

one named a colleague who might have a greater numbe.r
Hypoteses of external links to security classified information. Further-

In the light of the preceding observations and conjac- more, many of the respondents felt that classified discus-
ture, three hypotheses wore proposed: sions were kept to a minimum and were carefully circum-

A.I A two-step flow process for security cl6ssified scribed by information needs.
information will not be identified. In general, the engineers felt that they did act differ.

H.2 There will not be a significant diffarences in ently when searching for security classified information.
ranking of security classified sources by ffie users of Each had a procedure, und all believed that they were
classified sc~entific and technical information, able to obtain the information needed. None could actual-

H.3 A vignificant number of laborato,'y-generated ly verify the thoroughness of his information-gathering
documents will be subject to prohibitio,; of open efforts, but the office file; aid contain security classified
publication and diffusion, yet not subject to secu- technical reports from a number of Govern.nental agen-
rity classification rentrictionz. cias and defense contractors.

The Defense Documentation Center (DDC) lists certain
Ill. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION classified reports in tite technical areas of interest to the

lab group. Engineers admitted that information might

During the interview phase of the resewrch, each engineer exist elsewhekre; but. generally, they were confident that
was asked aoiout his experience with security-classifled all usful information ;led been identified and was availabie
inlormation. The five questions asked are presented in from the DOC Typical comments of the engineers were:

Table I. Fourteen respondents reported significant contact I feel confident that all tie information in this
with and use of classified technical information. Inter- area is in my files, but don't ask me to prove it.
views with librarians, information specialists, and security Really, anyone working in this area would consult

managers provided collataral oats. us and so I havc no need to look outside-all the
information eventually comec here anyway.

TABLE I No one else is interested in this topic except us.

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS AND SUMMARY DATA At least, I don't think, so.

Clearly, no two-step modei of information-gathering
1. Approximaeely what percen•ae of your research time do could apply. Each engineer appeared to act independenly

you work with security classified information? In = 184) in apy Each for cppsiied te atin.eTenext
in his search for classified technical information. The next

0-20% 21-40% 41-60% 61-80% 81-100% step was to defirie the iideoendent actions.

149 21 0 6 8 Table i1 represents the results of asking each respon-
dent his V'Iiority for security classified technical informs-

2. In your opinion, have security classification restrictions tion sources. Tý-e data indicate that the internal files and
seriously impeded the flow of scientlfiL and technical library irource.ý were used first. This finding agrees with
communication in your specialty? (n = 184) studies, cited earliet, indicating that engineers will turn

Yes No first to the most accessible Liformatvor sources.

58 126 TABLE 91

3. Do you receive abstracts of classified technical informns RANKING OF CLASSIFIED TFCNICAL
tion in your specialty? (Asked only of the 14 respondents INFORMATION SOURCES
who indicated 41 percent or more in Question 1.)

Yes No Number of Professionals

0 14 Classified Technical Using Source
Information Source

4. With whom in your work group would yo•, consult for First Second Third Fourth
the latest security clamified technical information relevant ic f l4
to your curlnt project? (n - 14) Offite classified files 14 0 0 0

Number of respondents naming no individuals- 14 Library and technical 0 10 4 0
information office

5. In serching for classified technical information, to which Contract bibliographies 0 4 8 2
sources (iO order) do you normally turn? (n = 14) Defense Documentation O O 2 12

(Data presented in Table II) Center abstract lists

Kendall Coefficient of Concordance (W) - 57.

Security Classified Ilformation- One would expect the literature to be the major source
No Information Flow Defined of security-clasified technical information. Indeed, the

The respondents indicated that they did not discuss engineers in the lab turned to the literature for a large
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prop•rition of their information needs. Thus, we can con- limited. Second, no indication was given as to the dissemi-
clude that the restrictions associated with security classifi- nation of the technical-ieport list itself. (A great many of
cation confined these engineers to a source not normally the documents wue, however, indexed by the Defense
used in information-gathering by other engineers. Unfortu. Documentation Center.)
nately, we cannot asses the qualitative effectiveness of
the information-gathbeing. If, however, the literature and
other formal medai are inadequate fnr scientific and etfh- TABLE IV

nicdl information in general-an inadequacy that creates REaUEST FOR INFORMATION FROM
the technological gatekeeper phenomenon-it iq improb- TilE GENERAL PUBLIC*
able that the formal sources are adquate for the security- "Friedom of Informatien"
classified elerr~nts of the technical information flow. (For period I May-I Nov 71)

In summa"y, a two-step flow proress for security
classifled scientific and technical information was not Number of requests for technical Information
identified; so hypothesis H.1 is confirmed. In addition, from the gr-eral public 347
there was not a significant differenes in rankings of Disposition of requests:
security-classified sources by the userf of classified scien- Requests referred to other militvry organiea-
tific and technical information; so hypothesis H.2 is tlons because tf itcorrect address 16
confirmed. Foreign requests 35

Generai public (unlimited distrib.itic•,, requests
The Dissemination of Laboratory referred to Defense Documentation Center 1I0

Generated Tw-hnical Information General public (limited distribution) requests

The laboratory publishes yearly an index of the techni- releesed by originator 94

cal reports generated. Table Ill snows the extent of dis- DoD contractors (security clauif~ad) requwsts

sernination restrictionc that were applied in 1970. In that retpased thruugh the appropriate security

year, 193 reports were published. No security ciassifica- menry 42

tion restrictions were applied. However, 127 documents Total 347
(65 percent) were limited in their distribution to U.S.

(6~ ercnt) erelimted n tcir istibuion o US - Note: No denials for information during above period.
Government agencies. From this data, it would appear infoermation takon directly from n aib report.
that the technical information generated by the lab is __o_ i __on ______ro ____report.

savorily restricted.
The combined data in Tables Ill and IV show that,

TABLE Ill insofar as was possible, the laboreiTary's technicai output
was given wide dissemination. However, no recoil exists as

DISSEMINATION STATISTICS FOR to the restricting of informationt dissemination to interested
LABORATORY DOCLMENTS requestors. Also, a significant number of :aboratory-

Number of Laboratory generdted documents were subject to dissemination restric-

Documents Generated tions that appeared to prohibit dissemination. Hypothesis

in 1970 i.3 is, in essence, neither proved nor disproved.

Classified: Security Classification Managoment

Top Secret 0 The laboratory seemed oriented to security ciassifica.
Secret 0 tion management. For example, researchers said that all
Confidential 0 classified information referred to in an unclassified tochni-

cal report was separated in an appendix. The -'migineers
Unclasified: believed that the guidance provided them was thorough:

Limited distribution 127 whenever information about military threats was com-
No restrictions 66 bined with irformation about military capabilities, the

Total 193 information was %ubject to security classification. A num-
ber of respondents remarked that security-classification

However, another report provides a clearer picture. decisions were reached by consensus: no one person made

Table IV is an exact copy of the report (minus identify- classification decisions, and the process was continually
ing information). It records the requests for information reviewed.
directed to the laboratory from the general public. Of Interestingly, the guidance given reflects this, as is
347 requests, none was danied. Unclassified documents shown in Table V. In a comparison of classified guidance
with limitation statements were referred to the originator statements, the lab procedures are shown alongside the
for approval and, in ell cases, the requests were granted. guidance used at another lab. Although the letter appears
The appropriate recurity offices verified the "need to more defined, it presentý great difficulties in interpreta-
know" of the persons requesting classified documents; tion. Should everything associated with maneuverability
and, again, all requests were granted. be classified, such as the throttle control? To be on the

Two notes are necessary. First, nothing is known about safe side, one would be able to justify a number of

how many interested readers of the technical-report list classification decisions that are only remotely related to

failed to request a report because they did not believe maneuverability.

they could obtain a report that was unclassified but On the other hand, the guidance used at the subject

L
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TABLE V

COMPARISON OF SECURITY CLAIMIFICATION GUIDELINES

Typical Subject Laborstory Gruidapce*
The wc~k and developed data under this project and supporting tasks are generally

Undaulfied. However, new techniques which constitute a breakthrough in current state-of-
theert and have militry application will warrant protection up to and including the Secret
level. Decisions as io worranto'd level of classification to be msigned will be made by
[laboratory project group).

Typical Comparison Laboratory guidance*
Specific performance Secret Applies to speed, altitude maximum and

minimum range, maneuverability limita.
tions, end other specific pIrformanct
parameters.

General performance Confidential Applies to parameters not within scope
of above. Performance when no figures
are used is Unclassified.

Physical characteristics Unclassified Applies to length. height, weight, scalemodels, and photographs.

Estimates or proven conclusions Secret
as to system capabilities and/or
operational limitations

Vulnerability Secret Applies to any date relating to overallsystem vulnerability.

*raken directly from secuity classification guides. Only 5 of nearly 40 items for
comparison Laboratory project reproduced.

lab demanded a consensus as well as an explicit justifica- nation of the information, of when engineers heard of the
tion. Further, a review board had to validate the decision; achievement, and of adoption or application of the
in effect, the board made a second judgment. Altogether, achievement would then be gathered over a period of
there was a conscious effort to keep as much information time. Measuring the time lags between the discovery and
unclassified as possible. the dissemination saturatiun points would indicate prob-

able effects of security classification restrictions,
IV. IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH The present research showed that engineers in one large

research-and-development laboratory believed that their
How does all this compare with the assertion, by search for, and accumulation of information under security

opponents of security classification, that technological classifications was as effective as their efforts In unclassified
advance has been nearly halted because of secrecy restric- areas. Yet, the literature is not generally recognized as being
tions? I believe my data shows that this was not the case effective. At the same time, it appears that laboratory.
in this laboratory. However, it must be admitted that the generated information was given wide dissemination. Since
present study has its limitaaiuns--notably the abr nce of gaps are apparent in both sets of findings, the research
validating data. This is because the design of the study program outlined above should assist in more clearly de-
did not provide for a detailed qualitative analysis. The fining the impact of security-classitication restrictions on
primary purpose of the study was to define a method and the flow of scientific and technical information
to ascertain the feasibility of further study. If this labora-
tory is typical of the security classified research and V CONCLUSIONS
development environment, some meaningful directiens for
continuing study have been identified. 1. There does not appear to be a two-step flow pro-

First, the present study must be replicated. The socu- cess model tor security-classified scientific and technical
rity environment encountered was such as to Indicata that Information. Instead, information search approximates a
either this lab has a unique and effective security program unidirectional model, with the literature being the only
or the magnitude of dissemination problems needs to be important information source.
reevaluated. In any case, the present method needs to be 2. Because the source consistently cited by engineers
externded to Include validating procedures. To this end, a for security-classifIed information was a source least often
second study should include a parallel project. A techilcal used in unclassified searches, there is reason to believe
evaluation team would be charged with Identifying two that the effectiveness and efficiency of information-
technical achievements of equal importance. One would gathering is seriously impeded. There is however, no
be classified; the other would not. Records of the dissemi- empirical proof that this is the case.
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information. [91 Public Law 91-184, "Export Administration Act of
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OUR CREDIBILITY GAP IS SHOWING a responsible U.S. citizen, that the public should know
about what was going on. Now I don't endorse what

Mr. Dean Richardson, Ellsberg did, but I'm telling you that what he did is a
NCMS Director (Texas Instruments) manifestation of what's happening in the minds of intelli-

gent individuals; and remember, he successfully challenged
What I am about tV. say to you today may sound like our security rules.

heresy--heresy, that is, by the creed of a responsible We are not dealing with robots-the rules that are
company security officer or his opposite number in the made for industry to follow have got to consider thmt the
oligarchy that many people call the military-industry com- individuals who have to follow these rules are intelligent;
plex. As a responsible security officer I don't endorse often times a lot more perceptive than those of ui that
some of the things that I predict ore going to happen; I make the rules. Accordingly, a regulatory body must be
don't pretend to admit that I know all of the things that more than careful to ensure that the rules made are not
are going to happen, but I'm warning you today that impractical and that they are practiced in the same way
unless we get some practical approaches in handling our by ali the people dealing together. Double standards, one
classified material, we're going to lose control. After all, for industry and one foa Government, should not exist
the success of cur program depends upon the individuals because people in industry ai, dealing daily with people
who are handling classified information and their knowl- in Government. These things seem to be lost sight of
edge, ability and motivation to property handle this mate- when -ules are being made. It must be recognized that the
rial. Ellsberg took it upon himself to decide that the needs of Government dictate the needs of industry; in
classified documents he released to the press were not order to do the job that the Government wants done,
classified. In his own mind and conscience he was not industry must respond in a timely, efficient manner.
doing anythinq wrong. He felt, we understand honestly, as Industry cannot have efficiency and timeliness if their
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method of operation is governed by impractical regula- gory 3, and he said, "Oh yes, that's exempt, that means
tIonh-regulations that do not meet the needs of our automatic exemption for 30 years." So you see, gentle-
national defense, men and ladies, even the oeople that make the rules don't

Now what I'm ieading up to is just this, there have fully appreciate the implications or the reasons for the
been lots of changes over the past two years. I see a new rules and they don't seem to make an attempt to
creeping paralysis and a suffocating over-control being carry out the intent of the President's Executive Order.
imposed upon industry by our opposite numbers in the Now, let us look at another problem-impractical appli-
Department of Defense-this control apparently stems cation of a theoretical truism, and this concerns the
from fear or ignorance and let me explain this. Fear that directives contained in the recent Industrial Security
the people that they are dealing with are robots, unintelli- Letter 73L-3. Over a year ago, some airline companies
gent individuals, unable to cope with situations which instituted on-board-baggage checks at major airports. At
would arise in the protection of this material. Ignorance-� this time I asked for a DoD position, particularly concern-
well, some of the things that are appearing in the Indus- ing plans for clearing handcarried material through the
trial Security Letters indicate a total lack of appreciation airport checkpoints-a year later, ISL 73L-3, in some
for the security officer's position in industry, the intelli- detail, answered my questions, and I'm sorry I asked.
gence of the engineers and scientists with whom he deals, However, in the meantime all of us in industry and most
and a lack of understanding of the rapport, or lack of you in the Government shifted gears and effectively
thereof, and the interplay that exists between the Govern- dealt with the airlines and with the FAA in order to
ment customer and industry contractor, preserve the integrity of the material that occasionally our

Now I'm not critizing any one person, any one group people have to handcarry to meet deadlines or customer
of people, but what I am saying is that we have got to sit demands. Now, I want to emphasize those last important
back, have a re-look; sit down with the people with words-Deadlines or Customer Demands-because there
whom we are dealing and discuss things with them ratio- seems to be a profound opinion in the minds of some of
nally and maturely. We must recognize the potential dan- our Industrial Security authorities that industry types,
ger of over-control and impracticality of some of the rules willy-nilly, hand carry classified material because they
being promulgated. Let me give you just a few examples want to. Gentlemen and ladies, I can tell you for a fact
of the impracticalities that are an affront to the intelli- that that is an absolute and total fallacy-a sophism.
gent scientist, engineer or technician. Being burdened by needing to carry classified material is

Most companies have gone into a detailed, intensive about the worst thing that can happen to a traveler. No
education program to explain the President's Executive one wants to do it. The only reason that anybody in
Order 11652 and the reasons for change. Most of the industry ever carries classified material is because they
people with whom we work are familiar with existing have got to meet a deadline date in order to win or
regulations and carry them out willingly, because they are compete in a contract or satisfy a contract commitment
practical-unfortunately their reaction to the Executive and that's what the game is all about-winning contracts,
Order is, 'Why change again, we're just getting used to satisfying the customer, paying your people, making a
this system; we just know now how things are going." So profit, increasing your standard of living. As to the other
you see, it takes a pretty intensive education and motiva- point, customers are very demanding-particularly cus-
tion program to encourage these intelligent, practical tomer's who haven't paid their bill. When our customer
people to willingly follow the new rules. Therefore, we says fix that piece of gear or get me that report tomor-
encourage them and explain to them why the President row, we fix the gear and we get the report tomorrow
wanted to change the security downgrading and declassifi- regardless of what the obstacles are. The material involved
cation markings, and they say, "well, okay, that sounds is protected and there's no compromise. The point here is
like a pretty good idea; maybe it's going to make that nobody wants to handle classified material outside
sense,"-then we start receiving DD 254s that have been the plant, and it you people who are making these rules
remarked. Now, there is nothing uniform about these DD would realize this, you'd understand that we in industry
254s except uniformity by specific User Agency. For are not stupid, we do not intend to compromise any of
example, one User Agency appears to have taken the this material because it's our livelihood also. We too are
position that most of the material should fall in the GDS citizens of this country who believe in protecting informa-
category; another agency has been forced, I understand, tion that the Government says is classified, irrespective of
by their legal office to develop two new classification Ellsberg at. al.
markings involving the term "Excluded." This agency also Now, getting back to 73L-3-for the past year all of us
appears to believe that most of their material must be have developed means of dealing with the FAA and the
exempt for 30 years, since most of the DD 254s from airlines. We intend to continue to deal with them in the
that agency are coming in with the declassification date in same manner as we have in the past. 73L-3 tells us how
the next century, such as, 2009. A third User Agency we must handle our classified material, and that we can't
appears to have mixed attitudes toward markings, how- carry any packages without a cognizant security office
ever, the majority of that User Agency's Security Guides approval. How do you get the cognizant security office
ae marked Exempt with an indefinite declassification approval in such emergency situations that warrant hand-
date. My quote for the year is a quote made by a carrying? Consider a typical situation. A customer calls on
gentleman from this agency who during discussions as to Friday afternoon, his gear is down and he wants it up
how we should mark a proposal document asked, "What immediately to meet an operational requirement. We re.
category does the material fall under?" Our reply was spondl We get the material ready and it goes out Satur.
that it would probably fall under the new Exempt Cate- day, maybe Saturday night maybe Sunday or Sunday
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night. How do we get DCASR's approval? This ISL also to take material out of the plant without telling us-
says that we must document the fact that handcarrying maybe unmarked in their suitcases intending to mark the
classified material is an absolute requirement. Gentlemen, material at their destination, deliver it to the customer
I have said before, nobody wants to carry it, it's only and come home. Are they going to get caught? Not
carried when it is a requirement. likely. But they will, eventually, they always do, some-

Up to now I've been talking about our contractor/ body eventually makes a mistake. But in the meantime
customer relationship, but remember, the Defense/ the worst thing that would happen is that the majority
Industry team relationship is much closer. On numerous have beaten the system, and that's what we don't want
occasions our company presidents are called upon by one people to try to do. Another thing they are going to do is
of the Cabinet Secretaries or the JCS or even the White to send material by REA Air Express and when they get
House to brief on a problem of immediate need. These caught they'll take their lumps. They got that proposal
high level briefing requirements usually involve last there in order to meet a deadline date and they probably
minute timing, often over the weekend and usually in- got the contract. I can only say one thing and that is an
volve Secret information-we may also be rquired to old truism, "don't make impractical rules and above all
demonstrate a piece of sophisticated hardware-Do you don't make rules you can't enforce."
really think that the local DCASR is going to be available Gentlemen and ladies we have got to sit back, readjust
during non-working hours? Could DCASR really provide our thinking, appreciate the fact that industry, security-
any additional security protection if they were on duty? wise, has matured. We are no infants, we are not ignorant,

What I am saying is that you have taken supervisory we do know the rules, but we are and must be practical
authority out of the hands of the company security people.
officer and you are trying to run our business from a Security must make sense to the individuals who han-
Government office that doesn't understand the interrela- die the bulk of our classified material and support the
tionships between the company, and company procedures, needs of the defense establishment. We can't go on think-
and the User Agency-company association. I say, back ing that we rule makers are omniscient. The old axiom,
off, tell us what your requirements are, but don't tie our "Ours is not to reason why" no longer applies. Secrecy
hands to keep us from doing business; which brings me to and classification of information and its handling has been
another impractical regulation imposed upon industry and exposed to the public, probably in much more detail and
that is-restricting the use of REA Air Express for han- in depth than ever before in history. When this exposure
dling Secret material. After having used this procedure for occurs, one can no longer sit back making rules that don't
some 20 years such restriction doesn't make sense and we make sense without answering to somebody. In the past,
can't convince the scientists, engineers that it makes many impractical rules were accepted because there was
sense. On one hand you say ship it by carrier and on the something mysterious about security and classification-
other hand you say you can't ship it by carrier, you've well, there's nothing mysterious about it now. The Penta-
got to hand carry it and then you say yom can't hand gon Papers episode has certainly taken off all the wraps
carry it. All I say is, make up your minds, but in the and has shown that our security system can be chal-
meantime business goes on as usual and deadlines have to lenged-the Watergate incident has horrified many who at
be met. If the deadline means that the material has got to one time believed in the mystery of Secret clandestine
be hand carried, this probably means a late night flight, operations.
which means late arrival or early morning arrival. The ISL Ladies and gentleman, we have got to return to nor-
73L-3 says our courier has got to turn it over to a cleared malcy, to a rational approach to protecting our assets. We
facility or Government office. Now, where is he going to have got to stop overreacting, we have got to recognize the
find a facility or Government office to accept material at intelligence of the people we are dealing with, in short, we
2:00 a.m.? have got to regain the credibility and the integrity that our

I can tell you what's going to happen. People are going Defense Industrial Security Program deserves. l
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CONGRESS LOOKS A TE.O. 11652 administration since the Truman years.
Some of the criticism has been constructive, we feel, in

Mr. William G. Phillips, pointing out some problem areas that perhaps we'll dis-
Staff Director, Foreign Operations and cuss later and I presume you have already been discussing
Government Information Subcommittee, the last two days.
House Committeo on Government Operatiom Other criticism is perhaps somewhat more political.

SMr. Al Friendly, Jr., But when you're dealing with an institution such as theMStrf MFrind, Intergvernmental Congress, and particularly in recent months where theRelations Subcommittee, Senata confrontation with the Executive is getting a lot more hot

Committee on Government Operations and heavy, this is what you expect.
The Government Information Subcommittee, the pre-Dr. Earl Callen, decessor of the Committee that I now work for, began

Professor of Physics, hearings on measures dealing with the classification sys-
American University tem back in 1956. Over the next six years there were

very intensive series of hearings that probed every aspect
Mr. Phillips: I will try to summarize very briefly the of the classification system. These hearings concentrated

history of the Congressional involvement in the classifica- mostly on the parts of defense activities but also included
tion system and then turn over the moderating task to Al State and later the Space Agency and AID and many
Friendly when I must leave, other agencies of Government that are involved in the

I think for the record we probably should state what I foreign policy and defense areas.
guess all of us would agree is a truism in this whole area. I think it's noteworthy to look back and see just what
From the earliest period of our republic, the President and triggered this kind of interest.
other Executive Branch officials have limited the dissemina- Many of you, I'm sure, will recall the Coolidge Com-
tion of information affecting defense and foreign policy mittee that was established late in 1955 or early 1956 by
interests. Few would ever argue that our Government the Secretary of Defense to look into leaks of classified
should not have such powers to safeguard vital military information to the nation's press dealing with service
and foreign policy secrets, responsibilities and their missions in the atomic age,

It is likewise obvious that in a representative system which was then quite a controversial thing.
our citizens must be informed to the maximum extent Shortly thereafter the Wright Commission was estab-
possible of defense and foreign commitments made by lished by Congress-the Commission on Internal Security-
their Government so as to make sound electoral judg- so that there were actually three sepaiat. studies going on
ments in the selection of public officials, at the same time-the Subcommittee hearings, the Wright

The classic dilemma is thus posed between the need Commission's work, and the Coolidge Committee activity.
for Governmental secrecy in some vital areas weighed I think it's important to look at some of the recom-
against the public's "right to know." This dilemma has mendations that came out of the hearings that were held
been accentuated because of America's leadership position in 1958 and 1957 by the Government Information Sub-
in world affairs and its growing role during the last 20 committee, which was then headed by Congressman John
years, and the budgetary demands that have been imposed E. Moss of California.
that require all citizens to make human and economic One of the most significant results of these hearings
sacrifices to sustain our national defense establishment, was a report which was issued in the 85th Congress,

Superimposed on this is the increasing difficulty which House Report No. 1884 in 1958. And I'd like to read just
Congress has encountered in obtaining vital information a paragraph from that report. When I came across this last
from the Executive, particularly in the defense and for- year, referring to all the work that had been done pre-
elgn policy fields. If the public has a "right to know," viously, I was amvazed by the currency of the statement.
Congress has a constitutional need to know as the It was almost as though it could have been written today.
people's representatives, so that it can act intelligently Perhaps you won't agree, but this paragraph from, the
and responsibly as a coordinate branch of our Govern- 1958 report reads as follows:
ment-to Investigate, legislate, and appropriate public "Never before In our democratic form of Govern-
funds for oveapons systems, defense installations, and for- ment has the need for candor been so great. The
eign policy programs as well as all of our other domestic nation can no longer afford the danger of withhold-
activities. ing information merely because the facts fail to fit a

I thivnk that more or less summarizes what perhaps we predetermined policy. Withholding for any reason
all realize, but don't really think of very often in the other than true military security inevitably results in
larger context. the loss of public confidence or a greater tragedy.

Going back to the history of Congressional Interest, we Unfortunately, in no other part of our Government
recall that when President Truman issued Executive Order has it been so easy to substitute secrecy for candor
10290 back in 1951 there was quite an outcry in Con- and to equate suppression with security."
gross about some of the language in that Executive Order.
In fact there were bills introduced by some of the more I think that is quite relevant today. One of the trage-
conservative Republican members of the Senate which dies of any Congressional staff director's career is when
would have, in effect, repealed E.O. 10290. So that today he sees a subcommittee whose members spend literally
when we hear criticism of E.O. 11652 from the Hill, it's years of their time and effort in carefully investigating a
not a new exercise. This has happened In virtually every certain area and working sometimes for many months in
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the drafting of a report based on those investigations, Executive Order 11652 and provides some recommenda-
working weeks and weeks to line up votes and to change tions on how the classification system might be improved
language to accommodate the views of others-and when by enacting a statute-what ought to go into that statute
you get 40 members of the Government Operations Com- from the standpoint of the basic criteria of any good
mittee to agree unanimously on anything, that's quite a classification system.
feat. But the tragedy is once that's done and the recom- I won't repeat any of it. It's over 100 pages long. It's
mendations are transmitted to the appropriate administra- quite comprehensive and quite controversial, I realize,
tive officers in the Executive Branch, when nothing hap- outside of the Congress. I should point out, however, that
pens from those recommendations, when they're ignored, this was a unanimous report of the full Government
when they're overlooked, and when the problem as a Operations Committee which is now composed of 41
result continues to grow and becomes more and more members, 23 Democrats and 18 Republicans. It's a very
serious, this is one of the real tragedies. interesting Committee, covering the broad political spec-

Now, in 1958 in that same report I just read from, and trum. Getting a unanimous report out of that Committee
in 1962 a report that was issued by our Subcommittee is therefore quite meaningful.
reviewing the operation of Executive Order 10501 after I have about 15 minutes before I must go and I don't
nine years of operation, the recommendations in those want to leave without having the benefit of some of the
two reports I think were very significant. They were exchange of views which I know is possible from this
unanimous in the Committee on both sides of the aisle, audience. There's nobody that's closer to the day-to-day
regardless of political party. I feel that if at least three or operational problems involved in the classification system

four of these recommendations had been implemented than the people in this room. And if you would indulge
properly at the time-1959, 1960, 1961, in that period of me to take questions out of order. I would be very
the 60s-it wouldn't have been necessary for President pleased to proceed.
Nixon in March of 1972 to scrap E.O. 10501 and issue a Question (Mr. Garrett): Could you suggest briefly the
new Executive Order. We're not yet quite sure how it's reasons why the Committee feels that there is a need for
going to work. Our Subcommittee will hold some hearings a statutory basis for a classification system?
after a reasonable time, probably next spring, to give the Mr. Phillips: Yes. All the study that the Subcommit-
new Order an opportunity to be fairly tested. Those tee has done since 1956 has persuaded us that no Execu-
hearings probably will be coincidental with a bill to tive Order classification system, no matter how carefully
create a statutory classification system, which will be it's written, can really work, because the administrative
introduced shortly in the House. problems are just too great and the legal sanctions are not

Summing up very quickly as to the current hearings: in there to give it any muscle. Despite lip service to im-

1971 and 1972 the Subcommittee held several weeks of posing discipline against over-classification, despite numer-
hearings at intermittent points on matters related to the ous recommendations over the years by our Committee,
classification system. They began in June of 1971 when despite assurances by Secretary McNamara in the
the Pentagon Papers controversy was very much in the 60s-"when in doubt, under-classify"-this has just not
news and continued last spring-a very intensive review of happened. And we don't believe that any administrative
exemption (b)(1) of the Freedom of Information Act system issued under an Executive Order which has no
which deals with national defense and foreign policy, also force of law whatsoever-only administrative sanctions
the procedural operation of the classification system, and against the people in Government and to contractors to
some discussion of the new Executive Order 11652 which the Government--(the only ones who are covered by it)
had then just been issued and had not even taken effect, we just don't think it will work.

The results of those hearings is a report which is House Now maybe a statute wouldn't work well either at first
Report No. 93-221. It is entitled "Executive Classification but these are things we're going to explore. And I assure
of Information-Security Classification Problems Involving you that Congress is not going to enact any law until it's
Exemption (b)(1) of the Freedom of Information Act." totally persuaded that that's the proper approach. This is

I brought some copies here with me for those of you what's intended to happen under our system of Govern-
who may not have seen it. If you want it-I'll just leave ment through the legislative process.
them on the table and you can help yourself. If they run There will be very extensive legislative hearings on any
out and you still want a copy, please call the Subcommit such bill. I would hope that spokesmen from this society
tee office at 225-3741 and we'll be glad to mail one to would testify at those hearings because you all have a
you. very great stake in what happens, a- we all do. But what

This report was adopted on May 22 of this year, not I'm trying to do is reassure you that there will be no
quite two months ago It is a very comprehensive sum- precipitous shoot-from-the-hip action by the Congress
mary of the hearings the Subcommittee held. It goes into without fully exploring every aspect of a statutory ap-
the historical background on the classification system, proach. This report which recommends that approach is
which may be of some interest to you. Much of the the first step, based on the investigative hearings that we
research for this historical section was done by Mr. Dallas have held in the House, and which Al Friendly will, I'm
Irvine who is a historical researcher at the National Ar- sure, address himself to on what's been done in the
chives. He may be here, I don't know; I've never met Senate side.
him, but he had done some very excellent research. His Question: One quick question is if this is enacted in

study traces the classification system back to its very the law then, will that just in essence nullify the Execu-

earliest beginnings. tive Order?
The report finally lists some of the major defects in Mr. Phillips: That's correct. It would repeal it. New
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regulations would have to be written in each department Question (Mr. Robinson): One of the things suggested
based on the law. yesterday is that the Executive Order applies really only

Question: If over the years Congress has recognized to the Executive. Under the law of course it would apply
these problems, what has prevented them from enacting to all branches of Government, I believe; is that not true?
heretofore an appropriate statute? Mr. Phillips: That's correct.

Mr. Phillips: This is the first time that Congress has Question (Mr. Robinson): Is there any comment on
ever recommended the replacement of the Executive the views concerning Congress itself, which has been in
Order system by a statute. I think it's a gradual evolution- kind of an awkward position, it seems to me?
ary process. I think many members of Congress would Mr. Phillips: Well, I think this has been in a state of
personally prefer the system to operate under an Execu- flux, but many of the events in recent months are crystal-
tive Order if it would work. lizing this issue. The hearings of Nedzi Committee has

I think that the study that the Rehnquist Committee been holding on CIA and use of CIA property and per-
did during 1972 on the operation of E.O. 10501, the sonnel for illegal activity, and the Watergate hearings are
study that our Committee has done on the operation of undoubtedly going to have an effect on the whole climate
E.O. 10501, and the indictment that the President himself of relationships between the two branches of Government
has made in his statement that accompanied the release of and, in fact, have already had an impact.
his new Executive Order was one of the most damning The trouble is, with Congress it's not so easy to sepa-
statements that has every been heard as to why the rate out this issue and say we'll consider it without any
Executive Order system won't work. emotional or political overlap from other issues. It just

He spelled it out, chapter and verse, and in many ways doesn't happen that way.
he was repeating some of the arguments that the Subcom- There are many members of Congress who feel very
mittee was making in 1958 and 1962, but it took 14 strongly that this is the time for Congress to move in and
years to come to the point where there was a genuine to reassert some of the prerogatives and powers which it
desire to replace it. delegated to the Executive over the last 30 years. And

Now, I hope I'm wrong, but from what I've been able this is one of those areas.
to see, looking from the Hill to down town, the new I think it's also significant to note a statement in the
Executive Order really hasn't changed things that much. I (Mink) decision by Justice White, who concurred in the
don't think it's going to eventually work any better than majority decision but said that it was very clear to him-
the old one. I'm paraphrasing-it was very clear to him that Congress

Member: Well, it appears to me one of your strongest could at any time assert itself and enact a statutory
reasons for an Act is that the Executive Order may not classification system to replace the Executive Order. In
have sufficient muscle. Certainly this must have occurred other words, if Congress was not happy with the Mink
to Congress years ago in previous Executive orders. decision and the interpretation placed on the exemptions

Mr. Phillips: Yes, indeed. But these are things that of the Freedom of Information Act in that case, it could
under the Executive Order system the Congress can't always enact a statutory system. In effect, that's what our
change. The Congress c~n pass a law. The Congress can report recommends.
investigate how that law is working, but it's up to admin- Question: I'd be interested in what sort of criteria
istrative implementation within the Executive Branch to you could recommend that would include the current
really make it work. Congress can't do a thing about that system of classification.
on a day-to-day basis. Nor can any committee staff. It's Mr. Phillips: Basically, there are eight criterid that
really something that under our system has to be dele- have been discussed. All of these are not spelled out this
gated right down to the agency and department level, clearly in the report itself, but I think we would all agree

Now, if a law were enacted there would be certain on some of these. Some are so basic that you would
criteria that would be spelled out so that it would apply hardly even think to mention them. For example, to
across the board. There would be ground rules that would provide for precise definitions of truly vital categories of
not just apply to the individuals who use classification information that are subject to classification.
stamps but apply to everyone, and everyone would know Now, in one respect, I guess E.O. 11652 did go a little
what that law was, what their obligations were under it, further in defining Top Secret, Secret, and Confidential
and what administrative sanctions, what administrative because it did use a couple of examples of the types of
procedures, would be adopted to implement that law. It information that would be included in each of those three
would be more subject to Congressional oversight than categories.
under the present system where the National Security Secondly, classification authority should be strictly
Council, in effect, the Interagency Clasification Review limited to relatively few Executive departments and agen-
Committee, is a creature of the White House; and we have cies directly involved ini national defense and foreign
many problems as far as the White House is concerned in policy matters, intelligence gathering and similar related
these days at least in obtaining access to information. We functions. Here again this is one step that E.O, 11652 did
have gotten very little cooperation out of the Classifica- take. There has been an historic reduction in the number
tion Review Committee. We have to beat them over the of agencies and departments with orginal classification
head even to get a document. authority since the early 50s with E.O. 10290.

So we in Congress look at this issue as a two-way Third, only key policy-making officials of those depart-
street. We want to be constructive and cooperative in this ments and agencies should be trusted with original classifi-
area, but we expect some cooperation from the other cation authority. They should be clearly identified in each
end. And we just aren't getting it. document they classify, shall be held fully accountable
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for their classification judgment, subject to severe and would have to be done is a directive signed that before
enforceable disciplinary action for abuse or misuse of they are released this should be done. Then if a person
their authority, from the New York Times comes in and says, "let me see

On paper E.O. 11652 goes in this direction. We are not the documents in 1960 that deal with the Bay of Pigs,"
persuaded that in practice it is being carried out. somebody would look at that document before they hand

Fourth, to provide for relatively short time periods for it over and remove the name a' the person who may be
the vast amounts of more routine classified information an informant or similar sensitive data that might be
to remain frozen in each category, and establish a work- shown in such documents.
able administrative mechanism for regular periodic review, These are administrative problems but I don't think
downgrading, and ultimate declassification, based on the they are so overwhelming as many people think they are.

determination of the need for the continued protection at They don't have to be.
the various classification levels. Question: Is Congress primarily concerned with politi-

Such determinations are not always measurable in cal type information, technical type information, or all
absolute time periods as they are dependent on rapidly information?
moving sequences of events involving scientific develop- Mr. Phillips: it depends on the committee and it de-
ment, defense technology, changing diplomatic and mili- pends on the Members. It's hard to answer that.
tary situations, and the like, Question: I'm not convinced that the public really

I think this is a very important factor that has never wants to know detailed information on weapons systems.
been taken into consideration. All of our classification Mr. Phillips: I don't think so either.
systems have had fixed time periods, whether it's 12 years Question: If this is the great bulk of the information-
with a 3-year downgrading or 10 years with a 2-8-6; Mr. Phillips: But it's a chicken-egg situation-if some-
whatever the system, it has always been a rigid time one has a legitimate right to ask for it he ought to be
frame. We think there ought to be a lot more attention able to get it, unless it would fall within the exemption
paid to the continuing need to maintain a classification criteria, where there's danger of our national defense or
marking because of the changes that are going on in the would aid a foreign government or something like that-
world and in our own country. utilizing the Espionage Act provision or the criteria under

It may have occurred-particularly those of you in the the Executive Order.
scientific area-and I'm sure Dr. Callen will address him- In order words, whether people want it or not is not
self to this-that scientific development can be so rapid, the measuring rod, It's whether it should be made avail-
such as in the space era, in the nuclear field, and in able if someone does request it.
weaponry, that perhaps there's no need to keep some- Question: Isn't that procedure available now through
thing classified for as long as 8 years, or 6 years, or the present Executive Order?
maybe even 1 year in some cases. Why shouldn't a declas- Mr. Phillips: You refer to documents over 30 years or
sification decision be made on the factual situation that is the over 10-year mart-tory review provision?
involved, rather than on some arbitrary time limit? Question: Or even through the Freedom of Informa-

Question: I would suggest that that's not the prob- tion Act through a court procedure.
lem. The problem is once you get the classification on it, Mr. Phillips: Right, it is.
how do you get it off? You're talking about millions of Question: So really there isn't a problem there if
documents. You're talking about millions and millions of someone wants information.
documents that have a wide distribution. Mr. Phillips: Well, the courts have been very reluctant

Mr. Phillips: That's correct, to look behind classification markings. And I'm sure most
Question: Does Congress have the money for people of you are familiar with the Mink case.

to take a classification off? The reason I have to leave in a couple minutes is
Mr. Phillips: Well, I don't think it's a matter of because we are marking up amendments to the Freedom

money. I think it's a matter of desire. I think if Congress of Information Bill which would overturn the Mink deci-
felt that was really going to happen, there would be no sion and amend exemption (b)(1) of the Freedom of
trouble getting the money. Congress doesn't have much Information Act which deals with national defense and
confidence in the people who are making these decisions, foreign policy information. What is proposed in our bill is
That's the problem. to require the Court to review the classification markings

Besides, I disagree that when you declassify something on a document in an in camera procedure-which the
you have to physically hold it in your hand and examine Court refused to do in the Mink case-and which we
it. I think there could be millions of documents declas- think is absolutely neccsary if the Freedom of Informa-
siftied merely by looking at the type of information, not tion law is to be effective.
the document itself but the time frame of the documents, Question: You mentioned nuclear weaponry. How is
when they were originally classified, and make a declassi- this proposed legislation related to the Atomic Energy
fication decision with a stroke of the pen, For example, I Act, or would it be?
Nhink the documents relating to the Bay of Pigs could all Mr. Phillips: I guess it would depend on what aspect
he released, merely by signing a directive. The only thing of it.
ihat would have to be eliminated would be names of Question: Would it deal with nuclear weaponry or has
people involved who may still be living in Cuba, or it been discussed?
informants of one kind or another, and specific references Participant: The Restricted Data bit is what he's talk-
to intelligence techniques used. These things don't have to ing about.
be eliminated physically from the document. All that Mr. Phillips: We have looked very closely at the AEC
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system. In many ways it is a model in terms of periodic lap between NASA and the missile program the classified
review and declassification procsdures. They probably missile program; they used missiles from the Army and so
declassify a greater percentage of documents originally on, But basically almost everything NASA has done has
classified in the AEC's own system-the statutory system been open, available to the community, widely known.
which is in the Atomic Energy Act. The fact is that we started from behind in the space

I think these are questions that I just couldn't answer program after Sputnik. In a very short time we caught up
at this point. It depends on the precise nature of the and surpassed the Soviet Union. In fact, you know, last
information, how it's to be usea, what its potential uses year we had a meeting with the Soviet Union to share
are, what it's related to, and all these other factors that information. The real purpose of the meeting was because
are involved. the Soviet Union has been unable to do this docking feat

Dr. Callen: Mr. Phillips and Mr. Friendly are experts that we're experts at and they wanted to find out how
on the viewpoint of the Congress on this problem, and all we do it. So we had a meeting at which that was on the
of you are truly working experts who understand the agenda-for us to tell them how we dock. Of course we
details. I'm not. I'm saying all this because I was really tried to get something in exchange for that.
terrified by all those probing questions that you asked One fact isn't enough. It was the whole mass of techni-
Mr. Phillips. cal know-how that NASA developed. Leaking the facts

I worked for some 1G years at the National Security doesn't help the Soviet Union. They didn't want to know
Agency and the Naval Ordnance Laboratory as a working how many threads there are on one screw or how you do
scientist and my experience has been just that of a this detail. It was putting the whole thing together with
Government worker in research who has seen something hundreds of thousands of details-how you measure, how
of classification because I worked in agencies which did a you do this, how you hold that together-and that was
lot of classified work. developed by a free economy-competition, many com-

There are a couple points I'd like to make, however, panies exchanging information, open exchange-which
that i think may be relevant. The first one is a scientific developed a whole huge technical interlocking mass of
one and the second one is a political one. expertise, which wasn't a matter of secrecy, it was a

The scientific one is this: that as a scientist I would matter of being able to carry it out and do it. And we
see that when you work on a technical problem, some- did it, successfully. We surpassed them openly, because
thing which is related to classified matters and national we're an open society. So there we see by being open, we
security, it's very easy to see the reasons for classifying it. actually developed the technical expertise.
This is something you don't want to have a foreign power Now I'mr convinced that if we had said this is a
get hold of. So the natural thing is to say, "We'll classify prestige thing. It's like military, we have to get ahead of
it so it doesn't get out and that way we'll protect the them. It's a strategic thing, classify it-that we wouldn't
national security of the United States." That seems a have got there. Because then we wouldn't have known.
useful thing to do, and I was very sympathetic to that. One company wouldn't have told another. The Govern-

But now I look back, and I realize that empirically it's ment wouldn't have been able to release the tests, and it
very hard to make a case for that. Strange as it sounds wouldn't have developed as it did, I personally believe.
it's very hard to make a case justifying that. Because Another example is the computer field. The computer
there are other forces at play. That is, we live in an open has always been an industrial thing. There has been no
society and the best way to make scientific progress and classification, virtually. True, there were many computers
technical progress is by knowing what everybody is doing. at the Agency where I worked. The National Security
Get the competitive system working, get lots of people Agency sponsored a lot of the computer development and
interested in the question-in industrial laboratories, in the money helped. Most of the work they funded to
Government laboratories, at the universities-so that they industry, but it was not classified work. Almost every-
are working on it as a scholarly research activity or as an thing that has been done with computers has been
industrially productive field, and that way you make unclassified.
progress. Whenever you classify things you make it diffi- We lead the whole world in computers. We lead the

cult for that exchange, that competition and exchange to Soviet Union, we lead everybody in the world in com-
take place. It's hard to see that, point by point, when puter technology. We did it through the open market-
some technical matter comes up. It's hard to see that by place, by competition, by exchange of information, and
classifying something, what you're doing is reducing the by public knowledge. And that has protected us more
ability of that interciange in the very community where than any secrets have protected us-that knowledge.
you need this in order to develop technical competence. Another example is the semiconductor business. We've

Let's be a little objective about it and empirical. It you always dominated the world. We can compete with any-
look at it empirically, you find in fact those areas which body in the semiconductor business. The only place
have not been classified, which have been open, are the where we don't compete is in Japan and that's because
ones in which we are preeminent, in which we lead the they don't allow us in to the Japanese market. If we were
Socialist States, Soviet Union, whatever; and those in allowed to compete in Japan freely we would do all right
which we have been most cautious in classifying things in spite of the difference in labor costs, because we have
are the ones in which we lag. the technical expertise. We're ahead in scientific and tech-

For example, NASA. NASA has essentially nothing nical management-management, more than anything else,
that has been classified. I was cn the Scientific Advisory of how to carry a new technology through to completion
Committee for several years. NASA did very little that and get it into the marketplace.
was connected with classified work. There was some over- That's not a matter of secrets. It's a matter of techni-
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cal competence. You get the technical competence, you read just a little of this on the freedom of scientific
will note, with open exchange of information, exchange.

Let me give you a counter-example: nuclear weapons. "The attitude of scientists dates back to the close of
In nuclear weapons I'm no expert, but those who are.- the 18th century when the traditional secrecy of alchemy
Edward Teller, who, I think you'll all admit is knowledge- was broken. Since that time freedom of exchange was
able; he is father of the H-bomb-says that the Soviet established and publication of scientific results became a
Union knows not only every secret we have now but duty.
every secret we're going to discover in the next two years; "A reactionary trend did set in after the end of the
because they're so far ahead of us. Second World War. The worldwide shock caused by the

Nuclear weapons is the preeminent field where we've use of nuclear explosives reestablished a measure of
kept everything secret, classified, and it hasn't protected secrecy within science which as yet we have not suc-
us at all. What it really does is retard progress. So Teller ceeded in overcoming.
is very much in favor of total disclosure in that field, "There are many who believe that secrecy is needed
nuclear weapons. If we disclose everything we know in for reasons of national security. The fact is that secrecy
nuclear weapons, we won't be telling the Russians a thing did not prevent loss of our leadership by the United
because they already know everything we know. But at States in the field of nuclear weapons. On the other hand,
least we'd be telling ourselves what we know, so we could a much more open policy permitted the rapid develop-
talk to each other openly and freely and start to make ment of electronic computers, in which field the United
progress for a change. This is what he feels has held us so States has a position of undisputed leadership.
far behind the Russians in this. "Secrecy has erected barriers between our country and

Let me read a couple of statements so you don't need our allies. These barriers are harmful to science and are a
to take my word for these arguments, but the word of source of weakness in the free world.
more qualified people. "Toward the end of 1945 Niels Bohr said: 'One should

Here's an article called "Integrated Circuits in the Elec- expect that in the cold war each side will use the weap-
tronic Industry." It was written by someone named C. ons it can handle best. Secrecy is the appropriate weapon
Lester Hogan. Les Hogan was a Professor of Physics at for a dictatorship, whereas openness is the weapon that
Harvard and then he went into private industry. He's now democracy should use.' By sticking to our principle of
president and chief executive officer of Fairchild Camera openness and free speech we may bring about in the
and Instrument Corporation. I'm just going to read a few course of time a change of heart in Russia. Among our
statements here and there from his article. Russian colleagues we shall have many allies. While such a

Here's one: "American technology has and can prosper change will certainly not occur immediately, the long-
in an atmosphere of international openness because com- term effect may well be more salutary than any formal
petition always has brought out the best in us. The open agreement that one can imagine."
society is our natural environment. Our country has done So that's one of the points that I wish to make: that
a superbly better job of managing emerging technologies this natural desire to classify something because it's some-
than most countries of the world. One of the outstanding thing which we wouldn't want others to get hold of has
examples of technological management is, again, the Bell another side. This is the other side. You're also classifying
Telephone system. Bell has led in the development and it so that we ourselves can't get hold of it. And in fact
use of an incredibly complex infinity of technical devel- the empirical evidence is, if you look at the cases, that
opment. It has planned, organized, built, and managed the classification has been our own worst enemy in scientific
most extensive and complex electronic system in the and technical matters.
world and has afforded to this country the best informa- The other point I want to make-this is a hard one to
tion handling and communications systems that exist and swallow, because I know that all of you look at your-
has done so while paying the highest salaries to its selves as technical experts doing a professional, non-
employees." political technical thing. You understand the Executive

As another example, Hogan discusses NASA. He writes Order and you implement it.
that the moon landing was a huge challenge-an untracked The fact is that whether you like it or not, what you
road for man to travel. Yet it was accomplished. And no do is unavoidably a political thing. That's an unpleasant
secrecy was involved, Out of the space effort have come fact to recognize but it's simply true-not because you do
contributions to society which Hogan believes will be felt something political, but because the fact is that classifica-
for many generations. tion has always been used politically. Not so much in

He says, "i use Bell and NASA as examples to show what is classified, but what the Executive Branch chooses
how technical openness properly managed not only can massively to release. They do it all the time. You don't
prove beneficial to others in industry but to the world as do that, of course, but the fact is that the classification
well. I believe we have nothing to fear by being more system can't be divorced from the political implications.
open on the technical front because America has one It has been said that the ship of state is the only ship
other characteristic which if continued will assure suprem- that leaks from the top. That is the way the Executive
acy and rapidly expanding technology"-he goes on to Branch uses the classification system, as a way of keeping
talk about the competition system and the incentive re the Congress and keeping the public from knowing things.
ward system-- "I believe openness is as important to the Every newsman knows that one principal source of his
technical community as a politically open society is in information is leaks, massive leaks to friendly newsmen of
providing the only truly successful route for mankind." classified material. So you have to recognize that. It's not

Here's another statement. This is by Dr. Teller. I'll purely a technical thing-that you are part of a system
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that has political implications all the time. Congress. With the report in his possession, he testified,
Just look every day in the newspiper and you see that. "According to existing data and available evidence there is

I cut out from yesterday's paper this business about the no evidence of likelihood that SST operations will cause
Cambodian bombing. Let me read a little of it to you: significant adverse effects on our atmosphere or our envi.
"U.S. bombing strikes that were launched against neutral- ronment. That is the considered opinion of the scientific
ist Cambodia in 1969 and 1970 and were subsequently authorities who have counseled the Government on these
disguised as attacks in South Vietnam numbered in the matters over the past five years,"
'hundreds' each month for 14 months," the Pentagon said Now, Garwin, who was on the committee, knew that
yesterday. Assistant Defense Secretary (Jerry W. Fried- wasn't what the committee had said. He told Representa-
helm) said the "same spbial security precautions that tive Henry Reuss about that. Representative Reuss asked
were used in the Cambodian raids were employed in Laos the Administration to release the report to Congress, and
to keep the attacks secret." Friedheim also said that the President invoked Executive privilege and said, "No,
details of the bombing in Cambodia and Laos were given you can't see the report."
to only a few members of the Senate Armed Services Weyo , you see, the report didn't say at all what Wi.liam
Committee. In what he characterized as "normal" proce- McGruder said it said.
dures of Pentagon accountability to Congress. Friedheim Now of course that's Executive privilege: it's not classi-
said the bombing information was withheld from other fication, But there are a thousand examples of that. Max
members of the Senate Committee, including those who Frankel in his affidavit for the Pentagon Papers gives
opposed U.S. war policies at the time. According to dozens of examples of selectively classified information
Congressional sources, the members of the Armed Services given to the press. So it's something you just have to
Committee who were notified were the chairman, Senator recognize, that you simply can't divorce what you do
John C. Stennis and Senators Barry Goldwater and Stuart from the political process. Not what you do-of course
Symington, all of whom supported the Nixon Administra- you do what your job is. Your job is to implement the
tion's Vietnam policy. Senator Harold E. Hughes, who Executive Order and you do that, of course, to the best
was; frequently critical of the war policies said he was of your ability and as honorably as you're able. But the
never notified of the raids or the military decision to file fact is that the process itself has political implications and
falsified post-strike reports which erroneously showed that it's massively subverted for political reasons. I think it's
the bombs had been dropped in South Vietnam. In fact something we just have to live with. It's a fact of life.
Hughes complained that just a month ago the Pentagon There's one more point that I would like to make
sent him a detailed listing of Southeast Asia bombing before I stop. That's again about this matter of what kind
operations that failed to mention any strikes in Cambodia of national security information shoull not be covered by
prior to April 30, 1970. The report goes on to describe the Executive Order. This is the exempton category we
the way the Pentagon falsified documents. Friedheim were talking about.
admitted that they purposely did not give the information Because of this kind of thing that happened in Cam
to members of the Senate Armed Services Committee bodia and Laos, I hope that we have learned that there is
who were opponents of Pentagon policy, a certain area of military and national activity that we

That's one example. should simply say, "No, that cannot be classified."
This is another example of the same sort of thing. This The Executive Branch shouldn't be able to go on

is about the SST. It has to do with Executive privilege, military operations, carrying on a war, without letting the
During the SST debate, President Nixon put together Congress and the American people know about it. Why

an illustrious panel of experts to give him recommenda- do we classify war in Cambodia? Surely the Cambodians
tions on the SST, among them the President's Scientific knew they were being bombed. The purpose of such
Advisor and Richard Garwin of IBM. classification is to keep the American people and the

The panel wrote a report which said that regarding the Congress from knowing. And surely the President and the
effect of the SST on the upper atmosphere "a fleet of United States should not be able to wage war and keep
SSTs will introduce large quantities of water vapor into that fact a secret from the American people. So this is a
the stratosphere," and they didn't know what the effect particular area of national military activity which should
of that water vapor would be, that it might be dangerous certainly never be classifiable.
and it shouldn't be put into the atmosphere until we The need and the right of the people to know out-
know what large quantities of water vapor would do to weighs any Governmental interest in concealing military
the atmosphere. action the Government is taking or sponsoring. The pres-

With regard to the impact of the SST sonic boom, the ence of U.S. military or paramilitary forces in foreign
panel said, ". .. l11 available information indicates that countries, the provision of U.S. military or economic
the effects of the sonic boom are such as to be consid- assistance to foreign countries, and any diplomatic com-
ered intolerable by a very high percentage of people mitments the United States has made to do these things
affected." Finally, as to the impact of the SST engine should be made known. I think these things should be
noise, the panel said, ". . . over large areas surrounding explicitly excluded from the Excýutive Order.
SST airports, . .. a very high percentage of the exposed Mr. Friendly: I want very much to pick up something
population would find the noise intolerable and the that Dr. Callen said before. I know you've talked about
apparent cause of a wide variety of adverse effects." S-1400 and specifically Section 1124 which is the section

With this report before him, the President recom- which provides criminal penalties for the person who,
mended construction of the SST. William McGruder, his having authorized possession of classified information, dis-
represenative, director of the SST project testified before closes it improperly. The panel, as I understand it, is on
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Congress' view of the Executive Order. which is to say we've got a classification system. It's a
One of the arguments that the Administration has house-keeping system. It's an administrative problem in

made for Section 1124-and they admit that the section the Executive Branch and it's terribly difficult to imple-
goes beyond recodifying present law to introduce a new ment, terribly difficult to control, and it's terribly, terri-
element into the law-is that the Executive Order provides bly difficult, as someone pointed out, to write criteria
a review facility, review channels inside the Admnirtistra- that someone walking in fresh can understand and can
tion for people who do have authorized possession of automatically determine from reading a document or
classified information to challenge the classification, looking at a record in front of him how to apply the
That's dandy, except no one is using those channels, and classification system.
no one is likely to. So the thrust that I see is for the Conpress to try and

We have had hearings in the Senate Subcommittee on inject itself into the system, not necessarily by writing a
Intergovernmental Relations and with a couple of other statutory basis for the system but by providing a review
subcommittees on this problem generally. We haven't of its working, an ongoing, binding review. There's a little
done anything like the detailed work they have done on bit of evidence to support my conjecture, aside from the
the House side. But in one of the hearings Senator Muskie fact it happens to be my personal interest in approaching
asked Bill Bundy what would happen to somebody in the the system. I don't think the Congress is capable of
State Department, for instance, who looked at a docu- administering the classification system. I don't think it's
ment on his desk and said, that belongs in Confidential- even capable of writing criteria that are a lot better than
it's classified Secret or Top Secret-and started a proce- the Executive Order at the moment or what are devel-
dure within the review channels of the State Department oped in implementing the Executive Order in the
to get it declassified or at least to contest the classifica- agencies.
tion. And Bundy just said, "He would be regarded as What I do think the Congress is good at and what I do
rather poor promotional material." think the political pressure is moving toward is the usual

The argument speaks for itself. The only empirical data job Congress does-which is oversight. We see one portion
we have are from Dr. Rhoads, who has been cooperating of a bill Congressman Moorhead introduced last year
with our committee. I'm frankly hopeful of continued which was based on a bill that Senator Muskie had put in
improvement in relations between the ICRC and the December of 1971 that would have set up an independent
Congress-there are a number of political means that I classification review commission-I don't know that that's
don't think d-ec necessary to explore. However, Dr. what it was called. Senator Muskie called it a disclosure
Rhoads came up and testified and he made the point that commission and Congressman Moorhead called it some-
there have been since the new Order came into effect in thing else. The Republicans have presented it now as the
June 1972 to the end of March of this year some 350 Freedom of Information Commission which would have
mandatory declassification review requests; of which only some jurisdication over (b)(1) situations. Everybody's jot
one originated inside the Government and that happened a different way to .ompose that commission. The latest
to be from a fellow in the Archives who actually wanted proposal has the judiciary appointing everybody on the
Clark Clifford's papers from 1949 and 1950 declassified, review board. The Moorhead bill I think was a 3-3-3
They are in the Truman Library and I believe they were proposition, 3 from the Executive, 3 from the House, 3
declassified. So out of 350 there was only one from the from the Senate. In Senator Muskie's bill, one man on it
Government. was to have journalistic background, one with a diplo-

I, personally, and I don't think I can speak for the matic background, one lawyer, and so torth-a nice

Congress-I, personally, am not satisfied that the review picked bag of people who would do two jobs, which is
procedure in the Executive Order is going to be imple- one of the problems. They would judge challenges to
mented without added incentives. Until that review proce- classifications and also they would crack the whip over
dure works I do not think the Congress will accept the the whole spectrum of classification management. I don't
proposition th3t you can impose criminal penalties on an think the two jobs are compatible myself.
action for which there are only administrative remedies. The other thrust is simply to have a Congressional
So I would say that 1124, given the existing Executive body itself that keeps an eye on things and raises hell
Order, stand& a very, very poor chance of enactment; or when they go wrong, that embarrasses you or your bosses
any kind of legislation which simply takes the fact of quite frankly, probably your bosses.
classification by itself as the determining factor of crimi- You will find that idea in two resolutioni that are in
nil action. This is not going to wash in this session of the House to set up a new joint committee. You will find

Congrie. it in my desk drawer in a bill that may never get intro-
I gather you talked about the Ellsberg case, and some- duced. It's not in the Gravel bill. The Gravel bill has the

one made the point that if Ellsberg had been acquitted, commission idea still. The idea is floating around. Repre-
the atmosphere in Congress would be different and there sentative Mink has a proposal she hasn't introduced. The
would be a great deal more pressure retroactively to get concept probably would be a joint Congressional com-
Ellsberg. As it happened, that case ended in disorder and mittee bused on the argument that the only people who
confusion, and that's the status of the law now. can supervise, who have the right to challenge the deci-

To confuse matters further and to pick up a little of sions of adminstratois, are elected officials, not other
what Dr. Callen was talking about on !he political nature appointed officials but elected officials. This joint Con-
of classification, and what Bill was saying about putting a gressional committee would in one fashion or another lay
statutory basis under classification, I'd like to talk about hands on the whole operation of the classification system
the thrust which I see developing on the Semite side- and grab at those little bits and pieces of it it could find

i, 1j
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that weren't working right. But the index at least in terms of the requirements
Now any law that set up that committee would also that the ICRC put out last December and revised in

have to go into criteria and have to say on what basis the January, would have two elements which I would think
joint committee would challenge a classification or a clas- would enable the Congress to look and see-honestly it's
sification practice. But my own feeling is its major role going to be the staff of that joint committee-the title or
would be that of raising hell, probably pushing some description of the document, and the subject matter in
things into the courts where there were disaigreements. those terms; in other words, some guide that goes a little

Mrs. Mink's bill would give the committee statutory beyond the title, that tells you what's in the record that's
authority to declassify anything a member of Congress being preserved and why it's being preserved.
brought to it and said shouldn't be classified. I think the The real hope of course, is if you have that, plus the
first time they did that, you'd have a fascinating court declassification date, the agency where it was classified,
case. I think you'd have a court case anyway if the the exemption from the declassification schedule if it is
commission simply ordered-as in the bill which is in my so exempted-that a computer printout will give some-
desk drawer-simply ordered the declassification date body in the Congress a way to grab handholds on the
changed on a document when it came before it for system and basically to oversee, to reviiew. Because in
review, classification, if it is, as Dr. Callen believes and ! believe,

But the real question in my mind is whether there is a political system rot in its implementation but in its
any way to review the system at all, and I think, thanks effect, the important thing is that there be someone
to the Executive Order, there may be the beginnings of a beside the original classifier who decides whether or not
way. You can't review something that you can't know, that decision to classify and maintain classification for a
that you can't conceive. There is some evidence, although certain period of time is justified, and politically justified.
not at all conclusive, that there may at las, be a way to If there are no other criteria, it is a political decision,
index what is being classified. I'm not going to talk to all political in terms of your decision about science and the
the historical material and all the problems in that field. merits of sharing scientific knowledge with the whole
I'm just going to talk about ongoing classification, scientific community. Somebody on that joint committee

If that material is being indexed inside the agencies, if is going to have to be able to go to Dr. Teller or a group
the agencies are submitting reports on their indexing oper- of scientists and say, Does this formula really have to
ations as they are supposed to under the Executive Order be-does this paper really have to be kept Secret for six
to the ICRC, then they could submit the same reports to months? What's going to happen if it is?
this joint Congressional committee and perhaps do a more I think the Congressional committee will be in a posi-
detailed report on a fairly regular basis. tion to ask for outside advice on a scientific matter and

There would be one hooker in this too. The law would raise hell if there's a justification for it.
say that nothing that isn't in the index can qualify under But the question in all this is: Can it be done; can an
"(b)(1) as exempt from disclosure, so you would make the index that anybody can read and work from actually be
index itself a measure of what the Administration regards put together? The Justice Department says yes, and I am
as meriting protection under the law. told they are indexing absolutely everything that's classi-

There are various ramifications of that too into the fied. The CIA, I gather, is classifying only what it calls
criminal law, but let's just stick with the idea that you finished intelligence and not working papers.
could develop a central index. Well, when we write the law-if we writ!- the law-

The ICRC's function, it seems to me, could be a first we're going to have to say how far up the line this
review. Maybe it would be the final review. Maybe we'll classified paper has to go to get on the index, Should
never get the joint committee. Maybe we'll just have to something that stays on a man's desk for two weeks while
beef up the ICRC. I'm not impressed by the fact that the he's writing a report and then goes into the burn bag be
one permanent staff member it had has now gone back indexed? Maybe yes, maybe no. It's a very difficult deci.
into law practice in New York. I don't think that's a very sion. And I'm sure the CIA's solution is the reasonable
encouraging sign as to the efficacy or spirit with which ono.
the ICRC is capable of approaching an enormously diffi- NASA, I gather, is just indexing its finished reports as
cult job. well. The Atomic Energy Commission under the long-

So let's say that the separate indexes were first sub- standing provisions it has is already, I'm told, computeri-
mitted to them, and went from the ICRC up to a watch- zed, automated, and complete.
dog body in the Congress. What should be on the index? The rest of the Government-I gather the State Depart.

This is going to be your problem. i assume some of ment is trying, the Defense Department is not trying-I
you have even been working on indexes and even cn suppose I shouldn't say that. Based on my information,
moving from manual to computerized information. The they are thinking about trying, USIA, I'm told-and there
important thing for Congress obviously is to be able to may be somebody here that will correct me-is still a
see from the index what is being classified. The way it manual operation. It's not heavy volume. AID is trying.
can raise hell is to find out that the USIA is classifying The Transportation Department hasn't made much pro-
on a monthly basis a vast volume of documents that it gress under the December 1972 instructions from the
has no business classifying. Simply the number of docu. ICRC. GSA and Treasury aren't significant problems.
ments will give you a clue to the fact that somebody at But the problem for Cnnqress is to try and write a law,
the USIA has gone batty over secrecy. A member of the if this index is a workable tool-first of all wo're going to
USIA can be called up to explain why they're doing what nave to hold hearings to find that out-with a view to
they're doing. putting the indexes together, whether or not it can be
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done, how much it's going to cost--to go back to your Member: But I want to go back. Many times the
question. The Congress is going to have to recognize the security classification, I agree, is a hindrance to freedom
cost and agree that the cost is important and agree to of flow of info(mation but not always necessarily. There
authorize whatever it takes to do it. are many other areas of holdup-.inertia in certain things

But then the question is what can be on that index that you just can't push through is more of a hindrance
that will give a clue to the Congressional committee as to than the actual classification.
what is being classified and what is being classified impro- I agree there should be some type of watchdog system
perly. That's the only thing they're interested in. They to challenge such classification, especially continued
are not interested in what is being classified properly. classification-.
They're not going to be interested in the bulk, the vast Mr. Friendly: I think Bill just didn't talk about it but
physical bulk of defense contracts. Very few of those, I I thir.k in the Moorhead bill last year it sounds as if that
would suspect, will ever be challenged in any detail. The is what he was talking about. There was the watchdog as
problem is a political one. The problem is also a scientific well as-there were both things, the statutory basis to the
cae. The thrust of review, whether it's done by that system plus the watchdog. I've got real problems with the
Congressional committee or whether it's done by an inde- watchdoe if you take it outside the Congress and the
pendent commission, is going to be to embarrass you. I courts and set it up as an independent body.
don't think there's any way around it. It's no aspersion Member (Mr. Bagley): I cannot resist at this point tel-
on your character or your competence. It's the balancing ling you that the Presidential Science Advisory Committee
act in the Constitution between security and the First at that time recommended to the President that an inter-
Amendment. The Congress, particularly this Congress or continental missile was not technically feasible. This was in
the Congress in the Watergate Era, is going to be pushing 1954 and 1955. So when you are talking, of PSAC and its
hard on the First Amendment. In the next Congress that bodies and its infallibility I always remember that one.
joint committee might just wither away. The problem Question (Mr. Garrett): Dr. Callen, would you recom-
might wither away. mend open publication of all scientific developments?

I have a very strong feeling that the Executive Order, Dr. Callen: Well, of course, scientific developments
if it's carried out energetically by the Executive, is the insofar as they are scientific developments, almost entirely
solution. But if you can't get the Executive to do it and are openly published now.
if you can't keep a guy like David Young in there to do Member (Mr. Garrett): Going beyond basic research.
it without letting into other kinds of trouble, then the Dr. Callen: That's hard to face, but I have to say yes.
Legislative ciranch is going to come in. We have deferred Looking at it empirically, except for very special areas, I
for a long, long time to the Executive. In the aftermath think when you look at it in retrospect you realize we'd
of the Watergate, and as Bill said, I think we are going to be better off to do it that way
write some kind of a law. Question (Mr. Girrett): If we did do that, would we

You can see that there is considerable difference of just hand them out and make them available to everyone?
opinion between Bill and me as to what kind of a law Dr. Callen: That's the point. In thosq areas where we
we're going to write. have made it available to everyone, we dominate, not

because the Russians don't know this fact or that fact but
Questions and Discussion simply because we have such an enormous expertise in

management and R&D and development that we can just
Member: I wish to make a statement, you might say carry the field, because of superior competence. That's

on classification versus freedom of speech and so forth of what we did in the semiconductor business and that's
information, what we do in computers, not because we keep secrets

A fact not well known to many people is the fact that from them. We're just technically better than they are.
the Army was all ready two years before they launched We function better in an open society.
the first satellite; we could have beat Russia by a year. Question (Mr. Garrett): Would this then not eliminate
But here again, the political atmosphere, not the classifi- much of our quid pro quo possibilities?
cation, was the hindrance--interservice rivalry and so Dr. Callen: You don't need quid pro quo with comi
forth, the Air Force, the Navy. There's a little plaque puters. Almost everything accomplished is solid state
down at Redstone Arsenal that says: Explorer slept here physics and in computers and the semiconductor business
two years. comes from us first. There's very little we need to ex-

Now here again we were probably first, ahead of change with the Russians in those fields because we're
Russia, in the technological area, but the political simply so good at it.
atmosphere- Furthermore, anything one country can do, another

Dr. Callen: Was the political atmosphere in any way country can do a year later if they put their mind to it,
conditioned by the secrecy surrounding it? Basic research is published openly. It's a matter of &ppli-

Member: No. It was all open. cation. Anything France wants to do, they can do within
Dr. Callen: It was just we wouldn't spend the money? a year. If they decide they're going to make a bomb, they
Member: No, they were using different services. I can makt a bomb.

think the Air Force had preference, and then they got the Quest~on (Mr. Garrett): We have spent millions and
missile, you know. millions of dollars on it and give it to them free?

Member (Mr. Bagley): They wanted to divorce it from Member: Right. Why shouldn't they foot the bill?
the military applications and they assigned it to the Navy Dr. Callen: We give it to ourselves free in ordei to be
under the Vanguard project, ahead.
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Question (Mr. Garrett): Where does the quid pro quo easy to make atomic bombs. The hard thing is the place-
come in? We give them anything and we get nothing ment and that's a technologicai feat, you know, the
back. ICBM.

Dr. Callen: Why do you want quid pro quo? What we Of course the thing is when you get right down to it
really want is security. What we really want is technical suitcases do very nicely. A little country doesn't need a
expertise, leadership. Openness gives us security, big ICBM, just a couple people meeting in a sewer with a

Member (Mr. Garrett): Quid pro quo may not be suitcase.
scientific. It may be political. It may be a number of Question: One question on the data index system that
things. you mentioned. I feel that it's wonderful out it seems to

Dr. Callen: Your argument is that we should penalize me that it would be very cumbersome and very expensive.
ourselves and hold up progress so that we don't give them Mr. Friendly: Isn't it necessary though?
things which will allow them to make progress? Member: That's my point. I think it can be accom-

Member (Mr. Garrett): Isn't the reason for holding plished but not under the Executive Order.
back nuclear technology so as not to provide break through Mr. Friendly: Even under the Executive Order if the
to Nth countries? That's the main reason for it. We have push is on to get it.
enough countries in the world now with nuclear weapons. Member: In selected categories.
We don't want any more. If we published all of our Mr. Friendly: Right. This is the problem, selecting
papers on nuclear weaponry developments, any country in categories. That joint committee, if it ever came into
the world could pick it up immediately. being, has not enough time nor really the inclination to

D.-. Callen: Almost any country in the world that want to see computer printouts for 200,000 pieces of
wants to can do that now. The main thing with a bomb information monthly, yearly, whatever it is, so the prob-
that holds some countries back is the delivery system. It's lem is selecting categories. U

SECRECY AGREEMENTS AND STATEMENTS Numerous other regulatory procedures are stated for
IN VOL VING CLASSIFIED INFORMATION physical protection of material containing items of classi-

fied information. They include: category marking, repro-
Mr. William G. Florence, duction, storage, transmission, and destruction. In fact,
Security C.nsultant the Exacutive Order and regulations tell the people to

whom they apply everything they should know about
Discussion of secrecy agreements is quite appropriate safeguarding an item of information bearing a classifica.

at this classification management seminar. The signing of tion of Confidential, Secret, or Top Secret.
a statement promising to protect classified information But, there is a peculiar problem about a security regu-
makes an individual vitally concerned with the true mean- lation. It cannot protect information. People, not regula-
ing of an assigned classification. The integrity and credi- tions, keep secrets or broadcast them. An individual
bility of both parties to a secrecy requirement is laid on having knowledge of information classified either by him-
the line-the one .- sponsible for imposing classifications self or someone eise will disclose or withhold it as he
as well as the one agreeing to observe them. As a furthei chooses.
concern of this Society, now and on to the Seminar In the light of this fact, some of the Executive Branch
Theme Year 1980, the efficacy of classification and declas- agencies require that their employees sign a secrecy agree-
sification practices determines whether a secrecy agree- ment o., secrecy statement. Also, many people outside th6
ment is good or bad. Executive Branch must sign a secrecy statement. Appar-

We have reviewed the purpose of security classifications, ently, the primary purpose of the agencies is to demand
and discussed their *pplication in pracdcal situations. As that an individual promise not to reveal information bear-
provided in Executive Order 11652, the security classifica- ing a classification marking, regardless of how innocuous
tion system should apply only to official information, the it might be in relation to the national defense-or how
unaithorized disclosure of which could reasonably be helpful it might be to the American people.
expected to cause damage to the national security. I will review with you the Central Intelligence Agency

Procedures for protecting an item of classified informa- (CIA) secrecy requirements, as applied to Federal em-
tion are stated, in abutidance, in the Executive Order and ployees. The validity of two CIA secrecy forms was sub-
related regulations. ject to court test last year in a civil suit for legal analysis

First, of course, is the initial determination for access: of alleged contractual violation.
"No person shall be given access to classified infor- I will talk also about the Departmernt of Defense "Secu-
mation or material unless such person has been rity Briefing and Termination Statement," DSA Form
determined to be trustworthy and unless access to 482, as applied to contractor employees. That form prob-
such information is necessary for the performance ably has been signed by, and has affected more people
of his duties." than all other forms combined. It too went to court this

A threat of prosecution is reflected in the following year in a criminal case-the Ellsberg-Russo trial.
notation prescribed for use on documents, although the Before exploring specific provisions of secrecy forms
Executive Order cites no law as a basis: and policies calling for their use, it would be appropriate

NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMAT ION- to reflect upon certain relevant besic facts. They have
Unauthorized Disclosure Subjoct existed all along, but have been largely ignored by many
to Criminal Sanction% people intent on honoring assigned security classifications.
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0 The assignment and retention of a security classifi- Those three sentences do the job. There is another sentence
cation is strictly a matter of mind. An administra- which refers to understanding the espionage laws con-
tive regulation can authorize a person to decide cea ning disclosure of information relating to the national
for himself, on his own reasoning, that informa- defense. But there is no suggestion that disclosure of infor-
tion revealing a proposed or completed action mation would violate the law because of classification.
warrants secrecy. The same regulation can permit The CIA Secrecy Agreement was ruled to be a valid
him or his superior, on up to the President, to contract by the Federawl District Court and the Fourth
think differently immediately, and treat the infor- Circuit Court of Appeals last year in the Marchetti case.
mation without secrecy according to his own The essential element, a prope; consideration, was deemed
need or wishes. Whatever classification marking to be employment. The mutually agreed secrecy provision,
might have been put on a document containing as expressed in terms of CIA related classified information
the information can remain intact and entrap and intelligence, was deemed not to violate a person's
another individual, perhaps at the cost of his constitutional rights. This seemed to be based on the
security clearance or his career. (Reference: commonly accepted view that the Government necessarily
Executive Order 11652) has a right to strive for secrecy regarding information

* The Federal copyright law provi,;es that "no directly related to the active defense of the nation. In
copyright shall subsist in ... any publication of addition, the Court cited the responsibility of the Direc-
the U.S. Government..." Under such restriction, tor of Central Intelligence for protecting intelligence
the Executive Branch can only strive to control sources and methods as stated in 50 U.S.C. 403 (d)(3).
knowledge of its own use of an, item of informa- The CIA Secrecy Agreement was viewed as an effort by
tion, such as the application of it in a weapon the Director to comply with his duty.
system for national defense, or in a Government However, it is clear that there is a limit to using security
patent. (Reference: 17 U.S.C. 8) classifications to restrict the dissemination of information.

0 Under the First Amendment of our Constitution, The Court indicated that a classification should equate
there is no basis for the Government to impose with a real need for secrecy in the conduct of national
prior censorship in the name of national security defense. One member, Judge Craven, favored judicial
on private citizens generally. (Reference: U.S. action to assure elimination of frivolous and absurd classi-
Supreme Court action permitting publication of fications. Also, the Court made the point that a person
the Pentagon Papers) cannot be denied the free use of information bearing a

0 The First Amendment limits the extent to which classification marking if it has been published. The CIA
the United States, contractually or otherwise, may Secrecy Agreement stands with Court approval as a model
impose secrecy requirements on an individual as a for secrecy commitments by Federal employees. But its
Federal employee, and enforce them with a sys- longevity evidently depends on effective classification
tem of prior censorship. (Reference: U.S. ,s. management.
Marchetti Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals No. The CIA Secrecy Oath contains a promise by a person
72-1586 and 72-1589; also, U.S. Supreme Court separating from CIA employment that he will never dis-
No. 72-482) close any information relating to national defense and

At this point, I sincerely suggest that anyone who waves some other CIA matters without written consent. The
the American flag of loyalty over the alleged sanctity of Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals ruled the Secrecy Oath
administrative security classification more than the First to be unenforceable. First, it is not a contract, since there
Amendment could well reexamine his sense of relative is no consideration. Socn:d, to the extent that the oath
value. purports to prevent disclosure of unclassified information

Let us review the two CIA secrecy forms. One is it "would be in contravention of the individual's First
designated "Secrecy Agreement." A person must sign it Amendment rights"
upon being employed. The other is a "Secrecy Oath," The Department of Defense secrecy form for contrac-
which he signs upon separation. tor employees, Defense Supply Agency Form 482, con-

The relevant extracts of the Secrecy Agreement are: tains three significant points.
I, (name), understand that by virtue of my duties * First, the brief statement about secrecy that is

in the Central Intelligence Agency, I may be or have signed upon employment and also upon separation
been the recipient of information and intelligence reads: "I shall (will) not knowingly and willfully
which concerns the present and future security of communicate, deliver or transmit, in any manner.
the United States. This information and intelligence, classified information to an unauthorized person
together with the methods of collecting and han- or agency." That secrecy statement, of course, is
dling it, are classified according to security stan- not a contract. There is neither a second party
dards set by the United States Government. nor any consideration.

I do solemnly swear that I will never divulge, 0 Second, there is the moral aspect of the secrecy
publish or reveal either by word, conduct, or by statement. It appears to be a firm personal com-
any other means, any classified information, intelli- mitment for secrecy. But, as a simple fact of life,
gence, or knowledge except in the performance uf a person may in good conscietice, with no qualm
my official duties and ir, accordance with the laws whatsoever, exercise judgment-
of the United States, unless specifically authorized As to whether a specific item of information
in writing, in each case, by the Director of Central "could reasonably be expected to cause dam.
Intelligence or his authorized representatives age to the national security," particularly one
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with a frivolous or absurd classification as refer- ample of Dr. Ellsberg at any cost. Among the indictment
- red to by Judge Craven, or documents which the RAND Corporation had given him,
* - As to whether a prospective recipient is "an and he had returned in good order, were 11 that were

unauthorized person or agency." In comparison, still classified Top Secret when the trial began, last Janu-
the CIA Secrecy Agreement is reasonably lim- ary. The Departments of State and Defense had refused
ited to certain CIA information. And the con- to declassify them. But the prosecutor introduced all 11
trolling factor on disclosure is in terms of duty as evidence in court anyway. There, they automatically
performance, not the questionable, loose ter- became arld still are, public records. They are Top Secret
minology of "unauthorized parson or agency." public records, if you can imagine such a farcical Gilbert

0 Third, DSA Form 482 seriously misrepresents the and Sullivan contradiction. (Reference: Trial Transcript;
Federal Criminal Code by falsely informing people p. 9295) My point is that Dr. Ellsberg was tried for
that if they should "knowingly and willfully having permitted one person to have access to seven of
communicate, deliver, or transmit, in any manner, those 11 documents, a second person to have access to
classified information to an unauthorized person one of the same seven, and a third person to have access
or agency, ...- such improper disclosure may be to another of the same seven. But no one in the Executive
punishable under Federal criminal statutes." Branch was indicted for disclosing those seven Top Secret

That misrepresentation is compounded by erroneously documents, plus four others, to the general public. Based
referring to those portions of law reproduced in the DoD on observation and many personal contacts, I believe that
Industrial Security Manual as "relating to the safeguarding mismanagement of classification policy and the misrepre-
of classified information." In truth, there is no law in this sentation of law, such as is reflected in DSA Form 482,
country making it a crime for an individual to disclose have contributed much to the deterioration of Executive
information to another person because of its bearing a Branch credibility as it exists today.
classification. Among those actions which this Society could consider

None of the ten subsections of the espionage laws, 18 to restore trust in the classification system is a recom-
U.S.C. 793 and 794, as reproduced in the Industrial mendation to the Secretary of Defense that DSA Form
Security Manual uses the term "classified information." 482 be eliminated. Truthful representation of the classifi-
None of the other reproduced statutes refer to "classified cation system is both a legal and moral obligation of the
information" except 18 U.S.C. 798, which applies to Executive Branch. It is also an essential element of com-
certain cryptographic and communications intelligence munication in any effort to improve classification and
matters. The law would be the same without the word declassification management.
"classified." Elimination of DSA Form 482 would, of course,

As a matter of judicial history, the Federal District negate the restriction published in Item 0, Appendix I
Courts, the Circuit Courts, and the Supreme Court ac- (One) of the DoD Industrial Security Manual against con-
corded the Top Secret classification no standing at all in tractors using "local forms." A contractor should be free
the New York Times-Washington Post case involving the to ask his employees to promise in writing to help him
Pentagon Papers. comply with contractual obligations for safeguarding clas-

In the Marchetti case, neither the CIA nor the courts sified information.
reflected any concern about his already having given clas- Assuming that DoD would want a model security
sified material to Esquire Magazine. CIA only took civil agreement to assure some degree of unitormity, this Soci-
action in the case to have Marchetti comply in the future ety could recommend one for such use. It could be the
with his contract for secrecy. The Agency did not misrep- type of agreement that I have prepared and shown as
resent the law and initiate criminal action as the White figure 1.
House did in the Ellsberg case. As for Dr. Ellsberg, it has The employee would promise, as a condition of em-
been pretty well confirmed that the indictment for his ployment, to:
handling of some old documents marked Top Secret was 0 Adhere to contractual requirements for safeguard-
a purposeful political attack. It was hurriedly and fdlsely ing classified information to the extent that they
drawn from what people now call a fetish for security are made applicable to hin, in the performance of
classification and secrecy. his duties, and not disclose such information to

During the Ellsberg-Russo trial, the prosecutor intro- any person except as authorized by the contractor.
duced into evidence the copies of DSA Form 482 that 0 Advise the person designated by the contractor if
they had signed as RAND Corporation employees. An b question arises regarding eittier the authenticity
attempt was made to show that, on the basis of those of an assigned classification, oi the practicality of
signed statements, the defendants knew that they had maintaining an assigned classification in relation
committed a crime. But the Court's rulings pIorsuant to to requirements for disseminating the information
actual law, the true law, stopped the effort. 1( was clear involved.
that DSA Form 482 was more of an embarrassment than Those are my suggestions to the Society to assist in
an aid to the prosecution. (Reference: Trial Transcript; accomplishing its stated purposes, now and into the
pp. 20,010-20,014, et al.) 1980S,. a

The prosecution team obviously tried to make an ex-
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NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION SECRECY AGREEMENT

Em ployees and C onsultants of _ _ _ _ _ _of_ Contractor)(Name of Contractor)

(Date)

I understand that INAME OF CONTACTORJ has entered into certain
contract(s) with the United States Government, under which the [contractor] agreed-

1) To be responsible for safeguarding all official information under the [contractor's) control
which relates to the contract(s) and which the Government has (a) designated as requiring protection
against unauthorized disclosure in the interest of the national defense or foreign relations of the United

States (collectively termed "national security") and (b) classified as CONFIDENTIAL, SECRET or TOP
SECRET.

2) To assure that an item of CONFIDENTIAL, SECRET or TOP SECRET official national security
information is disclosed or furnished only to (a) the [contractor's] employees and subcontractors who

require access to such information in the performance of tasks or services essential to the fulfillment of

the contract involved, and (b) such other persons as the Government may designate.

3) To inform employees engaged in work involving access to CONFIDENTIAL, SECRET or TOP

SECRET national security information of their individual responsibilities for safeguarding such
information.

IN ORDER THAT THE (CONTRACTOR) MAY FULLY CARRY OUT ITS OBLIGA-
TIONS. AND IN CONSIDERATION OF MY EMPLOYMENT, I HEREBY AGREE THAT I
SHALL:

1) Adhere to the contractual requirements for safeguarding CONFIDENTIAL, SECRET and TOP

SECRET national security information to the extent that the (contractor] makes those requirements

applicable to me in the performance of my duties, and shall not communicate such official information

to any person except as authorized by the (contractor].

2) Advise my immediate supervisor or such other person as the [contractorj may designate if a

question arises regarding (a) the authenticity of an assigned CONFIDENTIAL, SECRET or TOP

SECRET classification or (b) the practicality of maintaining an assigned classification in relation to
requirements for using or disseminating the information involved.

WITNESS SIGNATURE OF EMPLOYEE

IThis agreement form ows drafted in July 1973, by William G. Florence, Washington, D.C.,
for use by any person interested in promoting the United States national defense.)

FIG. 1
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CLASSIFICATION AND FOREIGN MILITARY SALES only one contractor and they are no longer interested in
turnkey systems. Today, they are more interested in equip-

Mr. Edward Silver, ment that is designed for their needs rather than the
Hughes International, Hughes Aircraft Corporation needs of the U.S. military. Many of these countries have

requirements and tactics that are different from the
United States. Also the countries today insist on an im-

Westinghouse International, Defense plantation of technology. If you're going to get their
and Public Systems Corporation money, they expect to get something in return that is going

Mr. Leonard A. Aine, to raise their level of technology. They are also interested in
DIrecwor, Sales Negotiations something called offset procurement. Not only do they
Defense Security Assistance Agency want to build up their industry in technology, but they

require some dollars flowing into their economies.
Mr. Silver: What I'm going to talk about is probably We also find a new interesting concept called reverse

quite unique, because up to now, everything that has been licensing. Until recently, I don't think anyone in the
said has related to the protection which is accorded mate- United States would have ever thought, that for a U.S.
rial specifically marked as requiring protective handling, military system, we would go abroad and license the
Dealing on aIh international basis, we find that there are production in the United States. Today, this is a fact of
limitations on the disclosure of material which carries no life and some of this information has both U.S. and
markings at all. This is the so-called "technical data," and foreign classifications.
what qualifies as technical data is basically left up to you There has always been the complaint by U.S. contrac-
to determine. So you see this is a different type of tors that the foreigners have some inroad, by which they
security game that we are ýn. can accomplish things faster end easier than we can when

To begin with, I think that we all want to avoid satisfying government requirements.
security problems, especially when they are problems with These are all developments that have happened since
classified material, with overseas i)perations or when they the original concept for international security was designed.

* involve our best customer, the Department of Defense. Today, we also find that when the U.S. Government's
I think our biggest problem today in security from an security requirements changed, they became more com-

Sinternational sense is that the program is basically the plicated. In addition today, we face a dollar crisis over-
same today as it was over ten years ago or when it was seas. These things adding together mean that we must be
conceived. During this period of time, there have been more aggressive in our marketing and we must be pro-
many changes in the marketplace. Some of these include: vided the tools for a more contemporary international
Many international suppliers where there used to be only security program.
a few, and I mean suppliers from both the United States In order to do this, we should ask ourselves four
and abroad. No longer do the foreign customers look to questions as shown in figure 1.

1. IS EVERYTHING WE ARE DOING NECESSARY?

2. IS THERE A BETTER WAY?

3. HOW CAN WE CHANGE?

4. NOT, WHY WE CAN'T CHANGE.

FIG. 1
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Too many thies when we are dealing with govern- disclosures; for the industry people representing the same
mental bodies, we come to the conclusion that we're government, "no classified disclosure authorized." What
doing something because it can't be changed, i.e., Lacause does the contractor do? It's '.ery embarrassing and confus-
there are so many organizations involved that a change is ing for us, as we0l as for the visitors. In the end, we feel
impossible. But for right now, I would like to capture that foreign industry and government visitors jointly cri-
your imagination with the idea that change is possible, tique their visits, freely exchanging notes. These artificial
Let's proceed in that direction. barriers only confuse all parties and aucomplish nothing

Basically, to make any program work, all parties in- worthwhile. Not only is it left up to industry to promul-
volved must have commonality in purpose, direction, and gate this distasteful withholding of information, but we
control. The international security program today has nre slapped with a regilation telling us we can't divulge to
many overlapping uncoordinated controls. We seem to the foreign nationals what their level of disclosure autho-
find that each of the organizations I have listed in figure rization is, thus preventing prior coordination to deter-
2 here feels it is the last bastion for protection of the mine, should we either not have the visit at all or defer
United States' defense arid therefore, it has responsibility the meeting until a meaningful disclosure level is granted.
for U.S. foreign policy. Every one of these organizations This next example is comparable to riding on two
seems to have a different idea of what the defense require- horses at the same time. Under the existing regu~ations, if
ments are and how to implement them. There is no you hold a DSP-85 license for the disclosure of classified
commonality of purpose, even though there are many information, you can use it as the basis for establishing a
regulations. These regulations seem to be interpreted in as classified visit authorization overseas. We are then per-
many different ways as there are people interpreting mitted to go overseas and carry on discussions of U.S.
them. I'll show you a few examples as we go on. classified with foreign nationals. Whcn these same foreign

In order for a program between industry and Govern- nationals come to the United States, it's not the State
ment to work, I think we have to establish an understand- Department that has cognizance, but the Department of
ing and mutual trust. In order to do this, we have to Defense. The Department of Defense staffs a determina-
develop joint goals common to both industry and Govern- tion as to what access these same foreign nationals are
ment. I think that it is becoming more evident, both to going to have when they visit our plant. This is provided
industry and Government, that we have a common goal to us in the form of a visit authorization.
today which is to increase our foreign sales thus helping There is no continuity between these two disclosures.
the dollar crisis. We have had numerous occasions where for several years,

Here are some of the things that I'm proposing: That we have held DSP-85s, and on this basis, we have exported
we come up with some central program approval that is classified documents to foreign nations. In some cases, the
recognized by all organizations. As an example, we have foreign governments have even bought the classified sys-
experienced situations where we have had foreign repre- tem and have it in their possession. They send their
sentatives come to one of our plants for classified discus- technical people here to talk to our technical people and
sions and tours. Even with the visit having been approved we get an unclassified visit authorization.
after over 30 days of staffing, we still face the idea that We have a problem in sending classified briefing mate-
whenever there is a disclosure of classified information, rials overseas. Just because we have an export license,
the disclosure cart only be on the basis of a Government-to- only means we can export the material. The placing of
Government transfer. Thus, a representative of the U.S. classified support documents in MAAGs is still at the
Government must constantly be present. That is, we discretion of the Contracting Officer.
arrange our disclosure schedule to the work schedule of a Today, in order to get a classified document reviewed
Government employee. This is not the intent of the by the Department of State for foreign release, we have
program as I understand it. The intent of the program is to have the Contracting Officer's approval for its publica-
that ,nce a visit authorization has been established and tion. If you change the document or modify it in an%,
the need-to-know has been determined, the contractor is way, you've got to go back to the Contracting Officer
allowed to give briefi-,gs on an oral-visual basis, but no again, get his approval and in turn, go back through the
classified documentary releases. This is the rule of whole chain of review and authorization. What I'm sug-
Government-to-Government disclosure and it applies only gesting is, once a Department of State approval has been
to documentary releases, obtained for the release of a certain level of classified

Another example is a requirement that foreigners must information, a plateau has been reached and you don't
have a security clearance authorization to tour unclassified have to go back to the Contracting Officer or the Depart.
manufactiring facilities even wKen no "technical data" as ment of State until you are ready to go to a higher
defined by the Office of Munitions Control (OMC) is plateau. This case-by-case review by the Contracting Officer
involved. is quite a problem to us and it seems to be a complete

Again, it's not in the regulations. There is no apparent duplication of staffing. First, we go to a Contracting
reason for it other than we happen to have a plant Officer, get his permission to publish a classified docu-
representative who has made this determination. If the ment, and then send the document to the Dr,;drtment of
foreigners don't have a security clearance, they're not State. The Department of State doesn't make a determi-
going to get into this facility, nation itself. It sends the document to the agency or

Different levels of clearance. Occasionally, we will have activity that was involved in the procurement of the
a mixed group of foreign nationals visiting our facilities overall system, and so the document goes back to the
some from industry, some from government. The authori- same contracting activity that authorized its publication a
zation for the government representatives permits classified few weeks earlier, which is just a redunlant step.
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I would like to further amplify this point by drawing if you have ever dealt with any foreign nationals, because
attention to the confusing instructions provided, as to you know they send restricted information through first
why, and what the Contracting Officer is reviewing the class mail, hand carry it in briefcases, and store it in desks
document for. I've heard that the review purpose is to and wooden files. The minute we get this foreign "For
determine the correctness of the security classification, Offical Use Only" information in the United States, it's
but I have never seen this in writing and the logic of into one of those GSA file cabinets, and we go through
checking the classification both before and after submittal all the procedures that are followed for U.S. Confidential
to the Department of State escapes me. Our suggestions material.
and a few additional points are found in figure 3. Swedish Confidential (or Hemlig) creates another prob-

This approval that requires an annual renewal (for lem in that it translates to something in between Secret
classified) from the OMC, doesn't really unlock all the and Confidential, depending on who is doing the transla-
doors as far as all the organizations listed in figure 2 are tion. You will probably end up with a Secret document
concerned. It doesn't really give you a basis for having that will be in your accountability records forever for it is
visitors come into your facilities for the disclosure of excluded from downgrading review.
classified information. It doesn't really seem to cut the I don't know if you have ever had any experience in
red tape of Contracting Officer approvals. It only seems preparing DD 254s involving a foreign classified contract.
to apply to your activities with foreign governments over- The problem is, who approves a DD 254 for subcontra-
seas, not in the United States. cting based on a foreign classified contract? Our normal

I would like to see established some basis like the response is that you send your DD 254s to the Contrac-
license from OMC which would permit us to immediately ting Officer for approval. When dealing with a foreign
place classified documents relating to the approved pro- contract, who is your Contracting Officer? In any case, he
gram in various MAAGs and embassies overseas for the is probably overseas and knows nothing about security
use and support of our marketing efforts. At the present requirement check lists. When you try to get him to
time, we have to go to the Contracting Officer to get this approve your DD 254, you have entered into a long chain
permission. Our suggestions are contained in figure 4. of events. Generally, by the time you get an approved DD

Further, I would like to see Overseas Security Eligibili- 254 back through the official Government channels,
ties (OSE) abolished. OSE is something that has been you'll find that the subcontract was awarded and has long
with us for ten years, and apparently the only reason we since been completed.
have it is because no one has any imagination as to how I think that the contractor should be given authority
to get rid of it. to sign off on DD 254s for foreign contracts. We know as

About the only thing it does is deny access to "no much about what's classified as the foreign contract
foreign information." From what I understand, industry adminstrators do. That's on the basis generally that we
people are probably not supposed to have such informa- have been told what's classified, which is usually only
tion anyway because this is basically intelligence informa- orally. Foreigners don't seem to appreciate the fact that
tion. The other prohibited areas of information are already they have to write DD 254s and furnish some type of
eliminated from disclosure to overseas personnel by a lack written guidance on an annual basis.
of need-to-know. Retention requirements. Since DD 254s and all of

The OSE is only issued for two years. Every two years these requirements are good for U.S. classified informa-
you go through the paper reshuffle, having the overseas tion, obviously they must be good for handling foreign
employee reconstruct, read, and sign a bunch of forms. classified information-they are not. They don't work.
Because these employees are doing this operation thou- These points are summarized in figure 5.
sands of miles away, you can only hope they fill in and Being from California, maybe I appreciate the Hearst
sign all parts correctly including the privacy portion. Castle more than you do. But if you have never seen the

Connected with this is the problem that you are sending Hearst Castle, let me assure you that it is something
out visit requests to foreign governments generally for an marvelous to behold. Each room is like a museum. It's
extended period of time up to one year. If the OSE breathtaking to see it. The only thing is that none of the
expires in the middle of one of these terms, we find that rooms tie together. Figure 6 establishes a relationship.
DISCO doesn't know exactly what to do. Should they I liken this to our industrial security progiam for
certify the individual's clearance only for the period that international operations. It works. Unbelievingly, it works.
the OSE is to run, or should they strike his name off the But there's no continuity in the whole program. There is
list. So the fact that the clearance is going to expire every no overall design or carrying on from one organization to
two years presents a problem when you're establishing the other. It has organization by organization indepen-
term clearances overseas. dence. We ought to be able to do better than that in this

One other point on OSEs is in the case of our people important field, especially if we're going to be around in
in Canada and the Far East, I don't know why we have this arena in the 1980s,
to have an OSE. The main idea of the OSE, of course, is Mr. Fredericks: I am from Westinghouse and I have
to establish a record for the Office of Industrial Security, marketing responsibility for all of our activities in the
Europe IOISE). Obviously, OISE is a little bit out of international or export world, and I'll make my comments
touch with what is going on in Canada and the Far East. strictly from a marketing standpoint. I want to talk about

On another matter, I would suggest that we provide your subject, classification. I want to expand that into
mnuie realism in handling foreign classified information, releasabiiity which is a functioi, of the Depaitmnent of
When restricted information comes to the United States, State (known as the International Traffic in Arms H,,qula
we protect it as Confidential. This is kind of an absurdity tion (ITAR)). And very frankly I want to make thct,e
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comments in the context of how can I avc.J the impact ment to provide information where there are engineering
of classification and releasability; and lacking that, how changes, and in the most part we find that we are able to
can I minimize that and yet get on with my teal purpose provide this changed information or new information from
in life of accomplishing sales in the international market? time to time and can ship it against the technical assistance
So if you will bear with me, these are some of the things agreement that the Department of State has approved.
I'd like to bring to your attention. However, from time to time we find that that is not the

In the first place, I want to comment on the some- case and we think it stems from the fact that there isn't a
times over-used expression of communication, but if you clear understanding between the Office of Munitions Con-
will, imagine the sort of things that you have discussed trol and the DCASR as to how we are obliged to transmit
here the last couple days and that we have brought up that information.
during this particular session, and if you can imagine how Where it's classified, it does go through Government
they all might impact upon American missions located channels. The Office of Munitions Control takes the
outside the country for a variety of reasons including rather broad viewpoint that whenever there are changes
those who are expected to provide assistance in some involved these are submitted through the established chan-
manner to people like myself in the accomplishment of nels as long as it does not go beyond-that is as long as
foreign sales in the military market, and if you can it's within the limitations of the original agreement they
imagine their ability then to understand sind work their approved. The DCASR does not always agree with this
way through the various policies, procedures, and maybe and from time to time there are occasions where we are
even strategy as it impacts upon what they have to do obliged to go back and seek and obtain a separate license
day-by-day and what they are asked Lo do by people like to ship this revised information.
myself when I show up in the country and say I'd like to This is expensive, it's time consuming, it delays the
do thus and so. This then emphas!zes why communica- receipt of the information by the customer. It delays the
tions are very important, receipt of payment from the customer. There are a whole

And just to share with you a situation that occurred host of reasons as to why this is a burden on industry
very recently, I was in a foreign country making such a and we believe that this is an area where further coordina-
request and in doing so the response was, Gee, I haven't tion is required by more than one element of the Govern-
really gotten those instructions back through my own ment in order to relieve us of this extra burden.
channels; could you help me in getting those instructions? We have always found a way. We're never stopped
Of course, I'd like to. When asked how I could explain it, dead in the water. We don't find this to be insurmount-
I did, and I cited the authority that I felt existed for my able, and we have found a way to get around it. But in so
particular approach to it. But I did encourage him to go doing it's time consuming and it's expensive. We don't
back through his own channels and seek guidance in his like it. We'd like to see it changed. So I bring it to your
own way because I really felt that unless he knpw what attention today because it does impact negatively on our
his instructions were in that particular matter that he ability to perform aga;nst contracts and that's always
wasn't going to be particularly comfortable in doing the remembered the next time around.
sort of things that I thought I needL.. some assistance on, There's another aspect of the same thing and it really
and it did impact and impinge upon classification and concerns the transmittal or dissemination of classified
releasability. I was asking for nielp in accomplishing a sale information to foreign nationals. I'm talking now about
where my primary competitor is a foreign contractor. foreign nationals who are natives of a country where

I'm not being critical when I say it. However, I think- there is an ongoing negotiation to buy a piece of equip-
I'm acknowledging that it is a very complex problem for ment that may not be classified but some of the data
all of us especially we who operate on the fringes of this. may be classified.
We look to our experts to keep us honest if you will so We are not able to make use of the facilities and
that we know when we may be going astray, but our services of these people because we just can't disclose this
primary purpose is to accomplish sales and yet conform information to them. However, some of these same
with the security requirements, people do have security clearances of their own country,

Another area that has been of concern to us involves the very country who is buying the equipment from us
technical assistance agreements or license agreements that and ultimately they do have access to this information,
we extend to people, for a variety of different reasons, but we're not able to -ause them to have access to this
who are located outside the country. In doing this we information in such manner that it might be beneficial to
obtain from the Office of Munitions Control their approval us in our sales objectives.
of our technical assistance agreement and they have a We understand the rationale as to why this is the case,
prescribed manner by which we submit information to but nevertheless it seems to be a bit inconsistent for it to
them for approval. And their approval then is made on happen this way. I wanted to bring this to your attention,
the basis of inputs that they get from people at DoD and A third area tnat offers some concern to us involves
other places. Once it's approved we would think that we some of the things that we and the industry are doing
have a vehicle that will permit us to act upon the techni today that resulh from our own initiative. I'm talking now
cal assistance agreement, We have usually collected a fee about the development of systems that in the main arc
for this information that involves proprietary data on our oriented to the needs of the international market. Right
part and it does have value, and so we're quite concerned now we don't anticipate a need on the part of U.S.
about protecting our own continuing proprietary rights in military services and they maV never be in U.S. military
it. services inventory, so here w,)'re dealing with a number of

But we do have an obligation inherent in the agree- differences.
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In the past most foreign military sales have been made stroints on the Munitions Control Office as to what they
on the basis that the system was previously developed on are able to release.
A contract from the U.S. Goiernment and applied by one I should quickly say that they have been very coopera-
of the military services and thereby was in the inventory. tive with the industry as a whole by providing guidance in
And in being carried out in that manner we had a con- principle as to what may or may not be released to what
tracting officer, we probably had a project officer, from countries, but this is only just a measure in principle end
either of whom we could seek guidance from time to is not particularly definitive in the way of direction.
time, and we had a DD 254. And while some of the The follow up to that is an application for releasability
earlier comments spell out some of the problems that this and sometimes that's very time consuming, and after a
represents it did offer us guidance and assistance in our great deal of effort we may find out that the thing we
ongoing efforts, would like to release and sell to a foreign government is

In the situation that I speak of now, none of these not in and of itself releasable. So what I'm really talking
exists. We're doing it on our own initiative, at our own about here is the time and effort industry expends in
expena, it's a private venture type undertaking. We don't planning the sales program only to find a product that we
have a contracting officer, we don't hdve a DD 254, but would like to sell is not in the final analysis releasable.
yet we have a need to conform to classification require-, And the thought I'd like to leave with you in this
ments and we have a need to conform to the "eye tower" respect-and we and other people in industry have expres-
requirements about the release of technical data. sed this before-but releasability in large part depends

Once again we're not dead in the water. It's not upon the DoD interpretation of the national disclosure
insurmountable, tut we find that as we go from place to policy. This is a classified document, thereby not available
place seeking guidance, guidance that has been recom- to industry per se, So I am suggesting as my second
mended to us, you know, we find that we come up with recommendation that in some way or another the policy
conflicting information and we walk away perhaps some- be reviewed with industry, classified briefing, if you will,
times more confused than not. But in the final analysis but provide us this information so that we in turn can
we do find a way to overcome some of these problems put our resources where there is a likelihood that releas-
and get on with our job. ability can be realized and thereby be more effective as

To help you better understand what some of these an industry and help perhaps in so doing redress the
systems are, you may be familiar with the concept that balance of trade and balance of payments problem.
DoD has for looking for initiative whether on the part of So I'd like to leave those two thoughts with you.
the aerospace industry or private industry, if you will, a: Mr. Alne: I confess to some dilemma. don't know
to a better way to meet a given requirement and also whether I should talk about something I know something
have the design-cost concept. So these very criteria make about like foreign military sales, which I suspect doesn't
these systems fairly attractive in the international market interest this group very much, or to try to talk about
because these are some of the things that foreign govern- something which does interest you about which I know
ments are concerned about as well. very little, namely, classification; but concerning which I

So this is a situation that we face. The ITAR when it have come to some visceral conclusions this morning and
was originally outlined or set up did not anticipate this I am sorely tempted to talk about that which I know
sort of thing, and we find ourself trying to do business in nothing about. But I'm a longstanding bureaucrat so I
an environment of change but working with ground rules suppose I'll take the easy way out and talk about what I
that are 10, 15, 20 years old. These continue to pose know about undet the assumption that you are interested
problems to us but they don't stop us. We do forge in foreign military sales.
ahead. In fiscal year Il.73 we took orders for just short of $3.4

Well, in summary these are three areas that I wanted billion; that's through the Government-to-Government
to share with you, to indicate the sort of impact that channel; and another $0.6 million through the commercial
classification and releasability have on industry's objec- channel for a total of $4 billion. Four billion dollars in
tives in realizing sales in the foreign market, orders in this business I think is about half of what we

I'd like to clobe then in offering a couple of conclu- exported in all agricultural products in the same year.
sions that in my mind might help the situation. That was before the sale of wheat to Russia. The data

The first is to decontrol and declassify wherever possi- may be different next year.
ble and as soon as possible, very expeditiously. These Now, these orders represent a very complex business
sorts of things are happening, I know, but they usually that involves a lot of people.
happen too late to enhance the system's salability in the We sell a lot because the world is buying a lot and
export market. Because it usually takes place so late in because the United States, even though the world is
the scheme of things that a foreign government is looking changing, is a major source, unavoidably a major source,
for something a bit more advanced than what we are able of much technology that now is reflected in military
to offer under these conditions. I do think it's a viable equipment.
consideration to think of decontrol and declassification as We began very austerely in the early 50s with legisla-
soon as possible. tion which authorized the U.S. Government to sell mili-

The second thought conceriis the sort of situation that tary equipment under the control of the Department of
exists where high technology products for the interna State on those occasions when countries wanted to buy
tional market have to be considered in terms of rather it. At that time the whole country was much preoccupied
complex national security and foreign policy considera- with the need for grant military assistance. It became
tions. This being the case there are a number of con known as grant military assistance or mutual security or
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whatever you want to call that program, under which we sitting in a room while the man who knows what he's
accumulated grants of military equipment abroad of talking about conveys to the man who wants to know
about $38 billion-most of that in the 5as. The program and is allowed to know-why that Government official
trailed off by 1960 into much smaller levels of grants. sits there listening to a conversation that he canrot con-
Correspondingly the level of sales went up. The plot of trol and probably cannot understand is beyond me. In
sales crossed the curve of grants in September 1962. any event, it's manifestly inefficient. And why we distin-

The grant level now is less than a billion and some- guish between citizens in the United States and citizens
thing more than half a billion depending on which Con- when they go abroad, I don't know.
gress operates on which legislation. The level of sales is So I am tempted I must say to search for an Emil
running about eiqht times as high. Kratzig. I thought of him this morning. He's the subject

This came about because it became evident in about of a story by Ludwig Bemelmans called Sacre de Prin-
1960, first, that countries could pay their own way, and, temps. I think it might become the story ur the novel or
second, that the United States began to experience a very the literary basis for the, I think valid, complaints of this
serious imbalance of payments. Mr. Kennedy told Mr. industry.
McNamara in that year, I want you to do two things; I The story is about a mythical country in Europe that
want you to reduce the cost of U.S. forces employed oversystematized its form of government. It's a satire on
abroad-and indeed Mr. McNamara took that $3 billion the development of Nazi Germany. But it goes on at
theretofore prevailing and reduced it to about $2.6 bil- some great and fascinating length describing how they
lion; that's in annual foreign exchange expenditures of the have in that government a Department of Seasons for the
Department of Defense; until about 1965 when Vietnam sole purpose of managing the seasons. There are subdivi-
came to mask all of our data, and no longer does anyone sions for Spring, Summer, Fall, and Winter.
follow, I think, exactly what our costs are. lit that country every man that's born is given a civil

Then he said, the second thing I want you to do is to service classification and thereafter his entire life is deter-
offset as much of the remaining cost as you can with mined, whether he's from Class 1 which is the very
payments from countries who can now afford to pay for blue-blooded top or down to Class 6.
their equipment as opposed to getting it free under grant This organization prevails throughout all sectors of the
equivalent, economy. If you are Class 1 and you die you get a

That began what you might call a formal sales pro- certain kind of funeral. It involves a huge orchestra, a
gram. I dislike the word program because it takes two to complete choir; you get gold-plated harness on eight
buy and sell. I don't know how to program a sale at all. horses pulling enormousiy convoluted hearses-well, it de-
We do have a set of sales activities that have many aspacts scribes iK in great length; I haven't read it for years; I'm
to them and, as I say, total quite substantial numbers. sorry I can't give you all the bibliography involved here.

I should be able to report to you how I could double But if you're second class I remember you have only
or triple those sales if I didn't have all the problems of silver buckles on the harness; you only have four horses
classification and control of information and control of instead of eight; you have a small choir instead of a
disclosure and everything that occupies this group. complete orchestra. If you're third class it goes down to a
Frankly, I haven't been too aware of the difficulty. quartet. And I do remember sixth class, the lowest class

What I have learned this morning is that we in Govern- of all; that's where you have a little box with a hook on
ment are apparently forcing U.S. industry to go through each side; two men carry you and drop the body into the
an enormous amount of avoidable and self-inflicted non- grave and reuse that coffin.
sense in order to make the sales that they do. It describes transportation. If you're first class you can

I don't know why this is happening. i really couldn't imagine what kind of a conveyance you are allowed to

believe it is happening. But I have to accept what my ride in all by your magnificent self. Then it goes on down
colleagues on the panel say. It must be because what where if you're fourth class I think you're in carriages
began perhaps centuries ago as a valid observation, if with pine seats. I do remember sixth class. There is no
you're in combat in the middle of the night and you floor in that car. You run along the tracks.
want to surprise the enemy in the morning by coming Everything is marvelously organized and everyone be-
around a certain corner where he doesn't expect you, lieves in it. Everybody was born into that system. And
don't send a runner in the middle of the night to tell although it must look ludicrous on occasion to see some.
them where you're going to go. one running along the tracks, that's how it is in sixth

That makes good sense. You withhold from your class.

enemy that which he shouldn't know and that which is in Well, in this system, what makes the drama, what
your interest to withhold from him. makes the tension of the story is that there is one m.;n

Well, if that was valid, I suppose the next embroidery who does not follow the rules. Everyone else who didn't
on that valid rule began a couple centuries ago and since follow the rules promptly had his head chopped off but
then has grown into the elaborate and contrived and I this is the last one, Emil Kratzig, the last non-conformist.
suspect ludicrous accumulation of rules tnder which y And the government kept him around because he was
actually now make industry act differently than kind of a reminder. No official could really bring himself
Government. to do away with that last remnant of the o'd world.

I don't know how you're any different than we are. V;ell, Emil Kratzig, for example, did not change from
Take any one of us, Governmeit or industry now, we all v-nter clothes to spring clothes promptly on the first day
have the same levels of responsibility. Why we have to of spring notwithstanding the rules of the Departmeit of
have this-I heard this morning a Government official Spring. If it was a nice day he put on spring clothes earlier,
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Well, he did that one time and he guessed wrong. He things having to do with Israel and the Arabs. It only
caught a cold, because he had his light clothes on too goes to the White House after a great deal of considera-
early. The story goes on in that vein, describing I think in tion by all departments involved.
a different sequence than I did the whole context. But in Clearly our whole Government is organized the same
the end there is an officer Umloff who is charged with way. The level of importance should be proportionate to
guarding a certain intersection in one of the cities, and the level handling the matter. But I have the feeling that
it's very late at night and nothing is happening. He sees we have some people in our defense system at least who
coming in the distance a funny kind of apparition. It are making highly significant decisions with regard to the
seems to be a man walking. He has a top hat on his head. release of equipment for foreign sale who do not appreci-
He is carrying in his right hand a candle and over his left ate, are not knowledgeable about, if I may say so,
hand he has a white sheet. couldn't care less about, the impact on all the things that

The apparition approaches Umloff and obviously senses come in train after you make a formal refusal to release.
that he is being queried. And the apparition says, Well, So I would suggest that those of you who are laboring
my name is Emil Kratzig. I died last night. This is a in this field, and especially if there is an Emil Kratzig
seventh class funeral. among you, that you look at management by exception

Now, isn't it possible that we have allowed the system to see if we can't find a system that doesn't control
of disclosure to embroider itself into all kinds of senseless everything but only controls that which should be
restrictions-each step of the way may have made sense at controlled.
some time, but haver,'t we accumulated far too much? Mechanical engineers have known for 150 years that

In order that I net be recorded here as entirely de- you don't have to watch the speed control on a steam
structive, I have two suggestions. They are fundamental I engine to make it go faster or slower. You put a governor
think, and one can always make fundamental observations on it. Why can't we do the same thing here? Why can't
if one doesn't know much about the subject; all obseiva- we exploit some automatic actions?
tions are then fundamental, so that's why these two seem The best automatic action I can think of is the self-
fundamental to me. serving instincts of a corporate board of directors. I think

Can't we do some management by exception here? It's we ought to establish a system in which the basic crite-
a well-known principle. Why isn't everything releasable iion-I'm putting aside now things of national import like
except-and then let someone who is officially charged a nuclear capability or something like that; I frankly
with so doing cite the exceptions? wouldn't know how to do it except to control all of

Now I would observe that in the Department of De- it-but, let's have a threshold below which certain auto-
fense a Major-and I'll make up my rules as I don't know matic things are allowed to happen. Let me make my
them-but someone like a Major may sign a contract for point by analogy.
$50,000. It takes a Colonel to do half a million, and a The world outside of the United States, the free world
General has to approve let's say $5 million. Don't hold that buys military equipment from the United States,
me to the numbers, but we have that kind of hierarchy of much of it is increasingly interested in producing more
approval. It naturally follows, of course, that the General and more of that equipment for itself. This is called
is smarter than the Colonel and can approve the higher various things. We call it co-production when they want
number to produce it for themselves. A classic case: the Republic

Because failure to release equipment abroad has the of China is now beginning to bujild F-5s. The question
reverse effect if you want to sell it but can't sell it comes: should the United States approve China building
although somebody wants to buy it, I think that Majors the F-5?
should withhold the sale of equipment that probatI/ Well, right away, you can understand, we really would
would not accumulate to more than half a million dollars. prefer to build the F-5 in the United States and sell it to
But I think it we're going to lose the sale of as much as China. So the criterion becomes, what is the local content
$5 million, maybe we ought to have a Colonei or an that's involved? We tend from a purely selfish point of
equivalent level in the Department of State to withhold view to favor low local content. That is to say we would
the sale and perhaps an Assistant Secretary of one depart- rather have China, if it has to build part of the F-5, build
ment or another approve any action the consequence of only 10 percent of it instead of 50 percent of it-from a
which is to prevent the sale of that equipment 3broad. purely selfish point of view, putting everything else aside.

I say that at the risk of having the sales program I assume that there is a military requirement for it and
measured entirely on the numbers involved. The sales the political relationship is such that we can do that.
program is not entirely, if indeed it is at all oriented on, It comes down now to the construction of the pro.
the pure benefits to the United States. Military equip- gram. How shall we try tf influence this?
mrent unlike any other kind of equipment, first of all has Well, one man has suggested that we'd rather sell from
to be eligible for sale, This invwlves a complex series of the United States, especially in these days. The difficulty
criteria, the best example of which is to ask how many with that is if you try to legislate that kind of a position
F4s shall we sell to Israel before we start to make the and veto any' kind of local content in these sales, they'll
Arabian countries there excessively nervous. That's a clas buy French or buy British atid you'll have 100 percent of
sic problem that often gets to the President It has no. nothing instead of, as in the Chinese case, 93 percent of
thing to do with disclosure. But in all those criteria the something
level to decide something is proportionate to the impor Now, this is an ac'.ve debate right now. How shall w2
tance of the problem. I can decide some things of abso- go about controlling th& There is a school of thought
lutely trivial importance The President has to deciae that says we must ;,ave a big con,mittee -State, Defense,
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White House, OMB, Commere-a committee that wili about it. I'm sure that my presence in Paris-I was a little
study all these criteria of balance of payments and local functioraire myself in the U.S. Embassy-kept some other
contents and licensing situations and the willingness of, in functionaire busy keeping track of me. And then I didn't
this case, Northrup to facilitate the co-production. And even know it and nothing ever came of it. It was a purely
I'm suggesting that in that ongoing dialogue, you don't wasted exercise.
need a committee. Go to that organization concerning If there are any Emil Kratzig's out there doing that
which I guarantee you will make precisely the right deci- kind of work in regard to disclosure I would invite you to
sion and that's the Northrup board of directors, because rebel.
that board is not about to arrange for co-production
abroad with local content 1 percent mere than that re- Questions and Discussion
quired to make the transaction go.

Let them, let people who have a self-interest judge it, Question: Mr. Alne, would you tell us what is your
and I assure you that no Governmental committee can do interface with ISA and the disclosure route for export
any better. license release?

That argument won, by the way, with regard to the Mr. Alne: Yes. Until a year and half ago this opera-
Chinese case. And the 93 percent falls out of very inten- tion that I direct in sales was part of ISA and that
sive negotiations Oetween that firm and the Republic of portion of ISA having to do with trade disclosures, Dr.
China. Mountain's office, was simply another adjacent office in

Now, if Northrup could have established a similar pro- ISA. As a matter of fact until 1965 the function of trade
gram with only a 5 percent local content, I'm sure they control was in the office that I'm now in. But it was
would have. And I'm sure they would have gone to 15 if decided, I think for good reasons, just as you don't have
that. had been the nature of the company's judgment one man in your office handle both accounts receivable
about the likelihood of the country's taking on that and petty cash, so you shouldn't have a man that handles
program or adopting some other aircraft, sales also handle disclosures. He's obviously disposed to

Let's exploit the built-in self-serving characteristics that disclose. So we moved it down the hall.
are in our system. Let's try to quantify the value of Then a year and a half ago the Defense Security
something instead of making policy decisions about its Assistance Agency became established and its Director
releasability, reports to the Deputy Secretary of Defense. Technically

Let us do what is happening in another aspect of our there's no ISA within the range of vision of that Agency.
Government. I'm not sure I want to talk about the You can visualize it as the operating arm of Security
specific case. But there was last year a major question Assistance. That includes grant aid, small in scope, and
that went to the White House with regard to the release sales. We have three directors in the office-sales, grant
of some very advanced technology to a European coun. aid, and the comptroller. But we are operationally ori-
try. It was of national in-sport. The answer was, No, we ented. We make no policy. I'm very happy to concede all
do not want to release it; the technology is too advanced; kinds of veto capability all around the city with regard to
it is of such great value to the future of U.S. aerospace sales. If I don't have them unanimously in favor of the
we don't want to run the risk of releasing it. sale I don't make the sale.

The question is coming up again. Now the answer is Question (Mr. Robinson): Mr. Alne, may I ask, in
turning on, and I think it will come out this way, we connection with the fact that DSAA is relatively new, I
won't say yes or no. We're going to say yes, but it's going would suppose that it is examining policies that may
to cost you a leg and an arm. impact in these areas and one might look forward to their

Let's put a value on that technology and if the buyer examining some of these which have been brought up this
wants to buy it, then let's take the proceeds of the sale morning as to the overall impact, or you will perhaps
and put it back into U.S. R&D and maintain the supra, come to it.
acy we are trying to guard. 'he guy that can best sort Mr. Alne: It's not presumption. It's just wrong. There
out the values involved in this case, too, I think, is is a lay view even around the Pentagon just exactly what
industry and not Government. we should be doing. I get all kinds of questions like that.

Somehow we're going to have to exploit this guaran- As a matter of fact, what we're trying to do is get
teed operation which is as guaranteed as the governor on through the day without stumbling on major transactions.
a steam engine. No corporate board is going to do any. I'd love to say I directed all those $4 billion worth, but a
thing except maximize the benefit to that firm. Use that lot of them took place routinely in the military depart.
enormous horsepower, instead of having functionaires mentu. There's nothing pretentious about most of them.
sitting within Government trying to make routine deci. There were no major negotiations.
sions, the economic consequences of which are beyond We concentrate on the other portion of the spectrum
them. which I would describe as not directing anything, but

I lived in Paris for five years and I stayed out of orchestrating all of the influences on the mastsr decision
trouble until the fourth year when I got a tiaffic ticket whether we are to sell something or not.
and I was invited down to the prefect's office. He was By that I mean that there is an expert for everything
very courteous and he brought me in and sat me down, someplace in the Pentagon. None uf them is in my office,
and brought out a file that was about an inch thick with They are all elsewhere What I have to do is find out for
Ail#, Leonud A. in old Norman script on the side of it. example when ith, Kuwaitis, as they now do, want to huy
And the thing was dng-eared. It lookod like a working file a modern aircraft, want to buy from the United States,
they had used every day. And that's the first time I knew Then questions come, what is releasable to the-n, and that
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comes out of the whole disclosure system. What is the legislation because I think it's being recognized that an
price of it? What is availability? What is the impact on F-111 is obviously toc. sophisticated in some countries;
U.S. forces? What is the impact on U.S. planes on that but that a varnished bow and arrow may be too sophisti-
production line? What configuration options are there? cated also in some countries.
All of that needs to be in the service. Industry-my office Someone mentioned the general atmosphere with re-
I think probably has more relationships with industry gard to sales, and it is true. You think you've gone
than anybody else because I happen to be vigorously in through some nonsense. We've gone through some too.
favor of government-industry teams. I'm not winning all We've had legislation and still have that we must not sell
the time on that argument. I must say that military over a certain figure to Latin America. I think it's now
departments tend to be a little bit standoffish about that. being recognized that that's rather silly to limit the
They frankly don't like to have an industry member on United States to $75 million to $100 million when En.
their team today when they're selling an airplane to gland and France are selling $500-$600-$700 million. So
Kuwait and then turn around tomorrow and sit across the Mr. Rogers announced about two months ago on the
table and negotiate the price of the aircraft, in that sale. occasion of his trip to Latin America that we now recog-

But I believe that industry has to be part of it, that nize this was too paternalistic to somehow coerce Latin
the best way to anver questions when you go out to American countries into building schools by withholding
Kuwait and you didn't anticipate exactly what was from them the purchase of military equipment. I guess
needed, is to have an industry member on the team if the that's great if you can do it; but the fact is they then

equipment has been selected by the country and there is went off and bought from England and France; and so we
not some other U.S. competitor that you have to be recognize that maybe they are sovereign countries and
arm's length from. maybe we ought to let them make their own decisions

That's the most powerful way to operate. I want within limits. We don't have to participate in excessive
industry as soon as the Kuwaitis select an aircraft, I want sales. We don't have to look like we're encouraging arms
that member right on the team right along with negotia- races between countries. But it really is a bit much to say
tions. If there are occasions when the other government is to Peru that it cannot get rid of a 20-year-old airplane
not comfortable with industry, I'll have them out in the which costs more to maintain than it would to buy a new
hotel but they should be part of the team. one. And it's a bit much to tell a country it doesn't have

I was told one time that the Venezuelan government an enemy and doesn't need any airplanes-I suppose that's
did not want this certain firm within five miles of the true. But if a country wants to have airplanes if only to
capitol during negotiations. So I said we'll put them in a fly over the parade ground on national day, I suppose
hotel six miles out of town, because they're on the team. that they ought to be allowed to do that.

You can't really sell an aircraft or a major system I'm riot in favor of selling anything to anybody, but I
without industry. We don't have any such aircraft. We am opposed to treating a region as we have done with our
don't produce them. We wouldn't know the first thing IE;gislation. We don't sell to regions. We sell to countries.
about it if it weren't tor the firm that is producing it. And Brazil does not like to be told it can't buy some-

But we're dealing in transactions. We're trans-actiunally thing today because Nicaragua bought something yester-
oriented. Because in defense there re'ally isn't anybody day. That's just not within Brazil's range of interest. And
er:e around to answer questions like how's the military for us to impose that on them in a regional way I think is
sales program going; what do you think of the multilater- condescending, it's paternalistic, it is aggravating, it is
al concern, the multinational corporation, and all these abrasive, it is not effective, and I think the Congress is
other basic questions that I don't have time for that I'm not recognizing that.
asked about indeed I'm tempted today to wonder if as On sophisticated weapons, the point of it is all right,
so-called Director of Sales I shouldn't look into all the but we were doing it all the time. We never did sell
impediments that cppear to be slowing down s2les that I F-111,z to Ivory Coast, ior example, and we're not likely
hear about this morning. But I frankly will probably get to.
back to the Pentagon and get inundated by what's gone As Mr. Florence said this morning, all of your disclo-
on since 10:00 o'clock this morning and I'll g,,o: get at it. sure decisions are really states of mind. They alL judg-

I must say in all seriousness that I'm discouraged by ments in the mind. Well, so are these judgments. Frankly
the deliberations today, because I really think we have there are many other criteria that outweigh the simple
gotten into some kind of an operat:on that moves for- fact of sophistication. Sometimes sophistication so re
ward by n,'inmentum, that picks up like a ratchet all new duces the maintenance cost that a country should have
requirements without relinquishing the old, so that we're solid state electronics instead of vacuum tubes. There's no
getting more and more convoluted and elaborate like a law that says you should go through vacuum tubes before
Steig drawing in the New Yorker, you know, all these you get to solid state. What's important is what oest fits
thi,,gs going around. I really feel that we are participating your requirement, So sophistication, that criterion, really
in a self inflicted wound that must be corrected. But I translates into what is manifestly excessive in quantity or
don't quite know how to get my hands on it. One of the value or in operating sophistication, It would have been
Emil Kratzigs out there is going to have to do it. treated under other terms as well.

Question: What adverse effects have been noticed? Question: Are you able to deal diiectly at the outset
Mr Alne The sales of sophisticated equipment have I'm a representative of a foreign government or a foreign

been prevented witnout the planning of it. So it has had industry, and I want to come and buy something that
an adverse effect. belongs to you, that your industry is selling. Do I come

I think Conte Long I think it's falling out of current to you after U.S. industry says, Gee, I can't sell it to you
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direct? Do I come to you and get you to help me get commercial in the U.S.? We'll go commercial in Europe.
that thing sold? They're a lot closer. I don't prefer to deal there. We get

Mr. Alne: I suppose that could happen. The law pro- better quality here on an average and your price-he said
vides that we are authorized to sell either from stock or this two years ,;go-your price is not all that bad-now I
from new procurement, so that its title passes temporarily think we would say it would be much better here because
through us and onward to the buyer. of devaluation. But we put them at a huge handicap to

Question: Strictly through FMS? make them come and deal and search out and negotiate
Mr. Alne: If it goes through Government, then it is with you in industry. And some of the Middle Eastern

FMS, right. But the law also provides, has provided for 20 countries have been inundated by salesmen from all over
years, that the Department of Defense should not partici- the world, from Europe and the United States. They
pate gratuitously in the sale of equipment to foruign really can't handle it.
countries. That is, if it is generally available from indus- We don't even pretend with Iran. Iran makes us for-
try, we shouldn't be in the business. mally and officially: We want to buy only from the U.S.

The fact is, as you've seen from my numbers, 75 to 80 Government. The Government agreed. It wasn't casual but
percent of what we sell from this country does go through it was a deliberate agreement for all the reaons of policy
Government, so it brings us to the question, are we unfair one can imagine between us and Iran. So we don't even
competitors of U.S. industry? go through the commercial availability syndrome with

Some can alloge we are. It depends on the industry. Iran. If they want to buy from the United States they
Most do not. Basically, major systems are very hard for can do it.
one firm to sell. McDonnell can't sell an FA4 because it The difficulty, of course, is in the case of the other
doesn't produce the F-4. It produces about 25 percent of gentleman I mentioned, I don't want to cut out a U.S.
it. And the Government-furnished equipment that goes firm that has developed a market and just short of selling
into the F-4 is very difficult for McDonnell to buy. if it have that market pulled out from under it. On the other
does try to buy it, it would be a high cost procurement. hand, I do not want to be so formal and so literal about
So just by the sheer facts of the matter, countries often following that admonition of the law that we put business
come to the U.S. Government to buy major systems, elsewhere. Business that wants to come here-all these

I once calculated that when you go through the first concerns where it is valid for the United States to sell the
17 major systems you exhaust half of our military ex- product. We made a deliberate decision, not I, but in the
ports by value because of the skewing effect of the value Department of Defense some months ago that this coun-
of major systems. try was in no economic condition to run that danger. So

Secondly, there is a trend that countries want to come we tend to be a bit more relaxed. We get complaints,
and buy from the U.S. Government because with us they especially from the electronics industry, and they often
know that we will then buy on their behalf with the same write to their Congressmen and we have to answer them.
prudence that we do for ourselves. In effect that means We are trying our best to be equitable to all concerned
that some countries who deal a great deal with us, like but I'm not sure we always achieve that. But we did sell
Iran, stop just short of signin9 a blank check in their $4 billion worth.
orders with us. Because if they sign a letter of offer they Question (Mr. Florence): Would the industry represen-
know that letter of offer says that the price is estimated tatives comment on whether any of your sales processing
but we're doing our best to estimate it accurately, that problems stem from security classifications being put on
the delivery is estimated but we'll do our best to meet it; your company-owned information?
we're not giving you these numbers casually, a lot of Mr. Fredericks: Very definitely. Information that we
work has gone into it; and now we'll go negotiate with generate, our own technology, may not even come from
the firm and buy it for you if you want us to do so with the facility in which we're developing a weapons system
the same vigor that we do for ourselves. So they don't or an elertronics system is what I speak specifically of.
know exactly what it's going to cost. But they do know Yet we ultimately find that being classified.
that they will not be taken by a firm who is disposed to Question: I wonder if you could apply one of these
do so. They are guaranteed equitable treatment by the little comments I heard just a moment ago, exercise your
Department of Defense. I think we've earned that reputae own self-serving interest, and not permit those classifica-
tion, frankly, and I know we have it in almost all coun- tions to be put on your own thines.
tries that I can think of. Mr. Fredericks: We don't accept it without resistance,

So DoD has an enormous advantage over industry but sometin~es we have no recourse because in the final
because we're credited with not being profit motivated, analysis-and I think the comment was made previously
By law we can make neither profit nor loss. So countries today--our big customer continues to be the U.S. Govern-
tend to come to us. ment, the three military services; and ultimately ou.r self-

The law, by the way, that I mentioned speaks of serving interest sometimes has to be served by recognizing
developed countries We shouldn't sell to developed coun- who our big customer is.
tries that which is generally available. The law says we I'd like to continue to go back to a point that was
can sell to less developed countries whatever ,ye went. So made. In our marketing activities internationally we are
even developed countries come to us arid, frankli, put me prepared and we do approach customers on the basis that
in a dilemma. One man from Europe said to me one day, we will negotiate a contract directly with them. Neverthe-
I understand your law, your regulation, about commercial less we recognize that some of these same customers do
availability; but if you don't sell to us we'll go commer- have recourse to the services that Dave spoke of and
cial like you say? but what makes you think we'll go make an FMS case out of it.
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In the final analysis it's really immaterial to us as long I have in mind our new Executive Order that has come
as we do our homework properly, and there's a lot of out all of a sudden with a representation that purports to
promotional activity that we feel is necessary for us to do say we're going to apply sanctions agairnst individuals in
and we're not alone in the industry in that respect. the U.S. Government who put unnecessary classifications
Sometimes that's the way that a foreign military sale Is on information.
actually started, from efforts on behalf of an individual Now, at some point someone is going to get real strict
comparny going out and making their capabilities known on this and look around and see where else they can
to somebody who has a requirement. Then they ult~mate- apply sanctions. And it could be that they would come
ly come back and ask the U.S. Government to produce it. along to these cormercial firms and cause action by

So this is the industry-government team that Dave contractual clauses for the commercial firms to begin
speaks ot in operation. Sometimes it has more visibility applying sanctions on unnecessary classifications.
than at others. But it does continue to work. This was just sort of in my mind in your operations

Mr. Silver: Bill, did you want me to comment too? I've heard described today.
Member (Mr. Florence): Please. Having -.id some ex- Mr. Silver: I would answer that by saying that indus-

perience with the very fine company you rbpresent, I'd try does what it's directed to do.
like also to have a comment from you. Question: I'm surprised to hear that governments

Mr. Silver: I have a specific example I'll cite for you. would come to the Pentagon to buy something from
Recently we went to the State Department with a bro- them with all the horror stories I've read in the media
chure on a product called the ADI'.19, which is a laser about rc.ost overruns. Do you get any requests for a C-5,
designator. It had been procured by the Army as an for cxtýmpie?
unclassified item, unclassified hardware. We had a DD 254 Mr. Silver: They only want the successes. They don't
that told us it was. Part way through the procurement the ask much for the horror stories.
Navy bought one of these. The brochure we sent to the Membt'r: I think if ; were XYZ Company, I wouldn't
State Department as an unclassified document identified want the Pentagon buying anything for me. I'd take my
that at one time the Navy had been interested and had chances of ioegotiating with McDonnell-Douglas myself.
conducted experiments with this device. That's all it said. Mr. Fredericks: But you can't always assume that

The brochure was returned to us by the State Depart- what you read in the newspaper is right and I think that
ment with a notation: This document has been deter- that's the approach that they take. They have a show me
mined to be classified. We recommend that yoo- resolve attitude that they're willing to undertake.
the classification and after the classi;icatiun has been Member: t might support the position that, if the
resolvod-something to the effect that there is every indi foreign government buys through our military system
cation Ahat you would be -Iligible to receive the exporl from us, they also have the advantage of the in-house
license you initially applied for. inspection of the hardware which is probably important

There was no indication of what it was that made it in the airplane industry.
classified, what the guidance was that we shouid be fol. Mr. Alne: Yes, but they can get that commercially too.
lowing, or what group category it was in. It was only They have to pay for that in either event. Your point, sir, is
through an intelligence effort on our part that we were applicable both to FMS and to commercial purchase, pur-
able to determine that it was the Navy that had placed chase through the commercial :h3nnel of that same horror.
the classification on it to begin with or in the procassing. If one such horror exists and the buyer wants it, al! I'm

This case is presently in the State Department. I don't 5aying is if he has to buy it he may be suspicious of the
know what's qoo'rg to happen. I responded by deleting all price or he may read iv in the papers also and have the same
references to the Navy and resubmitting the document. disposition that you do. But if he needs the equipment, all

So you say is there something we can do. If you're I'm saying is he tends to want to buy it th~ough the Depart-
going to get the document cleared, you're going to have ment of Defense because at least he knows that we will do
to compromise someplace. our best to achieve the iowest price.

Mr. Fredericks. This is the double-bladed axe that the Question: Is it feasible or possible that a government
new initative program poses to industry. DoD and the would come to you to seek a product and you would say
several military services come to industry and say, you to them, we'll help you buy this product but you go
come to us and tell us what you have to offer that will direct to the industry?
meet a need that we have, and include in that the design- Mr. Aine: Yes, we often do. I don't know what you
cost concept. We're not alone in having done this. Other mean by help but we often do refer them to known
people have done so. But in the process 0f doing so, using sources and we go through a!l the mating dance of ad
our own technology and at our own expense to get to vising because of the law and because there's no need for
that point, there are people who read into this things that us to be in the business
may impinge upon what they are doing or have responsi Question: I was thinking about arianginq a loan,
bility to see is done on an existing U.S. Government Mr. Alne: Oh, indeed, the U.S. Government offers
con. a,.'. And there the compruiise has to be made credit tbut that's another story we haven't gotten into yet.

And we don't always have all the flexibility and lati That's to less developed countries, highly limited, indeed
tude you need in oroer to act cont.u:;veLj in your own non-existent if the current Congress has its way -sorry, if
best interest, last year's Congi [;s h;as its way, which it did, for an

Member (Mr. Florence): May I make one little corn entire year. F it we have something like, historically, half
ment with you, both of you, on the experiece you aie a billiou di lars a year, not a wrant fund but a credit
discussing. fund, whin is all repaid to the United States. a
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CLASSIFICATION AND THE SMALLER Given some intelligence that you have about how to
RESEARCH GROUPS classify things and the amount of time you want to spend

worrying about it, you can operate anywhere on a certain
Mr. John D. Kettelle, curve, which is called an operating characteristic. There
President KETRON and Vice President are two trivial points you can always attain. First, you
Military Operations Research Society can classify everything Secret, in which case the proba-

bility you classify Secret documents correctly is 1.0 and
Security in the Department of Defense recalls the first the probability you classify an Unclassified document is

line of A Tale of Two Cities, where Dickens said, "It was also 1.0. This is the upper right hand corner of figure 1.
the best of times; it was the worst of times." I think it is On the other hand, you can rfuse to classify anything
easy to say, "We have the worst possible security system; Secret, in which case the probability of classifying Unclas-
we have the best possible security system." I think that siftied documents as Secret correctly is zero but the proba-
whatever I do say will be in a context that there are some bility of classifying Secret documents is also zero. This is
horrible things but there are some good things; that some- the lower left hand point of figure 1.
how it adds that there may be some room for dramatic You can attain a 45-degree line, as in figure 1, as long
improvement, but I am not certain precisely where it is. as you don't try to get smart. A 45-degree line says if

The situation is a little like the judge's son who was you want to make sure that half of your Secret docu-
being admitted to the bench and who was told by his ments are correctly classified, flip a coin for every docu-
father, "Never give the reasons for your decisions; your ment, and you'll be sure that the Secret ones have a 50
decisions are probably going to be right but your reasons percent chance of being correctly classified, and so do the
will almost certainly be wrong." Unclassified ones.

These remarks are from the point of view of a typical If you have sorme misinformation about what some-
small company primarily working on classified study proj- body, you know, The Sou'ce, thinks should be Secret,
ects. Wihat are some things of concern? Deciding how to you can do worse than that. You can fail to classify less
classify documents, determining a need to know, and a than half of the real secrets and classify as Secret more
lot of other details. Most of what I have to say will be on than half of the trival or Unclassified information.
the classification problem. Now, actually, there is no Generally speaking the kind of curve that you can
classification problem because of the DD 254s, right? Just attain is one that is above the 45-degree line. In the
follow what they say and you know what's classified and illustrative curve, if you are willing to accept misclassify-
what isn't. ing something like only 10 percent of the truly Unclassi-

As mentioned, I did study mathematics. Let me retreat fied information you can correctly classify something like
into mathematics for just a few minutes. There is in mathe- 80 percent of the information that's really Secret.
matis, and also in a lot of military work, a classification One project where classification was really important
problem which hasn't anything to do with security. Typi- was the Ballistic Missile Early Warning System. Our work
cally it's classifying targets-are they friendly or enemy, are was involved in the analysis of how much about a target
they decoys or real targets? That sort of thing. Is there do you have to learn in order to think it is a missile; and,
something there or not? That's a classification problem. how many missiles reported from various sites do you

The classification problem may be discussed using the require in order to set response levels for SAC.
graph in figure 1. Let's say there are only two classifica- In those days, when we really thought that nuclear war
tions, Unclassified and Secret. The horizontal axis is the might be right around the corner, some false targets
fractior• P(S/U) of documents you are going to classify as almost generated an alarm. Fortunately, that was the day
Secret, ..hich are in fact Unclassified; and the vertical axis Khrushchev was in New York pounding the tab!e with his
is the fraction P(S/S) of documents that are Secret that shoe, and that helped our operating characteristic.
you are going in fact to classify Secret. Now, in such projects there were some real secrets in
1.0 the classified information sense. There was also a lot of

mathematical analysis which the analysts wanted to pub
lish. You kind of enjoy publishing and maybe it would
have done the world some good. We never had quite
enough energy or possibly time to sanitize the work so as
to publish it. I think frankly most of the time we thought
we knew what was really Secret and what wasn't. It's not
too big a problem, in spite of the fact the DD 254 was
thought of as primarily a formality you had to have when
the security inspector came around.

I think there is an interesting theoretical problem that
relates to this. It's what I would call a Catch 22 effect:
the rule about what is Secret and what isn't may be more
highly classified than Secret.

An example which is no longer classified comes from
I World War II. In World Wet II, there was a high frequency

00 Pls/ul 1.0 direction finder system, commonly known as HFDF. Ger
FIG. 1: OPERATING CHARACTERISTIC man submarine admirals were very nervous and liked to

FOR CLASSIFIED DOCUMENTS have their submarines report in on0ce a day As a result,
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our long-range radio direction finders were able to track do put out a report that has unclassified analytical work
the German submarines quite well, even if they didn't as well as classified information, to put out a little guide
give their hull numbers. It was a fantastically important prepared by the author (or somebody collaborating with
piece of information and probably changed the course of the author) about how this report could be sanitized-
the submarine war in the Atlantic very significantly. either by expurgating certain things or by 'araphrasing.

Somehow this reminds me of my Civil War History Even a given classified paragraph commonly can become
teacher at Haivard. He had ten separate lectures on what unclassified by deletion of a specific or two.
won the Civil War for the North. That wasn't as bad, We might cover briefly the determination of need-to-
however, as my Sociology professor whose final exam know. It is theoretically part of the same problem. If an
was: describe the universe and give two examples. item is classified, what you are really saying is tell only

To return: there we were receiving all the information certain people about it. Who you tell is part of the same
about HFDF, an extremely sensitive program at the time. ball of wax. How to determine that, I think, is an area
Now, if the defense community and its contractors had where there is room for a great deal of what I would call
been told that any mention of HFDF was Secret and creativity.
shouldn't be incloded in any document, obviously that in I'll give you two examples. One is the library of the
itself likely would have been more highly classified than Center for Naval Analyses (CNA). The other is the Mili-
the routinely reported information-a situation similar to tary Operations Research Society, of which I am a Vice
a number found today. President.

To avoid publishing the rule, theoretically, you can say, The CNA library you cannot get into without having a
"All right, fine, let's hire 10,000 security inspectors. They fight-you have to be cleared Secret if you are going to
won't tell you the rules but they will read everything you get into the Secret file, Top Secret if you are going to get
write and cross out the information that is highly classi- in there. And, on top of that, CNA and its monitor,
fied." Even then you can imagine that an intelligent con- because CNA itself is sort of proprietary, will fight pretty
tractor or a civil servant observing what gets censored could hard not to let you in in the first place. But if you do get
"zero in" on what the rule was; so it really is a Catch 22. in, you have access to a much broader range of informa-
I think a certain amount of sloppiness in classification tion than any cautious contracting officer would ever
probably is unavoidable and may be desirable, permit you to get at.

To proceed-how then does a small firm address the The same thing is true of the Military Operations
classification issue? Well, there's nothing magic about it. Research Society. As you know, there are a lot of other
Nine times out of ten you know more than the project "Secret societies." They meet once or twice a year. The
officer, assuming there is one. So you don't want to Military Operations Research Society is probably a classic
bother him-you just follow your own knowledge. The example. It meets twice a year and has maybe 600 to 800
one time out of tan when he knows more than you, you attendees. It covers almost the entire spectrum of defense
probably don't want to admit it. But seriously, in 15 analysis; anything from undersea warfare, to urban warfare,
years perhaps I have had one occasion, to discuss with a to what have you. (Try to think of a way to use subma-
project officer what his view was on what was classified rines in urban warfare.) Once you get your contracting
and what wasn't. officer to recognize your need-to know so that you can

I think there is an important additional dimension attend, you can shop around and sit in on the tactical
relating to classification. I worked at Arthur D. Little, nuclear war fare problems associated with the defense of
Inc. for five years. Most of the clients there were com- NATO or any other topic; a much broader access than
mercial, and there weren't security officers in the military usually associated with need-to-know certifications.
sense. But, security was tighter in many ways than the Now, I feel that all that is a very enlightened and good
Defense Department If you are going to determine for a thing. It is close enough to breaking rules that people are
drug company what's the best way to peddle something, very careful about it, on top of just being patriotically
you obviously are not supposed to tell any other drug careful. It does give people a chance to find out what
company or publish anything about it. It's pretty tight really is going on in a broad context to make them
security, for proprietary reasons. productive, rather than the limited perspective of things

It really shouldn't be that way within the Defense that apply only to a given contract. The search for solu-
Department, but it is. In other words, many times you tions to problems requires freedom from the ordinary
may have a Defense client where, even though its project fences if an effective solution is to be found.
or information is not classified, there is a proprietary like Now, let me go dowil the list of some of the typical
approach. I think anybody, whether they are in-house or mundane issues that a small company -and of course a
out house, should be aware of that circumstance and large one has to face.
should be willing to understand and abide by the fact The first one is you've got to write a security manual.
that it is unclassified but proprietary limited in availabil- I think that somebody has somehow designed the system
ity. In contradistinction, you can have something which is so that you'll be forced to write one even though there is
Secret but can generally be shared quite widely within the a sort of standard one you can practically duplicate.
cleared part of the Defense Department community Many Theoretically that's supposed to be good for you; it
examples exist of things classified for pioprietary like makes y.u read it if you are going to write it But I think
reasons, and that is a poor use of classification. But we that is a little ridiculous
can't reform the world, There is no quuestion in my mind it would he a good

It would te an awfully gooc' thing for a company or thing if there were a couple of firms or individuals who
an organiuation of DoD either l,.rge or small when they were available to small businesses, to hu'p them set up
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their security system and give them somebody to talk to than any of the analysts and takes it very seriously. She'll

in confidence (just as you would to a lawyer), about their come in and she'll say, 'Well, we have this report that

security problems. In my view the security inspectors are we've had for two years; the contract expired a year ago,

really a very friendly, understanding lot, but you don't and the inspector says we've got to return it to the

know that at first and, understandably, you cannot con- contracting officer."

sider them a confidant. Such a firm could start off by In my view that is a problem. I realize that a lot of

working up a security manual for you, and sort of "hold people would like to "squirrel" reports, and you have to

your hand" during the first inspection or two. have some way of making sure that you don't get too
In my view, security inspectors are not really out to try much hoarding. Nevertheless, it's a tough problem for us.

to hang anybody. They are out to make sure that things A big company oft~n has other contracts, and usually can

work reasonably well, and if somebody is really out of relate these so that the documents are transferred to

line they will naturally have to get involved. But they are another contract.
not just waiting for somebody to make a mistake. This gets back again to the CNA library. If you are

There is a phenomenon, I believe irrefutable, that the going to propose a study, often the RFP and people that

further you get from the Government, the more nervous issue it will arrange for you to have access to some

you get. Consider an organization or company large documents, in order that you can write intelligent pro-

enough to have a security officer. The company security posals. So it is possible for the Government to organize

officer may also be fairly benign, but by the time we get little ad hoc libraries.

around to some divisional security officer we are likely to I think this is something the Government ought to do

find him three times as strict as the Government is. Now more, so that the contractor who feels that he has certain

some of that "over-security" is a good idea, but I think strengths and maybe a little bit of experience in an area,

that you can generate a lot of hate and discontent in a with the proper permission would have some way to have

company by being a little too picayune. access to the literature in that area. That would make me

Another important item is the return of documents a lot less nervous about having to destroy my own docu-

after a project is completed. That is usually the main ments. For example, if I knew they were going to be

problem we have after the security inspector leaves us, shipped to a place where I could immediately refer to

other than cheering up the secretary who is our security them on appropriate occasions, I would feel more secure,

officer. Parenthetically, the small company always has a and less concerned about their retention. These are a few

s&cretary as security officer. That, by the way, is a very of the aspects that seem to impact especially on the

good idea. She's usually a lot smarter in these matters smaller research organization.




